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Professor Hartgen Named
John Huddilston Professor of Art
Professor Vincent A. Hartgen, a faculty member at the University for the 
past 16 years, has been named the John Homer Huddilston Professor of Art at 
the University.
An anonymous gift of $30,000 has been accepted by the Board of Trustees 
to establish the Chair. It was the third special professorship to be created at the 
University.
Named for Dr. John H. Huddilston, a member of the University faculty from 
1899 to 1942, the new chair is the first to be established in the College of Arts 
and Sciences.
During his 43 years of service to the University, Dr. Huddilston became one 
of the most popular and best-loved faculty members. Known widely among stu­
dents, faculty and alumni as “Paddy,” he was the author of a number of books, 
a member of the State of Maine Art Commission, and the one who laid the 
foundations for the University’s large collection of reproductions and slides of 
famous art works. He died in 1956.
Professor Hartgen who succeeded Dr. Huddilston, is a native of Reading, Pa., 
and did his undergraduate and graduate work at the University of Pennsylvania.
University President Lloyd H. Elliott said it is “most fitting” that Professor 
Hartgen should be the first to hold this named professorship since “his contribution 
to educational life at the University has been so outstanding.
“Furthermore, the establishment of the John Homer Huddilston Professorship 
of Art points unmistakably to the increasing importance of the creative arts in 
the curriculum of the State University.”
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THE COVER : Maine’s own Freda 
Gray-Masse, who delighted an audi­
ence on campus this summer, exem­
plifies here the “cultural explosion”*
that has hit the University. More on 
the arts at Maine will be found on 
Pages 8-11. Mme. Gray-Masse is a 
1950 graduate. Photograph by Daniel 
M. Maher.
editor's stencil
IF science rides to the sky and beyond this day, shall art remain at ground zero?
The culture and discipline that are science, we recognize as being 
important to youth, and therefore, to education. Art is a companion, a culture 
and discipline equally important to youth’s education. If this were not so, could 
we claim much difference between our own society and that of the U.S.S.R.?
Theirs is a materialistic existence, and so is ours—except for something 
we add which is non-scientific: our deep regard for the individual freedom of 
a human spirit.
Fortunately, at Maine we teach to the ends of knowledge in 
both art and science, and we encourage creativity in both kinds of 
culture, beyond recorded wisdom. A socio-religious difference and 
a research spirit, about all truths of life, promise us competitive 
success for humankind in the United States.
A Summer Arts Festival at the University was proposed two years ago. 
A third summer is now with us, containing a few excellent programs of music, 
arts and speech. Alongside science fairs and a technology display there was 
also a March Festival of Arts this year. These matters belong to the University, 
not as its sole right, but because there is here a community of scholars and of 
youthful people, desiring to learn, to understand, to expand their cultural ex­
periences. Talents from Maine and from outside the state follow one another 
in the schedule of artistic offerings for Maine audiences and other visitors.
The science lab and the theatre auditorium are companion 
necessities on a university campus. Neither one is easily provided, 
even in a tax assisted institution. Yet, private philanthropy has 
had to be the more responsible to guarantee progress in art.
Now that ground is being broken to build the Hauck Auditorium, a theatre­
auditorium for cultural activities is thus provided.
We realize that many folks have given us the shell of our building. Some 
more generosity in the spirit of cultural education will be needed.
X
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A
LOYALTY DESIGN.
Second Hauck Fund Gifts Being Received
Cash on hand from Alumni
Campaign - $230,000
Campaign requires $20,000
to complete its pledge of $250,000
YOUR NAME PLATE
Can be reserved for a Theatre- 
Auditorium seat - $500.
MEMORIAL ROOMS
Will be named for larger donors.
J
I .
MAIN ENTRANCE TO HAUCK ADUITORIUM (SOUTH ELEVATION), EXTENDING FROM MEMORIAL UNION 
(AT LEFT)’. (As seen from a vantage point near the Observatory next to Rogers Hall.)
I 
I
• University Trustees will expend 
$915,000 for Auditorium (including 
your gifts).
• Whole cost includes another 
$125,000 in equipment
• Friends and Alumni are 
requested to give generously 
by October 1st
Construction of A New Theatre Auditorium 
Starts Immediately—Completion By Sept. 1963
CAMPUS IN SUMMER
ONE THING OR ANOTHER
The campus never seemed busier 
with a multitude of varied activities, 
academic and otherwise
One of the most striking features about Maine’s campus in summer is the variety of activities it embraces.
If it wasn’t Boys State it was the Future 
Farmers of America. If it wasn’t a group of 
high school teachers surveying the use of 
newspapers in the classroom, it was a group 
of paper makers, attending the third annual 
Pulp and Paper Summer Institute.
If it wasn’t “A Night with Basil Rath­
bone,” it was a recital by Mme. Freda 
Cray-Masse ’50.
If it wasn’t a multilingual conversation 
at Language House (Estabrooke Hall), it 
was a Peace Corps discussion of Sierra 
Leone.
One Thing or Another
In short, if it wasn’t one thing it was an­
other. The campus, it seemed, had never 
been busier.
These peripheral activities revolved around 
the central theme: Summer Session. From 
all indications—and from the enthusiasm 
of its directors—this year’s Summer Session 
was the most successful to date. A record 
number of students, nearly 3,000, enrolled 
in a staggering variety of courses that 
brought visiting instructors from far and 
wide in the nine-week session.
Among the guest faculty members was 
Dr. Doris Twitchell Allen, who received 
her bachelor’s degree at Maine in 1923, her 
master’s degree in 1926 and later went on 
to receive a doctorate at the University of 
Michigan.
Topic of her courses were “Individual 
Behavior in Group Situations,” and “Per­
sonality Theory.” She is associate professor 
of clinical psychology in the graduate school 
of the University of Cincinnati.
The last words of Spring commencement 
had hardly echoed across campus when the 
summer’s activities began. Boys State got
things rolling when it convened for its 15th 
year. One of the highlights, as usual, was 
the appearance of Maine’s chief executive. 
Gov. John H. Reed ’42 addressed the high 
school legislators. Dr. Eugene A. Mawhin- 
ney ’47, of the history and government 
department, served as director. The week­
long session was sponsored by the Maine 
Department, American Legion, James L. 
Boyle ’12, adjutant.
This group of young men had barely left 
campus when some 200 more descended 
upon it. This time it was the Future Farm­
ers of America, who gathered for their two- 
day state convention.
Seminars and Workshops
Meanwhile, a group of high school civics 
and current affairs teachers gathered for a 
two-week-long seminar on the use of news­
papers in the classroom. Not surprisingly, 
many were attending the seminar under the 
sponsorship of their hometown daily news­
papers, which, in fact, had made the pro­
gram possible.
There were other workshops for teachers 
and educational administrators. A special 
four-week workshop was held for teachers 
and administrators of schools participating 
in the University’s Team Teaching Project. 
The workshop was part of a five-year pro­
gram at the College of Education being 
supported by a $500,000 Ford Foundation 
grant. It gave the invited school personnel 
an opportunity to study the purposes and 
potentials of team teaching as well as to 
set up curriculum and pupil-grouping plans 
for the coming school year.
In mid-July the Pulp and Paper Summer 
Institute convened for a three-week series 
of studies related to the paper industry. The 
23 who attended came from eight states, 
and from Canada, Brazil and Argentina. 
They were sent by their employers for
training in pulp technology or for refresher 
work in this subject. The instructional staff 
included eight professors from three col­
leges and 11 lecturers from industry—all 
specialists in their fields. Prof. Lyle C. 
Jenness, head of the chemical engineering 
department, served as director of the insti­
tute.
A Weekly “Newspaper”
For anything as complex as the Uni­
versity’s summertime operation, there is a 
distinct need for a medium of communica­
tion. During the regular academic year, this 
function is performed by the Maine Cam­
pus, the student newspaper. During the 
summer, when the Campus is on vacation, 
this need is filled by Maine Notes, a weekly, 
mimeographed compendium of activities, 
notices and announcements of general inter­
est, published each Monday by the director 
of the Summer Session.
A glance through Maine Notes, like a 
glance through any community’s newspaper, 
gives one a fairly good idea of what one 
can expect to find in that community. Under 
such headings as Lectures, Drama, Concerts, 
Social Events, the wide variety of extracur­
ricular activities available to Summer Ses­
sion students was presented.
One of the notices in Maine Notes sought 
from Summer Session students a cast for 
a community theater dramatic presentation. 
Tryouts were held in late June for the Aug­
ust production of Epitaph for George Dillon. 
Written primarily as a character study, it is 
a modern British play by John Osborne and 
Anthony Creighton, two of Britain’s Angry 
Young Men.
And so it went. Far from being a quiet 
retreat from the hustle and bustle of the 
outside world, the University’s campus in 
summer maintained a high level of aca­
demic hustle and bustle all its own.
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FOR THE AUDITORIUM: A GIANT STEP
A giant step toward creation of the long-awaited Arthur A.Hauck Auditorium was taken 
/on July 18 when bids for construction 
were opened by the maintenance and 
control committee of the Board of 
Trustees.
The committee at the same time 
opened bids for a new men’s dormi­
tory.
Apparent low bidder for the audi­
torium project was Franchi Construc­
tion Company of Newton, Massachu­
setts, with a bid of $834,111. The 
Jefferson Construction Company of 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, was appar­
ent low bidder for the dormitory 
construction with a bid of $913,198.
Construction of the auditorium is 
expected to start shortly with Septem­
ber 1, 1963 set as a completion date.
Funds for the project were raised 
during a campaign started by Univer­
sity alumni in 1959. A second gift 
campaign is presently in progress.
The men’s dormitory, the third in 
a series, is being erected in the north- 
east section of the campus. Gannett 
and Cumberland Halls have already 
been built. Eventually, six men’s 
dormitories are planned for this area.
Pulp and Paper 
officers
J. Larcom Ober ’13, of Beverly, Mass., 
has been elected chairman of the board 
of directors of the University of Maine Pulp 
and Paper Foundation.
Frederic A. Soderberg ’25, of Rensselaer, 
N. Y., has been elected president.
Ralph H. Cutting, of Waterville, president 
of Keyes Fibre Co., and a member of the 
University’s Board of Directors, was elect­
ed a vice president.
Henry W. Fales ’35, of Woodland, was 
named secretary, and Ralph A. Wilkins 
’19, of East Walpole, Mass., was named 
treasurer.
Faculty names 
in the news
Professors Herbert J. Edwards and John 
E. Hankins, both of the English department, 
are authors of a 120-page publication en­
titled, Lincoln the Writer—The Development 
of His Literary Style, as part of the Univer­
sity of Maine Series published by the Uni­
versity of Maine Press.
Dr. W. Stanley Devino, assistant professor 
of business and economics, and Dr. Arnold 
H. Raphaelson, associate professor of busi­
ness and economics, have been awarded fel­
lowships for the Ford Foundation Workshop 
on Unemployment Problems and Policy in 
a national competition for 20 openings.
Chester Banasiak, assistant professor in 
game management in the School of Fores­
try, has become the first University of
In several respects, this issue of 
The Alumnus represents a “new 
look” for the alumni publication. 
Besides a newly designed cover and 
a new approach to presentation, it 
inaugurates a new mailing system.
For the past several weeks, mem­
bers of the Alumni Office staff have 
been transferring all alumni names 
to punched computer cards, which 
will be used in an electronic ad­
dressing machine.
The new system will represent 
substantial savings both in terms of 
time and money.
Because of the newness of the 
system, there is a chance your 
name and address did not appear 
properly on the address plate. If 
an error appears in this name plate, 
please notify the Alumni Office, 
44 Library, University of Maine, 
Orono.
Your comments on the maga­
zine’s “new look” also are invited.
Maine man to receive the John Pearce 
Award from the New England Wildlife So­
ciety. The award was made in recognition 
of his outstanding contributions in deer re­
search and management.
Waldo M. Libbey ’44 and Alban A. P. 
de Souza, both of the electrical engineering 
department, attended a summer institute for 
graduate study at the Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute.
Dr. Geddes W. Simpson, head of the en­
tomology department, has been invited to 
speak at the next International Congress of 
Entomology to be held in England in 
1964.
Chandeliers:
A gift
A gift of three chandeliers for the new 
Arthur A. Hauck Auditorium has been made 
by Alonzo J. Harriman Associates, Inc.r 
architects for the building.
Besides Mr. Harriman, a member of the 
Class of 1920, others in the firm who are 
Maine alumni or parents of alumni are:
Kenneth Barnard ’54; Richard Bastow 
’57; Orman B. Doore ’44; Frederick S. 
Drottar ’58; Stephen H. Drottar ’30; Philip 
Gatz, parent; Thomas S. Murch ’36; Adria 
Smith, parent; and Robert Thorpe ’50.
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The arts are on parade at Maine—and the response is nothing less than terrific.If this sounds exclamatory, it is because it reflects the 
enthusiasm shared by all concerned with the cultural explosion on 
the University campus: The planners, the arrangers, the behind- 
the-scenes workers, the performers—and the audiences.
As the nearest point in illustration, take the third annual Sum­
mer Arts Festival, which was run in conjunction with this year’s 
Summer Session.
The festival brought to Maine’s campus a wide array of na­
tionally and internationally known performers and lecturers, as 
well as exhibitions of many widely known artists.
The arts festival idea at Maine was born in 1960 when it be­
came increasingly evident that the University ought to offer more 
in the way of cultural events. The idea met with almost immediate 
enthusiasm, as witnessed by the number who attended the various 
events.
From the beginning, it was felt that the events should be 
made available to a wider audience than the campus community. 
As a result, the arts festivals have become one of the cultural 
highlights of northeastern Maine. An added attraction is the fact 
that all events are free of admission.
Appreciation of the general public for the idea is reflected in 
a recent editorial in the Bangor Daily News. The News commented 
that, “one of the splendid things about the University of Maine’s 
summer program is its annual Summer Arts Festivals. . . Toss in 
the beautiful University of Maine campus and you have a summer 
program well worth the effort.”
As a matter of fact, the committee in charge of the festival 
is making a distinct effort to attract the attention not only of north­
eastern Maine residents, but of Maine’s summer visitors, as well.
Professor Frank W. Myers, chairman of the nine-member 
planning group for the summer festival, says it is felt that the 
event is making a definite contribution to the vacation attractions 
of Maine.
In 1961, and again this year, the program was extended to 
include a Spring Arts Festival. Highlights of this year’s spring 
festival were appearances by Cornelia Otis Skinner, playwright 
Marc Connolly and author and poet Louis Untermeyer.
Typical of the enthusiasm is that expressed by Vincent A. 
Hartgen, University’s John H. Huddilston professor of art and 
head of the art department, a member of the festival planning 
committee. Says Mr. Hartgen: “Our committee is very proud of
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Beaux Arts String Quartet
this summer’s offerings, for it is one of the most concentrated array 
of fine arts events ever brought to Orono.
“It’s a pleasure and joy to watch the enthusiastic responses 
we are getting from our University students and residents in nearby 
communities.” he continues. “I can envision a day when Orono 
will be of major importance as an arts center during the summer 
months . . . and what better location in the country can you find?”
The festival is beginning to be recognized by the cultural 
world, too. Several years ago, when it was a new idea, the com­
mittee went looking for arts events. Now, committee members re­
port they are swamped with requests from which they have to 
choose.
An educator started this year’s program with a morning lec­
ture in the Memorial Gymnasium. Dr. Henry Tichnor Hillson, 
principal of George Washington High School in New York, de­
scribed the “Higher Horizons Program” in some New York City 
schools which was designed to reach underprivileged children with 
hidden potential.
Adm. Samuel Eliot Morison, a Northeast Harbor summer 
resident and one of the nation’s great historians, delivered the sec­
ond lecture. Mr. Morison has completed 15 volumes of his monu­
mental history of U. S. Naval Operations in World War II and 
is a Pulitzer Prize winner for his biography of Christopher Colum­
bus, Admit al of the Ocean Seas. He is Jonathan Trumbull Profes­
sor of American History, Emeritus, of Harvard University.
The third lecture in the series was delivered by Dr. George 
E. Davis, head of the adult education division of Purdue Universi­
ty. He delighted his audience with a presentation of the life and 
poems of James Whitcomb Riley. A special study of the Hoosier 
poet has made Dr. Davis one of the best known interpreters of 
Riley.
Of special interest to the University community was the per­
Mme. Freda Gray-Masse Basil Rathbone
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A "cultural explosion" has hit the campus
and the entire state is the richer for it
formance of Mme. Freda Gray-Masse, a member of the Class of 
1950. Mme. Gray-Masse, a mezzo-contralto with a voice of distinc­
tive warmth and texture, presented a recital as part of the festival 
program. She has had intensive vocal study with Mme. Pierre 
Monteux, and has sung with the Boston Symphony, the National 
Symphony in Washington, D. C., the London Symphony, and in 
concert festivals at Tanglewood and Vienna. A former music super­
visor in the Winslow schools, she teaches voice at Colby College 
and at Oak Grove School for Girls.
Other concerts included performances by the Beaux Arts 
String Quartet and by the Dorian Quintet.
The Beaux Arts String Quartet is rapidly securing an enviable 
reputation as one of the country’s most outstanding chamber 
groups. Their artistry has been demonstrated both in their grasp 
of the classic repertoire and in their vital interpretation of works 
by contemporary composers.
The Dorian Quintet is an outstanding ensemble of gifted in­
strumentalists. They made their debut in 1961 at Tanglewood as 
the woodwind contingent of the Fromm Players. The five young 
American musicians have all made successful appearances as 
soloists, and the Quintet has received great critical acclaim for its 
New York performances, at Tanglewood and on tour.
Undoubtedly the highlight of the summer festival was “An 
Evening with Basil Rathbone.” Numbered among the all-time act­
ing “greats,” Mr. Rathbone is one of the most versatile performers 
of Broadway and Hollywood. What he brings to concert audiences 
is, in brief, a dramatic presentation of the works of the English- 
speaking world’s great poets, novelists and playwrights.
Special art exhibits featured as part of the festival were the 
Freddy and Regina T. Homburger collection, as well as a series of 
watercolors done by Dr. Homburger himself; a display of con­
temporary graphic artists; the graphic arts of Etienne Ret; and 
an exhibition of the art of advertising.
The Hornberger collection is a rare array of works by such
Dorian Quintet
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world famous artists as Renoir, Corot, Piscasso, Maurice Utrillo, 
Raoul Dufy and Jacques Lipchitz.
A pamphlet describing the Homburger collection for Sum­
mer Arts Festival visitors contains an introduction written especial­
ly for the University of Maine showing by the noted New York 
Times art critic, Brian O’Doherty. Mr. O’Doherty writes as a per­
sonal friend of the Homburgers, and of their acquaintance with 
one of the artists represented in their collection, Raoul Dufy. 
“Indeed,” he says, “writing this note to the Homburgers’ collection 
is an act of friendship from which I get much pleasure. I wish that 
people who will study and enjoy this collection could also meet 
Freddy and Gin.”
Many of Dr. Homburger’s scenes displayed on campus are 
of Maine coastscapes. Dr. Homburger, former director of the 
Cancer Research unit at Tufts Medical School, and now director 
of his own institute in Cambridge, Mass., is a recognized research 
doctor as well as a successful professional artist.
In the graphic arts showings, twenty outstanding examples of 
modern works from Europe and the United States appeared 
through the courtesy of Ferdinand Roten, of Baltimore, Md. 
Thirty more, all the work of the French artist, Etienne Ret, ap­
peared through an arrangement by the Associated American Artists.
The Art of Advertising exhibition of twenty colorful panels 
depicting twenty major areas of modern advertising was arranged 
by the National Society of Art Directors. The University was 
singled out as one of the few institutions to have the privilege of 
showing it.
With such an array of cultural events, it is easy to see why 
the enthusiasm for the arts festival idea has caused a “cultural ex­
plosion” on campus. Committee members are even in hopes of 
expanding the program in future years to include dramatic presen­
tations, as well as the music, art and lecture features that have 
made past festivals such a success.
"I can envision a day when Orono will be
of major importance as an arts center...
• \
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Sam Sezak ’31 and Peace Corpsmen: Daily Dozen
The University 
provides a link 
with a new 
African nation as
Until recently, few at the University had heard very much about Sierra Leone. Fewer still had ever given the tiny west African nation much serious thought.
Then, in late spring, whisperings began to be heard that a 
Peace Corps delegation would be using the University as a training 
site before embarking for projects in one of the world’s newest 
nations.
Whisperings became louder . . .
THE 
PEAC 
CORPS
The whisperings became louder, and soon word was official— 
the Peace Corps indeed was coming to Maine. About thirty Peace 
Corpsmen arrived on campus in mid-July to begin studies per­
taining to their mission in the former British crown colony.
At the University they are receiving 514 hours of training in 
technical studies, area studies, language, American studies and 
world affairs, health and medical training, physical and Recreational 
training and background information on communism.
When their stint at Maine ends on September 16, those who 
still qualify will continue their training at the Peace Corps Training 
Center in Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Later, they will receive in-country 
training in Freetown, Sierra Leone. .
sends a 
delegation for 
a two-month 
training stint
Their mission: Development
They will then be assigned as the first rural community de­
velopment group on the African continent. They ultimately will 
provide intermediate level technical assistance to Sierra Leone; 
expand the cooperative marketing movement; provide basic repair 
and maintenance facilities in rural fishing areas; and work to raise 
standards of living and productive capacity in rural towns.
The program at Maine is under the direction of Dr. David 
H. Huntington, assistant to the dean of the College of Agriculture. 
While on campus, the Peace Corpsmen are residing at the Sigma 
Phi Epsilon fraternity house.
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The Maine Masque’s spring trip to India and Pakistan is mainly a story about people meeting people. That, of course, 
was the whole point of the trip—a goodwill 
mission at the invitation of the State Depart­
ment. From all indications, it was an ap­
parent smash hit.
Professor Herschel L. Bricker took time 
out from a busy summer schedule recently 
to talk of his troupe’s spring semester road 
show in the land of Kipling.
He told of a successful mission, in which 
the dramatic group presented a repertoire of 
plays to audiences throughout India and 
Pakistan. “I think we definitely met the aims 
of the trip. We met literally thousands of 
people. I really think we had an opportun­
ity to correct many false impressions of 
America.”
He told of the educational benefits to the 
members of his group. “The majority of our 
company gained much from the trip. Some 
gained much more than they realize now.”
He told of the experience of having young 
children traveling as part of the cast. “The 
small children were the best troupers I had. 
They never let down once.”
He told of an all-day boat trip in Dacca, 
East Pakistan, in which members of the 
Masque group had a chance to get acquaint­
ed with a large number of Pakistani stu­
dents.
He told of a wonderful contact with 
young Indian school children who were en­
tertained by an impromptu program put on 
by his group.
And of interest to those back home, he 
told of meeting many folks with Maine 
connections. “I never thought I’d meet any­
one I knew in India and Pakistan,” he said, 
“but soon after word got out that we were 
going, I began hearing from them, or from 
people who knew someone there.” He spoke 
again and again of the warm hospitality 
shown the group by the Maine folks they 
met along the way.
There were Manning and Alice Haw­
thorne and their daughters in Bombay, 
where Mr. Hawthorne, a former member 
of the University’s English department, is 
serving as cultural affairs officer in the 
United States Information Service.
There were Dr. and Mrs. George D.
Bearce, Jr. Dr. Bearce ’43 is a member of 
the Bowdoin College faculty in India on a 
Fulbright fellowship.
There was Jagat Ram Sethi ’24, an Indian 
who was engaged in building a pulp and 
paper plant in Kashmir. The group obliged 
his request and sang The Stein Song for him.
There were Thomas M. ’36 and Hildreth 
(Montgomery ’32) Hill.
There was Mrs. Ruth (Loring ’42) Ten- 
Brink.
There was Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, presi­
dent emeritus, in Dacca, East Pakistan, for 
a stopover on his around-the-world trip.
There were many others who identified 
themselves to the group as having Maine 
connections of one sort or another.
Professor Bricker talked of the trip with 
wistful enthusiasm. “We had our bad times,” 
he said, “but I’d do it all again.”
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ALUMNI REPORT:
• New Officers
• Financial Status
Alvin S. McNeilly '44 re-elected 
president for 1962-63; GAA 
reports if topped fund goal
Alvin S. McNeilly '44 was reelected presi­
dent of the General Alumni Association at 
the annual meeting on June 9 in Orono. He 
will head the association’s active program 
for 1962-63.
From the Alumni Council, Edward C. 
Sherry ’38 was elected first vice president to 
succeed George A. Potter ’20. Mr. Potter 
will again head the Annual Alumni Fund.
Also reelected were: Mrs. Winona C. 
Sawyer ’43, second vice president; James 
A. Harmon ’40, clerk; Harry T. Treworgy 
’49, treasurer; Dr. T. Russell Woolley ’41, 
executive director; and Margaret M. Molli- 
son ’50, assistant executive director.
New Council members elected were: 
Ralph R. Bennett ’24, Mrs. Virginia (Tufts 
’46) Chaplin, Malcolm E. C. Devine ’31, 
Roscoe C. Masterman ’32, M. Milton Mac- 
Bride ’35, Albert M. Parker ’28, Mrs. Stella 
(Borkowski ’47) Patten, Carl A. Whitman 
’35, Abel P. Wyman ’07 and Myron W. 
Zimmerman ’50. Reelected for three years 
were: M. Eleanor Jackson ’20 and Robert 
P. Schoppe ’38. Milford F. Cohen ’41 was 
elected to the Athletic Board.
Each of the above named alumni has 
accepted his office with expressed feelings of 
responsibility, and with definite willingness 
to set and to help direct the charted course 
of alumni affairs on behalf of the Univer­
sity. Also, several members whose terms 
recently expired have become honorary 
members of the Alumni Council, their inter­
est continuing to serve the Association as 
they participate in discussions, but without 
vote.
The Association has a successful report 
to submit of the fiscal year ended June 30. 
Financial operations included cancellation 
of $5,333 in accounts payable from the pre­
vious year, in a budget of $73,735 of in­
come, mainly from contributions. Member­
ship contributions totaled $61,479. Other 
income was received from advertising, from 
the interest earnings of the Alumni Activi­
ties Fund and’ from a few service-miscel­
laneous sources.
Expenses to the Association amounted to 
$57,993. Nine thousand dollars was also 
distributed, as voted, to the University for 
unrestricted purposes and to the Hauck 
Auditorium. .
Major expenses were for mailing, print­
ing and postage costs, for homecoming and 
commencement, a total “on-campus” .reim­
bursement of nearly $31,000—the Maine 
Alumnus being the largest single expendi­
ture in that sum. Additionally, salary and 
other office costs and travel accounted for 
the remainder of expense.
It is hoped that future operating expendi­
tures, with new arrangements for IBM 
records-keeping and a central mailing ser­
vice of the University will stabilize at this 
year’s level and that an approved budget 
of $94,640 for 1962-63 will be exceeded, 
especially to benefit scholarship and fellow­
ship aid, the library, unrestricted purposes 
of the University, a cultural events series 
and a named faculty chair.
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PLAN NOW ON
H O M E C O M I N G !
Homecoming.
Plan on it now.
The dates: October 12 and 13.
What’s on tap? The usual things.
A football game. We meet the University 
of New Hampshire on the gridiron this year.
Black Bear Awards.
Social events. The Faculty-Alumni Lunch­
eon. Teas. Social hours. Fraternity and 
sorority reunions. Homecoming dance.
BLACK BEAR NOMINATIONS DUE
It’s still not too late to enter nominations for the Black Bear Award.The 13th annual presentation of this award will highlight the Faculty-Alumni Homecoming Luncheon preceding the New Hampshire football game 
on October 13.
Deadline for nominations is September 10. Names should be sent to the 
General Alumni Association, 44 Library, University of Maine, Orono.
The selection of recipients of the award is made by a GAA committtee from 
nominations made by alumni. The award is not restricted to alumni. Faculty and 
administrative members or friends of the University are eligible. Anyone who has 
received the Alumni Service Emblem is not eligible for a Black Bear Award.
Among the points considered in making the awards are: 1) devotion to the 
aims of the University; 2) exemplification of the ideals of the University in 
personal life; 3) length and quality of service to the University or Alumni 
Association; and 4) standing among alumni.
Those who have received the award in the past are: 1950—President Emeritus 
Arthur A. Hauck and Alfred B. Lingley ’20; 1951—J. Larcom Ober T3, Clifford 
Patch ’11, and Miss Addie M. Weed; 1952—John C. Sealey, Jr. '36 and Stanley 
Wallace; 1953—Harold L. Bruce ’20, Chester A. Jenkins, and A. D. T. Libby ’98; 
1954—Albert K. Gardner ’10, Archer L. Grover ’99, and Col. Joseph A. McCusker 
T7; 1955—Emilie (Kritter) Josselyn ’21 and John L. McCobb ’25; 1956—Thomas 
N. Weeks T6, Theodore S. Curtis ’23, and Irving Pierce; 1957—Carl Brugge T8, 
George Dow ’27, and Mrs. William Schrumpf ’25; 1958—Lewis H. Kriger ’16, 
George A. Potter ’20, and Percy F. Crane; 1959—Philip J. Brockway ’31, Marion 
S. Buzzell '14, Frederick S. Youngs ’14, and Frank P. Preti ’17; 1960—Ernest 
Lamb TO, Raymond W. Davis ’11, Harry D. Watson ’20; and 1961—A. P. 
Wyman ’07, Avery C. Hammond ’11, and James E. Totman '16.
A chance to renew acquaintances and 
relive good times of days gone past.
And all that jazz.
Plan on it now.
Homecoming. October 12 and 13. Make 
your reservations for football and luncheon 
tickets with the Alumni Office, 44 Library, 
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Watch for your Homecoming Bulletin.
How it started --- 
Maine Night
In 1900 Dr. O. F. Lewis, then professor 
of German, had an idea that he hoped would 
provide a way for alumni and undergradu­
ates to become better acquainted.
He suggested adoption of some kind of 
gathering to stimulate enthusiasm for the 
important State Series football game.
His idea caught on. More than 700 at­
tended that first rally in the gym and chapel 
of the University, and “Maine Night” was 
born.
It remained “Maine Night” until 1931 
when Arthur L. Deering, who later was to 
become dean of the College of Agriculture, 
served as chairman of the activities. That 
year the event was officially termed “Home- 
coming,” as we know it today.
Dr. Lewis’ idea has become an outsanding 
tradition with each succeeding year, bringing 
throngs of alumni from all corners of the 
country back to their alma mater to visit the 
campus while college is in session and to 
join with the undergraduates in the many 
and varied activities of the weekend.
ANNUAL “M” CLUB 
MEETING PLANNED
The annual homecoming meeting 
will be held Friday evening, Octo­
ber 12, Carleton “Speed” Merritt 
’24, president, has announced.
The varsity coaches will meet 
with the group to tell them of the 
latest on University athletics.
After the graduate “M” Club 
meeting, the group will join the 
“open house” activities in the main 
lounge of the Memorial Union.
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ATHLETICS
DON FAVOR
Maine's track star 
of 1931-34 made 
world headlines 
with the weights
Winner of nine varsity letters in three years. A triple threat standout in football. Called by his coach “the 
second greatest hammer thrower in the his­
tory of the event in this country.” Second 
place winner in the 1933 IC4A hammer 
throw. Member of a United States track 
team that toured Japan in 1934. Named to 
the All-America Track Team. Only Ameri­
can to place in the hammer throw event in 
the 1936 Olympics.
Here, in 75 words, is a summary of the 
achievements that make Donald Emerson 
Favor ’34 one of the University’s all-time 
athletic greats.
Thumb through the sports pages of any 
of Maine’s daily newspapers from 1931 
through 1934 and you’ll soon see why his 
coach, the late Chester A. Jenkins, called 
him “a coach’s dream of a perfect athlete.”
History will prove Don Favor one of 
Maine’s most versatile athletes. He was a 
brilliant halfback on the football team. He 
was a standout with the weights and discus. 
He was better than average on the high 
hurdles. He could pole vault with the best.
All these feats are made the more spec­
tacular by one other important factor. Don 
Favor weighed less than 170 pounds.
His weight was such a problem, in fact, 
that during his schoolboy days his doctor 
ordered him to quit training, telling him he 
would never again be able to participate in 
athletics. Determined that he would partici­
pate, Don went on to become a star at 
Deering High School in Portland.
He hadn’t been on the Maine campus a 
week before he became involved in an ath- 
letic career that, was to bring him national 
and international recognition.
During his freshman year he won numer­
als in football and basketball. For the next 
three years he brought athletic renown to 
himself and his alma mater.
Although it didn’t bring him the fame 
that his track exploits did, his football rec­
ord bordered on the fantastic. During his 
three seasons on the varsity squad, he was 
chosen for the all-Maine football eleven, 
received honorable mention for all-Eastern 
during his junior year and acted as co­
captain his senior year.
He picked up the nickname “Blond Vi­
king.” He was considered a triple threat man 
on the gridiron. He could pass, punt and 
run with dexterity.
It was in his junior year that he gained 
national prominence. Against Bates he cre­
ated a new indoor field mark of 50 feet
MAINE'S 
SPORTS 
GREATS 
(First in a Series)
10 1/2 inches with the weights and a few 
weeks later won the University Club meet 
in Boston with a new record of 51 feet 3/8 
inch for the Harvard Cage.
Branching out during his senior year, he 
became Maine’s outstanding pole vaulter. 
He leaped over the bar 11 feet 3 inches in 
competition, and had cleared 12 feet during 
practice sessions.
So widely known were his track exploits 
that he was chosen by Daniel J. Ferris, 
secretary-treasurer of the Amateur Athletic 
Union, as a member of the 1934 All­
America Track Team, for the 16-pound 
hammer event. ’
Graduation did not end his athletic ca-
reer. He won a berth on the American track 
team that toured Japan in the fall of 1934, 
coming home with several trophies.
In 1936 he was among those to represent 
the United States at the Olypmic Games. 
He was the only American to place in the 
hammer throw event there.
While at Maine, he did not confine all his 
activities to athletics. Always a good student 
he majored in forestry and held offices in 
the Forestry Club. He was a member of 
the Sophomore Owls and Senior Skulls. He 
was Junior and Senior Marshal. He was 
treasurer of Phi Sigma, national honorary 
biological fraternity, and vice president of 
Xi Sigma Pi, national forestry fraternity. 
He was vice president of his class during its 
junior and senior years. He is a member of 
Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
After graduation, he coached and taught 
at Foxcroft Academy, Dover-Foxcroft, and 
Lewiston High School. He served as princi­
pal of Guilford High School and Bowdoin­
ham High School. Later he founded the 
Favor Studio of photography in Brunswick. 
Not too long ago, he left Maine for Berke­
ley, Calif., where he now resides.
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ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES
CONTRIBUTORS TO THE 1961-62
ANNUAL ALUMNI FUND
I
Iibutors
1890
Allan C. Hardison 
Frederick G. Quincy
189b
George P. Coran 
Edward B. Wood
1895
Harold S. Boardman 
Charles A. Frost 
Charles D. Thomas
1896
Elmer E. Kidder 
Herbert L. Niles 
Lore A. Rogers
1897
George W. Bass 
Charles S. Bryer 
Stanwood H. Cosmey 
William G. McCrillis 
Byron F. Porter
1898
John W. Dearborn 
Leroy E. Dow 
C. Kendall Hopkins 
■Albion D.T. Libby 
Louis Oakes
1899
Winfield B. Caswell 
George Collins 
Charles E. Crosby 
William W. Havey 
Marcellus M. Veazie
1900
Alan L, Bird
Ernest E. Hobson 
John D. Mackay 
Frank A, Noyes 
Percy L. Ricker 
Howard C. Strout 
Grosemor W. Stickney 
Fred H. Vose 
Benjamin T. Weston
1901
William H. Boardman 
Thomas Buck
George H. Davis 
Gertrude L. Fraser 
Herbert H. Leonard 
Fred L. Martin
Emily Hamlin Merrill 
Alfred R. Peake 
Charles H. Pritham
1902
Nathan R. Adams 
Harold M. Carr
Henry W. Chadbourne 
Edward W. Delano 
Walter H. Eldridge 
Horace P. Hamlin 
Eugene N. Hunting 
Charles W. Rowe 
Roy E. Russell 
Arthur E. Silver
1903
Leroy M. Coffin 
Ralph M. Conner 
Harry D. Cowles 
Frances Hinckley Crowe 
George L. Freeman 
Henry H. Haines 
John H. Hilliard 
Ernest A. Porter 
John L. Robbins 
Harold V. Sheahan 
Paul D. Simpson 
Guy 0. Small 
Silas G. Small 
Harvey D. Whitney 
Mellen C. Wiley
1904
Roy S. Averill 
Edson B. Buker 
Albert D. Case
Philip Dorticos 
Allen M. Knowles 
Leslie E, Little 
George T. Stewart
1905
Herbert W. Bachelder 
Harry O. Beale 
Clayton W. Bowles 
Joseph W. Crowe 
Walter H. Foster 
Charles L. Foubert 
Prentiss E. French 
Mary Williams Griffin 
Charles M. Hamlin 
Ralph W. Haskell, Sr. 
Edward K. Hilliard 
Leonard O. Hopkins 
George K. Huntington 
Leslie I. Johnstone 
Samuel B. Lincoln 
Hiram B. Malcolm 
Herman R. Mansur 
Lloyd A. Martin 
Percival R. Moody 
William J. Ricker 
Roy G. Sands 
Roy E. Taylor
Burton M. Thomas 
Oland W. Trask 
Frank 0. White
1906
Frank L. Bailey 
Henry W. Bearce
A. Guy Bennett
F. Harold Bickford 
Walter H. Burke 
Elmer J. Burnham 
Albert J. Butterworth 
Carolyn Hodgdon Edwards 
Hallett C. Elliott 
George H. Hill 
Roy H. Porter 
Arthur W. Prescott 
Charles E. Prince 
Frederick J. Simmons 
John P. Simons 
Frederick Southard
1907
William B. Alexander 
Alton A* Austin 
Lucius D. Barrows 
Caleb E. S. Burns 
Bennett R. Connell 
Charles E. Davis 
Walter E. Farnham 
Joe K. Goodrich 
Herbert H. Green 
Roy G. Hamlin 
Erwin H. Hussey 
Wilbury O. Hutchins 
Herbert A* Knowlton 
Emerson P. Lambe 
Karl MacDonald 
Frank E. Maddocks 
Mildred Mansfield Martin 
Joseph F. Merrill 
Robie L. Mitchell 
Tedcastle B. Perry 
Earle W. Philbrook 
Lowell J* Reed
Marion Balentlne Reed 
Guy H. Roberts 
Albert P. Rounds 
Porter L. Swift 
Richard F. Talbot 
Arnold W, Totman 
Frank W. Twombly 
Gordon L. Wildes 
Benjamin F, Williams 
Abel P. Wyman
1908
Elon L. Brown 
Daniel Chase 
Bell Harris Cobb 
William A. Cobb 
Everett C, Coleman 
Edward W. Cram
F. Philip Emery
Thomas W. Fessenden 
Cecil S. French 
James A* Gannett 
Arthur S. Hanscom 
George J. Hopkins 
Ballard F. Keith 
Henry T. Miner 
Howard L. Perkins 
Alice Farnsworth
Phillips 
Robert E. Potter 
George A* Stuart 
Merle A. Sturtevant 
Walter L. Sturtevant 
Earle N. Vickery 
Clarence M. Weston
1909
Thomas D. Austin 
DeCosta F. Bennet 
Harold M. Bowman 
Helen Steward Bradstreet 
Bertrand F. Brann 
Herbert P. Bruce 
Warren A. Carter 
Philbur L. Cragin 
George P. Deering 
Irene Richardson Durgy 
Walter L. Emerson 
Chester A. Estey 
William A. Fogler 
William H. Gilbert 
Merton T. Goodrich
Cora Shaw Gunn 
Harold D. Haggett 
George H. Hamor 
Ralph C. Harmon 
Walter O. Harvey 
Howard R. Johnson 
Edmund B. Keating 
Charles W. Kinghorn 
Fred D. Knight 
Jesse H. Mason 
Harold R. Miller 
Herbert L. Nash 
George V. Nauman 
Arthur F. Neal 
Horace A. Parker 
Elmer O. Pray 
Harold A. Rich 
Fred P. Ricker 
Frederick D. Rogers 
Christine Shaw Scamman
Francis E. Simmons 
George L. Smith 
Everett F. Southwick 
George R. Sweetser 
Elton L. Towle 
Thurman C. Wescott
1910 
Leroy W. Ames 
Frances E. Arnold 
Harold L. Barker 
Wallace B. Baylies 
Earle S, Berry 
James W. Booth 
Emery R. Bowdoin 
Lester M. Bragg 
Frederick W. Conlogue 
Charles H. Fenn 
Albert K. Gardner 
George P. Goodrich 
Clifton A. Hall
W. Warren Harmon 
Weston M. Hicks 
Ralph E. Hobbs 
Charles A. Johnson 
Harvey H. Jordan 
Howard W. Hayes 
Charles C. Ketchum 
Ernest Lamb 
Clarence A* Mayo 
Frank E. Merriam 
Dimon E. Merrill 
Walter S. Merrill 
Raymond P. Norton 
Geneva Reed Phinney 
Herbert W. Pickup 
Frank S. Sawyer 
Philip D. Simonton 
Charles F. Smith 
Charles E. Stickney 
Herman P. Sweetser
Christopher Toole Jr. 
James I. Travis 
George A. Wallace 
George A. Webster 
William H. Wentworth 
Stanley M. Wheeler 
Amos A. Winters
1911 
George D. Bearce 
Allen H. Blaisdell 
Harry P. Burden 
Ralph W. Buzzell 
John Coker 
Albert D. Conley 
Parker M. Cooper 
William P. Cushman 
Raymond E. Davis 
Raymond W. Davis 
Arthur C. Eaton 
Delton W. Folley 
Leo M. Gerrish 
Louis D. T. Geery 
Daniel I. Gould 
William S. Gould, Jr. 
Avery C. Hammond 
William Hilton 
Ralph M. Holmes 
Irvin F. Hooper 
George H. Howe
Roy C. Jones 
Sidney M. Jones 
Cecil L. Lycette 
John B. Madore 
Maurice F. McCarthy 
Martin J. McHale 
Freeland J. Morrison 
Cyrus W. Murphy 
Fred W. Nason 
Donald P. Oak 
Clifford Patch 
Ralph E. Patterson 
Dana N. Peaslee 
George A. Phillips 
Seavey A. Piper 
Arthur B. Richardson 
Florence Taylor Royal 
Nelson E. Smith 
Frank E. Southard 
Myra D. Thurlow 
Elmer R. Tobey 
William Vaughn, Jr. 
Albert Verrill 
Ernest T. Walker 
Leslie J. Wertheim 
Benjamin B. Whitney
1912
Archie A. Adams 
William R. Ballou 
Clarence W. Barber 
Charles S. Benjamin 
James L. Boyle 
Lewis J. Catheron 
Alden Chase 
Henry T. Covell 
John P. Cronin 
Ruth Merrill Dana 
Arthur L. Deering 
Henry H. Eastman 
James M. Gillin 
William M. Gray 
Walter K. Hanson 
Lloyd E. Houghton 
Philip R. Hussey 
Janes F. Jackson 
Austin W. Jones 
Roy E. Jones 
M. June Kelley 
Frank H. Lancaster
Warren McDonald 
Alton A. McPhetres 
Oscar W. Mountfort 
Charles W. Newell 
Albert M. Nickels
L. Richard Moore 
Herbert C. Norburg 
Edward M. Partridge 
Walter E. Perkins 
Luther S. Russell 
Warren H. Savary 
Edith Folsom Sawyer 
William E. Schrumpf
Leon W. Smiley 
Montelie C. Smith 
Fred T. Stewart 
Charles E. Sullivan 
Harlan H. Sweetser 
Ralph L. Talbot 
Celia Coffin Thompson 
Frank W. Winchester 
Walter Witham
1913
Forrest B. Ames 
Woodbury L. Beres 
Maurice C, Bird 
Ralph C. Blanchard 
Philip S. Bolten 
John H. Carleton 
Clifton Chandler 
James E. Church 
Marthon Doak 
Leon A. Dodge 
Lawrence H. Gregson 
Luzetta Stearns Gregson 
Harry W. Hinkley 
Ralph C. Hodges 
Richard T. Huntington 
Percy Jackman 
Muriel Young Maines 
Allan F. McAlary 
William H. Merrill 
Walter E. Murray  
John L. Ober 
Floyd E. Parker 
Harold A. Richards 
Melvin H. StClair  
Ernest T. Savage 
J. Atwood Tabox 
Herbert M. Wardwell 
Harry B. Westgate 
Ralph W. Wetherbee 
Antoinette Webb Wheaton
1914
Arthur W. Abbott 
' Harold P. Adams
Marion Buzzell 
Harold V. Cobb 
Mary L. Cousins 
Guy T. Creese 
Arthur G. Eaton 
Albert B. Ferguson 
William W. Grace 
Howe W. Hall 
Oswald B. Higgins 
J. Russell Hudson 
Carolyn Wormwood Ingalls 
John N. Junkins 
Mary Leonard Kavanagh 
Charles M. Kelly, Jr. 
F. Carroll Kendrick 
Aileene Hobart Libby 
Edward M. Loftus 
Nicholas P. Makanna 
William C. Monahan 
Paul W. Monohon 
Wilson M. Morse 
Paul E. Murray 
Roy W. Peaslee
Mark Pendleton 
Ernest A. Rand 
Lester L. Richardson 
Harold J. Shaw 
George E. Sinkinson 
Philip W. Thomas 
Wayland D. Towner 
Guy R, Wescott 
Claude R. Weymouth 
Max L. Wilder 
Sherwood H. Willard 
Frederick Youngs
1915 
Wilbur C. Aageson 
Margaret Holyoke Adams 
Harold P. Bailey 
Harry I. Bayer 
Harold H. Beverage 
Miretta L. Bickford 
Winthrop B. Brown 
Edward W. Conners 
Olive Coombs Hatch 
Ava H. Chadbourne 
Russell M. Crispin 
Stephen P. Danforth
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Edward A. Dora 
Raymond D. Douglass 
Harry W. Fogg 
Mildred F. Fogg 
Raymond H. Fogler 
Frank D. Freese 
Eugene W. Goodwin 
Earl C. Goodwin 
Justin D. Graves 
Frederic B. Hatch 
Herbert W. Hayford 
William B. Hill 
Daisy George Hinkley
Carl H. Hopkins 
Everett P. Ingalls 
Laura Hodgins Jackman 
Roland G. Kimball 
Nehemiah W. Kneeland 
Harris O. Luther 
Clement A. Lyon, Sr.
A. Russell Mace 
William H. Martin 
Charles S. McIntire 
Maurice R. McKenney 
John H. Philbrick 
Philip E. Philbrook 
Lloyd F. Pinkham 
Mollie Hutchins Ragon 
Harry A. Randall 
Harvey P. Sleeper 
Paul F. Slocum 
Hazel Scrimgeour Small 
Ira A. Swaye ' 
'Robert F. Thurrell 
Ross H. Varney 
parlisle V. Watson 
Lucretia Davis Weaver 
Jedediah E. Weeks 
Clarence A. Whitney 
Oscar M. Wilbur 
Edmund N. Woodsum
1916
Herbert K. Adams 
Ivan C. Ames 
Harold D. Ashton 
Lewis 0. Barraws 
Robert W. Bartlett 
Roger W. Bell i
Charles L. Blackman 
Robert G. Blanchard 
Timothy D. Bonney 
Burke Bradbury 
Walter T, Brown 
Arthur E. Butters 
Murdock A. Campbell 
Frances D. Carleton 
Harold W. Coffin 
Guy B. Condon 
Edward Conquest
J. Maynard Dodge 
Omar K. Edes 
Winfred H. Edminster 
Caro Beverage Faulkner 
William T. Faulkner 
Charles H. Folsom 
Horace E. Grant ' 
Everett G. Ham 
Archelaus L. Hamblen 
Evelyn Winship Harmon 
Joseph E. Harvey 
Madeline Robinson Herlihy
Maynard F. Jordan 
Lewis H. Kriger 
C. Kent Lane 
Herschel S. Libby 
Thomas G. Mangan 
Everett K. Mansfield 
Fredericks Foster 
Merchant
F. Roger Miller - - 
Robert M. Moore 
Miller B. Moran 
William R. Nugent 
Marlborough Packard 
Myron C. Peabody 
Marguerite Jones Riley 
Frederick Robie 
Albert L. Robinson 
Alice Poore Rollins 
Samuel Rudman 
Richard L. Silva 
Norman C. Small 
Helen P. Taylor 
Harold M. Tibbetts 
Harry S. Toole "
James E. Totman 
Thomas N. Weeks 
Carroll E. Wilcox 
Basil G. Woods
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century club members
THOSE WHOSE GIFTS TOTALED
$100 OR MORE FOR 1961-62
Hazen H. Ayer '24
Hazel Lane Babcock ’17 
Alan L. Bird ‘00
Janet Marston Bodwell ‘55 
William E. Bodwell '50 
Frank C. Brown ‘30
Henry T. Carey '22 
Walter W. Chadbourne ‘20 
W. Philip Churchill ’30 
Joanne Daley Clark '54 
Ralph M. Clark ’51 
Frederick W. Conlogue ‘10 
Dwight L. Crockett, Jr. ‘48 
Edward W. Delano ’02 
Robert R. Duncan, Jr. ‘49 
Evelyn E. Elliott '62 
Lloyd H. Elliott ’62 
Charles H. Fenn ’10 
Florence Kirk Field '27 
Kenneth S. Field '27
I
1917
George F. Sweet 
Forrest Treworgy
Robert Rich 
E. Raymond Ring
Hazel Lane Babcock George K. Wadlin Vera Gellerson Robinson
Warren B. Beckler Helen Simpson Waller Weldon H. Rolfe
Arthur N. Blanchard Roy A. Wentzel Hiram Rosenbloom
Lillian Hunt Bolton Helen Danforth West Thomas F. Shea
Elwood I. Clapp 
Philip P. Clement
Frances A. Wood Allen Sherman 
Clive C. Small
Grace Bristol Coffin 1918 Clarence B. Springer
Parkman A. Collins Voyle E. Abbott Clayton A. Storer
Dwight L. Crockett George J. Adams George W. Sullivan
Charles E. Crossland Walter B. Aikins Harold C. Swift
Fred D. Crowell Raynen N. Atherton Bertram Tomlinson
Edmund J. Dempsey Thomas W. Borgesson Ernest J. Turner
Langdon J. Freese Styles Bridges* Helen Stuart Vrooman
Frank A. French Carl F. Brugge Evelyn M. Waugh
Dorothy Mercier Furbish Thurston D. Carlson Ralph C. Wentworth
Noel D. Godfrey 
Elty C. Guiou
John T. Casey
Lucile Royal Chamberlin
Charlotte Ross Weymouth
Guy B. Hamilton George H. Cheney 1919
George E. Hansen Robert R. Cohen Marjorie Grooch Bengis.
Frank L. Harmon Walter J. Creamer Earl A. Bradley
Royal G. Higgins Winburn A. Dennett Stacy L. Bragdon
Dorrice M, Higgins Weston S. Evans Alice C. Bridges
Howard B. Hiller Mona McWilliams Foster Etelle Sawyer Carlson
Adrian E. Holmes F. Donald Gibbs Charles B. Clark
Bryant L. Hopkins Gertrude Cannon Gibbs Samuel W. Collins, Sr.
Daniel C. Hutchinson Julian F. Greeley Raymond J. Cook
Maurice Jacobs Marie Blackman Gregory Charles T. Corey
Foster D. Jameson Maurice C. Gross Dwight B. Demeritt
Carl S. Johnson William C. Harper Clifford D. Denison
Frederic P. Jones Robert H. Hawthorne Hugh R. MacDonnell
Theodore F. Kloss Francis Head H. Allen Durkee
Helen Greeley Libby Eugene F. Hickson William C. Ellsworth
Seth E. Libby Roger B. Hill Charles E. Foss
Gerald C. Marble George S. Hutchins James H. Freeland
Horatio W. Maxfield Marguerite Merrill Jordan Pauline M. Freeland
Flora Howard Mayo John M. Keep Ernest L. Garland
Joseph A. McCusker Howard B. Kyes John B. Goodwin
Richard E. McKown Arthur W. Leighton Harold K. Graves
John H- Melincoff Ralph M. Leighton Ella M. Hall
Clyde F. Mower Donald M. Libby Ella Wheeler Harmon
William E. Nash Frank Libby Perley F. Harmon
Schuyler Page, Jr. Philip W. Lown Randall A. Harrington
Stanley G. Phillips Edward A. MacLean Paul E. Hodgdon
Linwood T. Pitman J. Mary Thaanum Manwell Clyde T. Holden
Frank P. Preti Marie B. May Leroy F. Hussey
William B. Reynolds C. Neal Merrill Phillip A. Jones
Levi T. Rowley Gladys Reed Merrill Samuel B. Jones
Abraham M. Rudman Raymond L. Merritt Edward B. Kirk
Doris Savage James L. Morse Clifford P. Larrabee
Charles A. Sawyer Erlon L. Newdick Frank W. Lord
Claire partridge Shannon I. Leavitt Newman Kathryn Hitchings Lunny
William A. Simpson Kathryn Dow Nichols Faye Smith Merrow
Frank O. Stephens George C. Norton Lawrence B. Merrow
Charles L. Stephenson Ralph G. Oakes Carl W. Perkins
Joseph N. Stephenson Donald B. Perry Agnes Murray Pettey
Stanley W. Stoddard Harold L. Redding Anne Curran Reardon
Raymond H. Fogler '15 
Samuel B. Lincoln '05
Edward M. Loftus '14 
Thomas G. Mangan '16 
Everett K. Mansfield '16 
Israel Orr '48
William P. Palmer, III ’58 
Leslie R. Phalen '59 
Rachel Carroll Phalen '36 
Frederick G. Quincy '90 
Arthur B. Richardson '11 
Carl E. Ring '25
Harold J. Shaw ’14
Donald L. Trouant '25 ‘ 
Theodore J. Vaitses '24 
Grace Watson Wendell ’38 
Raymond  T. Wendell '32 
Arthur O. Willey '24 
Arthur Withington, II '54
Estelle S. Robbing 
Albert J. Sears 
Clyde W. Stewart 
Jessie Prince Wallingford  
Vernon H. Wallingford 
Ralph A. Wilkins 
Randall V. William 
Kenneth T. Wooster 
Charles M. Ziegler
1920
Frances Bartlett Ames 
Minerva French Anderson 
Gilbert H. Atwood 
Robert W. Averill 
Leslie Bannister 
Corinne M. Barker 
Frank B. Barton 
Iva Barker Bean 
Frank A. Besse 
Gerald H. Bessey 
Verne C. Beverly- 
Leona Gilman Bowyer 
Elva Gilman Boynton 
Ray M. Boynton 
Harry Butler 
Walter W. Chadbourne 
W. Linwood Chase 
Ernest L. Coolbroth 
Dewey W. Couri 
Eveline Snow Cross 
Stanley M. Currier 
’Doris Williams Donovan 
Lloyd R. Douglass 
Newell W. Emery, Sr. 
Clarissa P. Farrar
Earle L. Ferren 
Dwight F. French 
Hazel Copeland French 
Marion E. French 
Vinton 0. Harkness 
Alonzo J. Harriman 
Barbara Dunn Hitchner 
Edward P. Hocker 
Lawrence J. Hodgkins 
Dorothy Y. Holbrook 
Dwight M. Ingraham
M. Eleanor Jackson 
Albert B. Johnson 
Helen L. Johnson 
Priscilla Elliott 
Knowlton 
Carl A. LeGrow 
Lawrence P. Libby 
Philip A. Libby 
Alfred B. Lingley 
Clara Beale Merriman 
Silas E. Merry 
Kathryn Gorden Myers 
Gerard H. Nickerson 
Angela Getchell Page 
Wilbur A. Park 
Gertrude D. Peabody 
George A. Potter 
Norman Shaw 
Donald W. Small 
Lena page Spaulding 
Theodore M. Stevens 
Robert B. Stewart, Jr. 
Lester R. Thurston 
Walter S. Tolman 
Betty Mills Towner 
Nathan F. True 
Henry W. Turgeon 
Harry D. Watson 
Ralph C. Weeks 
Helen White Wentworth 
Walter C. White 
Elmer B. Williams 
Harold H. Worth
1921
Andrew Adams
Philip R. Bailey 
C. Hall Baker 
Roscoe H. Barber 
Frank S. Beale 
Albert J. Bedard 
Stephen W. Beeaker 
Perley L. Berry 
Margaret Blethen 
Bernard Bornstein 
Rena C. Bowles 
Carlton B. Brown 
Carol Haram Brown 
Jerome C. Burrows 
Stanley W. Campbell 
Roger C. Castle 
Joseph B. Chaplin 
Arthur R. Chapman 
Robert J. Cohen 
Dorothy Hart Cook
19
«Paul F. Corbin 
Madaleine Eastman (busins 
Horace C. Crandell 
Percival B. Crocker 
Raymond J. Curran 
James H. Davidson 
Howard A. Dearing 
Frank B. Ells 
S. Chandler Fraser 
George A. J. Froberger 
George S. Ginsberg 
Samuel F. Gordon 
Harry L. Greenleaf 
Lilia C. Hersey 
Vernon F. Hobbs 
With Deering Hughey 
Ina Jordan 
Emilie Fritter Josselyn 
Linwood J. Kelley 
Lucy H. Kilby 
Martha Woodbury Kurth 
Bluer A. LeBlanc
Dorothy Harrington LeGrow 
Alton T. Littlefield 
Julia Gilpatrick
Manchester
Eli A. Marcoux 
Leon O. Marshall 
Edward L. McManus 
Donald C. Osborne 
Clarence L. Partridge 
Harry A. Patterson 
Janes K. Pennell 
Effie Weatherbee Peters 
Clarrk Perry 
Cora Phillips Perry 
Michael Pilot 
Wesley C. Plumer 
Helen Clark Potter 
Harold B. Pratt 
Bather Copeland Ring 
Stanton B. Small 
Ruth Sullivan Stevenson 
Katherine D. Stewart 
Harold B. Swicker 
Carroll C. Swift 
Paul D. Tapley 
Wilfred A. Taylor 
Harold S. Tibbetts 
Joseph F. Tingley 
Esther Trainer Toole 
Harold B. Treworgy 
Virgil B. Trouant 
Frederick R. Vaughn 
Mildred Bisbee Wass 
Leta Weymouth Wood 
Ralph H. Wood
1922
Lawrence Barton 
Achsa M. Bean 
Jacob W. Bishop, Jr. 
Foster B. Blake 
Parry B. Boyd 
Joseph S. Buker
Gertrude O'Brien Burrows 
Henry T. Carey 
Lucy B. Chamberlain 
Martha D. Chas* 
Willian D. Common 
Ivan L. Craig 
Donald H. Cross 
Helen Pulsifer Dana 
Donald H. Daniels 
Lawrence W. Davee 
Muriel Goodrich Dave* 
Ulnar W. Davis 
Errol L. Dearborn 
Robert W. Dow
Charles L. Eastman 
0. Spurgeon English 
Hope Perkins Featherstone 
Blton 0. Feeney 
Beulah Duran Ferron 
Jerome B. Gantnier 
S. Leonard Ginsberg 
Stanton Glover 
Reynold W. Graffan 
Ethel packard Harkness 
Lynwood S. Hatch 
Melvin B. Healey 
Harry B. Henderson 
Milton A. Hescock 
Henry F. Hill, Jr. 
Sumner P. Hopkins 
Leslie W. Hutchins 
Stanley J. Johnson 
Fred T. Jordan 
Ralph G. Kennison 
Robert W. Laughlin 
Minnie Nore11 Libby
THOSE WHOSE GIFTS TOTALED $25 OR MORE
Herbert K. Adams ’16 
Merle V. Adams ’54 
Nancy Collins Adams ’55 
Francesjane Foster 
Adder '49
Roger W. Addor ’49 
Charles D. Allen ’43 
Hervey C. Allen, Jr. ’38 
Forrest B. Ames '13 
Vernon G. Ames ’51 
Donald L. Anderson ’35 
Francis S. Andrews '42 
Cedric L. Arnold '32 
Alexander P. Athas ’54 
Raymon N. Atherton ’18 
Chester A. Baker ’23 
John T. Bankus '33 
Harold L. Barker '10 
Norman S. Barnes ’50 
Lewis O. Barrows '16 
Lucius; D. Barrows '07 
Charles E. Bartley '43 
Helen Hauck Bartley '43 
Clarence E. Bassett ’29 
Harry L. Bayer '15 
George D. Bearce '11 
Henry W. Bearce '06 
Paul W. Bean ’35 
H. Russell Beatty ’27 
Anthony A. Beeaker ’28 
Marjorie Gooch Bengis ’19 
Ralph R. Bennett ’24 
Woodbury L. Berce ’13 
Mildred Haney Berdeen ’34 
Elizabeth Newell Berglund '44 
Perley L. Berry ’21 
Wilfred E. Bettoney '39 
Harold H. Beverage '15 
Theodore R. Bickmore ’31 
Cortna Kingsley Billings ’42 
Paul C. Billings ’41 
George D. Bixby ’29 
Angus G. Black ’49 
Jean Gyger Black ’52 
Harold F. Blackwood '23 
Foster B. Blake '22 
Thomas Blau, Jr. '54 
William H. Boardman ’01 
Barbara Higgins Bodwell '45 
Russell S. Bodwell '44
Margaret E. Booker '55 
Bernard Bornstein ’21 
Eula Morris Bousfield ’61 
James E. Bousfield '59 
Emery R. Bowdoin ’01 
Philip N. Bower ‘37 
Rena Campbell Bowles '21 
Elva Gilman Boynton '20 
Ray M. Boynton ‘20 
Merrill R. Bradford '39 
Richard S. Bradford ’30 
Robert B. Bramhall '39 
Henry H. Brodersen '56 
Parker L. Brooks, Jr. '56 
Althea Millett Brown '38 
Carlton E. Brown '21 
Clare H. Brown, Jr. '27 
Earl D. Brown '34 
Paul C. Brown '36 
Pauline Calvert Brown '37 
Woodford B. Brown '36 
Carl F. Brugge '18 
David P. Buchanan ’48 
Laurence L. Buck '26 
Thomas Buck '01
Gilbert Bucknam ’37 
Carleton H. Bunker ’26 
Walter H. Burke '06 
Robert A. Burns '36 
Maurice H. Burr ’26 
Frank A. Butler '51 
Harry Butler '20 
Henry R. Butler '20 
Ruth Bartlett Butler ’54 
Arthur E. Butters '16 
Olin W. Callighan '24 
Peter Calott '48 
Robert J. Campana '49 
Norman D. Carlisle ’37 
G. Stuart Carroll '51 
Arline Cousins Carter '44 
Elton S. Carter '40 
Leland F. Carter '42 
Maxwell B. Carter, Jr. '44 
Roger C. Castle '21 
Virginia Averill Castle ’23 
Clifton E. Chandler ’13 
E. Leith Chase '26 
George O. Chase '42 
George T. Chase ’52
Gordon E. Chase '41 
Janice Merrill Chase '41 
Mary E. Chase '09 
Vincent Checchi '40
Robert A. Chesebro, Jr. 60 
Circle "K" Club, friend , 
Elwood I. Clapp '17 
Richard G. Clark '27 
Ward B. Cleaves '31 
Philip P. Clement '17 
Curry Bell Cobb '08 
William A. Cobb ’08 
F. Chandler Coddington '54 
Arnold M. Coffey '45 
John A. Coffin '56
Judith Pendleton Coffin '57 
Elsa Goodman Cohen '61 
Milford F. Cohen ’41 
George Collins '99 
Samuel W. Collins '19 
Faith Comstock '52
Alfred P. Condon, Jr. '52 
Albert D. Conley '11
Daniel E. Connelly '30 
Ralph M. Conner '03 
Robert V. Connors '59 
Donald P. Corbett '34 
Francelia Dean Corbett '34 
Robert F. Corbett '37 
Charles T. Corey '19 
Harry D. Cowles '05 
Albert P. Cox '49 
Kenneth L. Crabtree '39 
Gene S. Cranch '49 
Charles E. Crossland '17 
Donald J. Crouse '58 
Harry F. Culbertson '27 
William R. Cumerford '39 
William H. Cummings, Jr. '3. 
George S. Cunningham '29 
Della M. Currie '56
Stanley M. Currier '20 
Jane Purcell Cushing '53 
Lawrence M. Cutler '28 
Lucille French Daggett '31 
Philena Dean Daggett '39 
Vaughan M. Daggett '30 
Ralph O. Dale '42 
Lawrence W. Davee '22 
Muriel Goodrich Davee '22 
Carrol D. Davis '42
Catharine Sargent Marston 
Frederick F. Marston- 
John McCrystle 
Bari C. McGraw
Doris P. Merrill 
Thomas H. Murphy 
Ardis Lancey Moore 
Estelle Nason
Frances S. Nason 
John H. Needham 
H. Otis Noyas 
Parker W. Patterson 
Frances Curran Perry 
Seth H* Pinkham 
Conan A. Priest 
John T. Quinn 
Hyman L. Ramer 
Homer F. Ray 
Ernest H' Ring 
Ian M. Rush 
Carl A. Sargent 
Lillian Dunn Sayford 
Grace Reed Serson 
Perry R. Shean
I
Oscar S. Simpson 
John R. Smith 
Ruth Shepherd Slater 
Carl T. Stevens
A. Everett Strout 
Gertrude Farnham Strout 
Norman O. Sturtevant 
Paul D. Sullivan 
Dorothy Trefethen 
Henry P. Turner 
Walter A. Wadsworth 
Carleton A. Walker 
Ida Collins Watson 
Myron B. Watson 
Everett P. Welch 
Philip R. White 
Elwood K. Wilkins 
Hugh M. Williams
1923
Nelson B. Aikins
Doris Twitchell Allen 
Ceylon R. Archer 
Janet Cole Armstrong
t
A* Louise Bartlett 
Harold F. Blackwood 
George V. Blanchard 
Royal Boston, Jr. 
Virginia Averill Castle 
Virginia Colbath Crandall 
Theodore S. Curtis 
Alexander B. Cutler 
Philip D. Davis 
Franz R. Dolliver 
Cora Russell Doten 
Henry L. Doten
Harold W. Eastman 
Helen Humphreys Eastman 
Eugene B. Gannon 
Julius O. Garso a 
Clifton M. Ramm 
Elizabeth A. Harkness 
Lloyd G. Hay
Alfred G. Hempstead 
David W. Hoyt 
Elsie Perry Hoyt 
Stuart M. Johnson 
Vernon L. Johnson
Avis Strout Jordan
I
Ol
i
Shirley Jordan f
William M. Kearns  
Iva Merchant Knight 
Pauline Harthorn 
Littlefield
Leonard Lord 
Guy 0. Matthews 
Thor Miller 
Howard L. Norwood 
Sidney Osborne 
Virginia Chase Perkins 
Francis M. Place 
Howard H. Randlette 
Ruth Spear Rich 
Frank W. Riley 
Elizabeth Ring 
Arthur B. Rogers 
Margaret Mason Ross 
Lionel B. St .Pierre 
Marie Hodgdon Sawyer 
John L. Seymour 
Beatrice Cleaves Stevens 
Fernaid S. Stickney 
Richard B. Stuart 
Herbert A. Sullivan
20
THE MAINE ALUMNUS
Imembers
FOR 1961-62
Dana W. Davis '50 
Philip D. Davis '23 
Raymond E. Davis '11 
Raymond W. Davis '11 
McClure Day '42 
John B. Dearborn '41
John W. Dearborn '98 
Arthur L. Deering '12 
Edmund M. Deeter, Jr. '43 
Edmund J. Dempsey '17 
Richard F. Desjardins '45 
Thomas J. Desmond '33 
Malcolm E. C. Devine '31 
Marjorie Mealey Devine '56 
Ronald K. Devine '55 
Franklin D. Dexter '41 
Thomas L. Dickson '27 
Franz R. Dolliver '23 
Morris A. Dolliver '24 
Merrill L. Donahue '43 
Doris Williams Donovan '20 
Frances Donovan Donovan '43 
Craig L. Dore '60 
Cora Russell Doten '23
t
Henry L. Doten '23 
Randall H. Doughty '25 
Don E. Douglas '57 
George F. Dow '27 
Myrtle Walker Dow |'29 
Arthur E. Downey '52 
Carleton P. Duby '40 
George F. Dudley '28 
Thelma Perkins Dudley '28 
Alice Stanley Dunham '24 
Earl M. Dunham '24 ' 
Harold L. Durgin 24 
H. Allen Durkee '19 
Clarice A. Easier '47 
Charles L. Eastman '22 
Helen Humphreys Eastman 23 
Paul Ehrenfried '42 
Hallett C. Elliott '06 
Carolyn Lamb Ellis '53 
Edward M. Ellis '44 
Ruth Bunker Ellis '44 
Dale G. Emery '54 
Lewis G. Emery'43 
O. Spurgeon English '22 
Dorothy Brewer Erikson '42 
Gordon I. Erikson '43
Bernard A. Etzel '43 
Elizabeth Emery Etzel '44 
Philip L. Evans '31 
Weston S. Evans '18
George A. Faulkner, Jr. '45 
Henry W. Fales '35
Hope Perkins
Featherstone '22
Donald A. Feeley '52
J. Robert Feeley '33 
David R. Fields '57 
Ira Flaschner '34 
William N. Flynt '30 
Elwood E. Folsom '28 
Arthur T. Forrestall '33 
Warren L. Foss '43 
Frank L. Foster, Jr. '49 
Kenneth C. Foster '34 
David W. Fox '52 
Jeanette Bishop Fox '54 
James H. Freeland '19 
Pauline Mansur Freeland '19 
George L. Freeman '03
F. Drummond Freese '15 
Boyd C. Fuller '50 
George W. Furbush '54 
Mary-Hale Sutton
Furman '38
Joseph Galbraith '37 
Jack D. Galiano '56 
James A. Gannett '08 
Jerome B. Gantnier '22 
John N. Garvin, III '56 
Roy J. Gavin '34 
Arthur L. Geary '49 
Charles E. Gero '26 
Marion Farrington Gero '27 
Harold A. Gerrish '40 
Leo M. Gerrish '11
Martha Chase Gerrish '38 
Frederick D. Gibbs '18 
Gertrude Cannon Gibbs '18 
Frank P. GiUey '44 
Norman A. Gosline '57 
Ralph A. Gould, Jr. '48 
Jean L. Gowdey '48 
Stephen J. Grady '32 
Lawrence A. Graham '44 
Harry A. Grant '28 
John F. Grant '48
Margaret Libby Grant '49 
Sidney K. Graves '48 
Leon E. Gray '49 
Opal Cox Gray '45 
Julian F. Greeley '18 
Guy E. Griffin '24 
Edith Kagan Grossman '44 
Edward P. Hacker '20 
Edward G. Haggett, Jr. '33 
John D. Haggett '38 
Alice Fonseca Haines '48 
Frank W. Haines, Jr. '48 
Dorothy Moran Hall '43 
Edward C. Hall '48 
Harry N. Hamer '26 
Harold P. Hamilton '29 
Horace P. Hamlin '02 
Kay Sawyer Hannah '60 
Peter R. Hannah '59 
Arthur S. Hanscom '08 
George E. Hansen, Jr. '45 
Allen C. Hardison '90 
Carl M. Harmon '26 
Charles A. Harmon '36 
Alonzo J. Harriman '20 
Herbert A. Harriman '50 
Joseph E. Harvey '16 
Charles F. Hass '46 
Theodore F. Hatch '24 
Arthur A. Hauck '38 
Gladys Reid Hauck '38 
Lloyd G. Hay '23 
Monson H. Hayes, Jr. '46 
David G. Hempstead '43 
Margaret Burrill
Hempstead '45 
C. Stuart Hickox '50 
Weston M. Hicks '10 
Eugene F. Hickson '18 
Ralph P. Higgins '36 
Royal G. Higgins, Jr. '17 
Clark & Mrs. B. Hill, 
friend
John H. Hilliard '03 
William Hilton '11 
Daisy George Hinkley '15 
Harry W, Hinkley '13 
George P. Hitchings '37 
Pauline Davee Hitchings '39 
Frances Brown Hobbie '35 
Ralph E. Hobbs '10 
Edmund W. Hoctor '50 
Paul E. Hodgdon '19 
Lawrence J. Hodgkins '20 
Nicholas G. Hodgman '29 
Charles M. Holbrook '39 
Edward J. Holland, Jr. '44 
Dwight R. Holmes '52 
Roy N. Holmes '32 
C. Kendall Hopkins '98 
Leonard O. Hopkins '05 
Sumner P. Hopkins '22 
William R. Houser '56 
Elizabeth Storey Hoyt '37
J. Winston Hoyt '35 
Robert N. Hubbard '43 
James H. Hunter '40 
Eugene N. Hunting '02 
Orren H. Hurd '50 
Philip R. Hussey '12 
Peter A. Ibold, Jr. '59 
Carolyn Wormwood
Ingalls '14 
Everett P. Ingalls '15 
Harold H. Inman '30 
Martha Allen Irvine '44 
William L. Irvine '42 
Andrew P. Iverson '34 
Charles H. Jack, Jr. '46 
Doris Vollmer Jack '49 
Emery L. Jackson '50 
M, Eleanor Jackson '20 
Maurice Jacobs '17 
Edward R. Jennison '50 
Donald G. Johnson '36 
Ralph L. Johnson '30 
Ruth A. Johnson '54 
Leslie I. Johnstone '05 
Clarence W. Jones '42 
Emilie Kritter Josselyn '21 
Bradford T. Joyce '46 
Katherine Rice Joyce '44 
Roy E. Joyce '50 
Peter G. Karalekas '34 
Arline Tankle Keith '47 
Ballard F. Keith '08 
Edward H. Keith '49 
Lawrence B. Kelley '41 
James F. Kenney '42 
John C. Kenny '36 
Milton F. Kent *30 
Charles C. Ketchum *10 
Ernest K. Khoury, Jr. '53 
John B. Kilday '59 
Bartlett Kimball '38 
Phyllis Peavey Kimball '35 
Ethel M. King *59 
Loomis S. Kinney '29 
Edward B. Kirk *19 
Gerald R. Kirwin '59 
Charles F. Kitching '51 
Nehemiah W. Kneeland '15 
Frederick D. Knight '09 
Jacqueline Thomas Knight 54 
Lowell R. Knight '54 
Stephen C. Knight, Jr. *48 
Evelyn Farris Knowles '27 
Jerome H. Knowles, Jr. '28 
David W. Knudsen '51 
Lewis H. Kriger '16 
Martha Woodbury Kurth '21 
Ernest Lamb '10 
Moses H. Lane '38 
Alice Wood Lang '59 
C. Frederic Larrabee '33 
Russell V. Lathrop '30 
Merle Shubert Leddy '34 
Herbert H. Leonard '01 
Parker F. Leonard '50
Ralph E. Thomas
Ruth Coombs Thorns 
Antoinette Gould Torrey 
Harriet Weatherbee Time 
William H. Wellington 
Martha Sanborn White 
Roger Williams 
Arthur B. Wilson 
Mabel Peabody Wilson 
Howard E. Wilson
John C. Winslow
1924
8. Bradley B. Abbott
J. Wesley Ames 
Hazen H. Ayer 
Gregory Baker
Carl L. Beal 
Edith L. Beckett 
Ralph R. Bennett 
Howard L. Bowen 
Wilfred C. Burr 
Olin W. Callighan 
Thomas J. Carlin
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER, 1962
Ray H. Carter
Theodore E. M. Carville 
Charles V. Catell 
James A. Chalmers 
Harold J. Chase 
Armando J. Conti 
Ruth Bessey Conti 
Arthur E. Covell 
Paul M. Croxford 
Bruce I. Davenport 
Roland O. Dolley
Morris A. Dolliver 
Lowell J. Dow
Merwyn R. Driscoll 
William F. Drislane 
Alice Stanley Dunham 
Earl M. Dunham
Harold L. Durgin 
Michael Gentile
Judson M. Grant 
Philip L. Gray 
Guy E. Griffin 
William E. Harmon 
Theodore F. Hatch
James L. Hayes 
F. Gilbert Hills 
Bessie Harris Hovey 
Ethelyn Percival Howard 
Bentley S. Hutchins 
Conrad Kennison 
Oral G. King
Beatrice Johnson Little 
John B. Lockwood, Jr. 
George E. Lord
James L. MacLeod 
Louise Messer Mayo 
Ethel Bird McCrystle 
Dwight L. McKechnie 
Karl H. McKechnie 
Carleton W. Merritt 
Albert S. Noyes 
Charles E. Noyes 
Philip T. Oak 
Clayton P. Osgood 
Irene Guppy Persons 
Ivan R. Pease 
Wallace W. Perkins 
Bernie E. Plumer, Jr, 
Horace W, Raymond
Howard C, Reiche 
Anna Green Robison 
Samuel L. Rosenberg 
Philip A« Sargent 
Max G. Shapiro 
Chester M. Sinnett 
George L. Skolfield 
John T. Skolfield 
John A. Small 
Theron A. Sparrow 
Willard W. Spear 
Carl W. Stevens 
Ellen Myers Stevens 
C. Weston Steward 
Philip H. Taylor 
John L. Townsend 
Aileen Bennett Tufts 
Theodore J. Vaitses 
H. Bernice Wentworth 
Frank R. West 
Rodgers G. Wheaton 
Morton C. Whitcomb 
Charles A, Whitten 
Arthur O. Willey
Ruth Savage Wiswell
Kenneth F. Woodbury 
Philip B. Woods 
Anna Kettell Young
1925 
Floyd N. Abbott 
Eli Aronson 
Stanley Bailey 
Chester A. Baker 
Hope N. Bannister 
James T. Blair 
Laurence B. Blethen 
Madelene Fogg Brown 
Arline Besse Buley 
Charles P. Burbank 
Raymond H. Buxton 
Charles 0. Cambell 
Rosemary Curran Carlin 
Anne Jorgenson Carrington 
Philip T. Carroll 
Lindsay B. Chalmers
G. Davis Chase 
Roxie Dunton Clark 
Norris C. Clements 
Cecil J. Cutts
Randall H. Doughty
21
t
I r
stay club
Donald L. Lester '32 
Marion Dickson Lester '33 
Cora Sharon Leukhart '38 
Leon B. Levitan ’38 
Albion D. T. Libby '98 
Elizabeth Tryon Libby '33 
Lelia M. Libby '42 
Winthrop C. Libby ’32 
Elden E. Light '31 
Wiljo M. Lindell ’40 
Dorris Mayne Lindquist '52 
William G. Lindquist '52 
Alfred B. Lingley '20 
Frank W. Linnell ’29 
Beatrice Johnson Little '24 
Clarence C. Little ’32H 
Henry Little ’36 
George V. Lobozzo ’51 
Sidney L. Look '33 
Francis J. Lord '34 
George E. Lord '24 
Nellie Oakman Lord ’53 
Philip A. Lord ’55 
Ruth Kimball Lord ’37 
S. Louise Quincy Lord ’25 
Albert H. Lorentzen ’49 
Avery N. Lorenzen '51
L. Paul’ Lorusso ’43 
Philip W. Lown ’18 
Kathryn Hitchings Lunny ’19 
Richard R. Lunt ’36 
Freda Flanders Lycette ’43 
Robert C. Lycette ’43 
Thomas E. Lynch ’38 
Karl MacDonald '07 
Hugh R. MacDonnell '19 
Edward A. MacLean ’18
James L. MacLeod ’24 
Walter J. Macomber '60 
Carl W. MacPhee ’46 
John H. Mahoney ’27 
Donald E. Marriner ’42 
Catherine Sargent Marston 22 
Frederick F. Marston '22 
Fred L. Martin ’01 
George N. Martin ’27 
J*. Richard Martin ’50 
Lloyd A. Martin ’05 
Jesse H. Mason ’09 
Roscoe C. Masterman ’32 
John P. McCaffrey ’29 
Maurice F. McCarthy ’11 
James W. McClure ’33 
Mary Robinson McClure ’29 
Henry J. McCusker ’34 
Joseph A. McCusker ’17
Edith McIntire McDonald ’41 
Robert S. McDonald '41 
Ralph McGibney '53 
Martin J. McHale '11 
Clifford G. McIntire '30 
Alvin S. McNeilly ’44 
Jennie Bridges McNeilly ’43 
Royal O; Mehann '36 
Ardon C. Mercier '34 
Dimon E. Merrill ’10 
William H. Merrill '13 
William R. Merrill '56 
Carleton W. Merritt '24 
John T. Miniutti '59 
Leonard E. Minsky '50 
Robie L. Mitchell '07 
Margaret M. Mollison '50 
Katherine Lang Morrison '31 
Louis H. Morrison '35 
Arthur H. Moulton, III '44 
Evelyn Shaw Moulton '46 
Paul E. Murray '14 
Kathryn Gorden Myers '20 
William E. Nash '17 
Arthur F. Neal '09 
Charles L. Nelson '45 
Robert W. Nelson '45 
Winifred Donnellan Nelson '46 
Norman R. Ness '38 
Harold K. Nichols '51 
Edmund K. Nock '48
Hannah E. Norton '54 
Albert S. Noyes '24
H. Otis Noyes' '22 
Joanne Lindgren Noyes '49 
John W. Noyes '53 
Leroy C. Noyes '46 
Frances Wilcox Oakes '43 
Stewart F. Oakes ’41 
J. Larcom Ober ’13 
Edith Bolan Ogden '33 
Eugene C. Ogden ’34 
•John M. Palmer ’30 
Wilbur A. Park '20 
Albert M. Parker '28 
Robert D. Parks '29 
Vera Brastow Parks ’39 
Clifford Patch ’11 
Gertrude D. Peabody '20 
Myron C. Peabody '16 
Ivan R. Pease '24
George W. Perkins, Jr. ’49 
Howard L. Perkins '08 
Nancy Foster Perkins '49 
Cora Phillips Perry ’21 
Donald B. Perry '18 
Francis J. Pettis, Jr. '59 
Helen M. Philbrook '39 
Charles R. Phillips ’25 
George A. Phillips '11 
Helen Wormwood Pierce '41 
Michael Pilot '21 
Wesley C. Plumer '21 
Michael F. Polese '56
Bernard  T. Poor '27 
Edgar M. Potter ’43 
George A. Potter '20 
Helen Clark Potter ’22 
James E. Poulin, Jr. '32 
Joshua B. Powers, Jr. 59 
Horace A. Pratt '30 
Martha A. Pratt '52 
Elmer O. Pray '09 
Conan A. Priest ’22 
Ralph N. Prince ’32 
Nathan W. Putnam '56
Charlotte Miller Ramirez '37 
Hall Ramirez ’36
Barbara Lancaster
Raymond '37 
Gordon B. Raymond '38 
John H. Reed '42 
Lowell J. Reed '07 
Marion Balentine Reed '07 
William S. Reid '28 
Bernard P. Rines '45 
Priscilla Thomas Rines '49 
Ernest H. Ring '22 
Edna Mathews Roberts '35 
Fred C. Roberts '35 
Frederick Robie, Jr. '53 
Thelma Crossland Robie '49 
Morris R. Robinson '32 
Willis Robinson '50 
Anna Green Robison '24 
John W. Roche '32 
Frederick D. Rogers ’09 
Daniel A. Rosen '27 
Catharine L. Rowe '38 
Pasquale L. Rozzi '50 
Morris D. Rubin '38 
Abraham M. Rudman ’17 
Gerald E. Rudman '49 
Samuel Rudman '16 
Sargent Russell '37 
Timothy J. Ryan '31 
Robert W. Samuelson '40 
James W. Sanborn ’35 
Philip A. Sargent '24 
James C. Saunders, Jr. '60 
Richard F. Saunders ’50 
Warren H. Savary '12 
Dorothy Steward Sayward '28 
Walter D. Scannell '25 
Charles Schlosberg ’30 
Mary Flynn Schoppe '37 
Robert P. Schoppe '38 
Mildred Brown Schrumpf '25 
William E. Schrumpf '12 
Walter M. Schultz '40 
Robert E. Schweitzer '60 
John C. Sealey, Jr. '36 
Stanwood R. Searles '34 
Joseph P. Seltzer '32 
Joseph F. Senuta '34 
Calvin B. Sewall '42 
Joseph B. Shattuck, Jr. '49 
Lucy Farrington Sheive '27
Edward C. Sherry '38 
Arthur E. Silver '02 
Frederick J. Simmons '06 
Wray D. Simpson '49 
Norma J. Smaha '54 
Carolyn A. Small '45 
Edward L. Smiley ’48 
Arthur G. Smith '38 
Bettina Bruce Smith '38 
Mary Dirks Snyder '49 
Ralph M. Snyder '50 
Dwight L. Somers '34 
Philip D. Spiller ’44 
James S. Stanley '38 
Edward F. Stanton '26 
Basil G. Staples '35 
Howard G. Steinberg '36 
Theodore M. Stevens '20 
Clyde W. Stewart '19 
Donald M. Stewart '35 
Patricia Wade Stewart '57 
Ronald E. Stewart '49
 Ruth Goodwin Stewart '36 
Shirley Smith Stewart '51 
William C. Stickel '49 
Charles E. Stickney '10 
Fernaid S. Stickney '23 
Warden A. Stickney '30 
Wendell H. Stickney '43 
Mary Carter Stiles '31 
Willis L. Stiles '31 
Charles H. Stinchfield '37 
Daniel P. Storer '44 
Hattie Ingraham Storer '45 
Charles E. Sullivan '12 
George W. Sullivan '18 
Thomas C. Sullivan '55 
Walter L. Sullivan '43 
John E. Suminsby '44 
Earl L. Swett, Jr. '50 
Car roll C. Swift ’21 
Porter L. Swift '07 
Torrey A. Sylvester '59 
Gerald M. Tabenken '44 
Richard F. Talbot '07 
Edward R. Tanner '42 
Donald V. Taverner '43 
Elizabeth Barker Taverner 42 
R. Olive Rowell Taverner '43 
Robert Thurrell '15
Lester R. Thurston '20 
Antoinette Gould Torrey '23 
James E. Totman '16 
Allen D. Trask '38
Leon S. Trenholm '52 
Barbara Tibbetts
Treworgy '48 
Charlotte Harris Treworgy '49 
Forrest R. Treworgy '17 
Harry T. Treworgy '49 
Paul D. Turner, Jr. '49 
Diong D. Uong '26 
Rudy Vallee '25
William G. Vandervliet '60
Carl B. Basttian
Philip Ehrlich 
Benjamin W. English 
Paul F. Erskine 
Raymond C. Fitshenry 
Lynnette Walker
Flewelling 
Thomas B. Gay 
Keith Goldsmith 
Elizabeth Pendleton Ham 
Donald Hastings 
Anne Thurston Henderson 
Hilton 8. Higgins 
Harriet Page Huns 
0. Julian Humphrey ' 
John C. Hutton 
Arlene Ware Ryde 
Stanley B. Hyde 
Clifford V. Irish 
Ruel L. Janes 
Alton P. Keene 
Doris Dow Ladd 
John A. Lawry
t
22
Donald C. Lincoln 
Frances Perkins Lincoln 
Frank L. Lincoln 
Louise Quincy Lord 
Arline F. Lynch
William R. MacDonald, Jr. 
Donald N. MacLean
John W. Mangan 
John L. McCobb
Leona Reed McDonald 
Charles M. McEwen 
Edith Hannington Moberg 
Dwight L. Moody 
Joseph M. Murray 
Velina K. Oliver 
Mansfield M. Packard 
Arthur N. Parmenter 
Elisabeth Peabody Parsons 
Charles R. Phillipa 
Reginald L. Reed 
Albert H. Repscha 
Carl B. Ring
Frank L. Robinson
Hoyt B. Savage 
Madalene Brackett Sax. 
Walter D. Scannell 
Mildred Brown Schrumpf 
Lincoln A. Sennett 
Rufus S. Sewall 
David M. Shapleigh 
Evangeline Steward 
Shapleigh 
Frederic A. Soderberg 
Morita Pickard Springer 
Dearburn B. Stevens' 
Prescott B. Thornton 
Claude H. Tozier 
Donald L. Trouant 
Balfour S. Tyndall 
Rudy Vallee 
George 0. York
, 1926
Bradley B. Abbott 
George R. Acheson 
William L. Bailey 
Florence Merritt Baker
Willis M. Barrows 
Carl H. Bischoff 
Frances H. Brewer 
Laurence L. Buck. 
Carleton H. Bunker 
Ruth Morse Burbank 
Alfred R. Burr 
Maurice H. Burr 
Floyd J. Carr
B. Leith Chase 
Sidney B. Coleman 
Earle D. Crawford 
Marjorie Myers Crawford 
Edgar R. Cyr 
Albert H. Doerr 
Joseph D. Doherty 
Douglas B. Donovan 
Gordon H. Fait 
Margaret Fraser Feeney 
Carlton W. Fletcher 
Charles E. Gero 
Spofford Giddings 
Harry F. Culbertson 
Helen Peabody Davis
Thonas L. Dickson, Sr. 
Richard C. Dolloff 
Merrill H. Dooey 
George F. Dow
Edward M. Engel 
Lorinda Orne Eustis 
Kenneth S. Field 
Mae Kirk Field 
Margaret Boothby Freeman 
Dorothy Taylor Garvin 
Marion Farrington Gero 
Wyman P. Gerry 
Ruth Leman Grady
Ernest H. Grant 
Any Adams Green 
P. Joseph Guilfoyle 
Ruth Palmer Harribine 
Harry A. Hartley 
Bessie Muzzy Hastings 
Clara Peabody Hersum 
Kenneth V. Right 
Roy C. Hobson 
Elwin B. Hodgins 
Henry G. Howard
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Earle N. Vickery '08
William P. Viles '28 
Fred H. Vose ’00
Elizabeth Laughlin
, Wadsworth '26
Norman C. Walker '49
George A. Wallace '10 
Russell A. Walton '35
Hubert M. Wardwell, Jr. '13 
Donald J. Waring '50
Doris Harrison Waring '51 
Herbert S. Warmflash ’48 
Ada Woodman Warren '36 
Beth Chick Warren '52 
Dana E. Warren '52
Eleanor Cushing Wasgatt '3 3
Wesley N. Wasgatt '33 
Carlisle V. Watson '15
Ida Collins Watson '22
Myron E. Watson '22 
Freeman G. Webb '33
Thomas N. Weeks ’16
Everett P. Welch '22
William H. Wellington '23 
George J. Wentworth '10 
John W. Wentworth '49
Owen Wentworth '39
Helen Strong Werner '53 
Thurman C. Wescott '09 
Claude R. Weymouth '14 
Rodgers G. Wheaton '24
M. Haynes Wheeler '29
Emma Given White '53 
Martha Sanborn (White '23
Philip R. White '22
Philip R. White, Jr. ’50
Shelton S. White '49
Carl Whitman '35
Jon H. Whitten '60
Elizabeth McCracken 
Wilhelm '29
Elwood K. Wilkins '22 
Ralph A. Wilkins '19
Barbara Crane Williamson '49
Douglas J. Williamson '49 
Elmore L. Wood '35
Ethel Cummings Woodbury 29 
Kenneth F. Woodbury '24 
Dorothy L.‘ Woodcock '36
T. Russell Woolley, Jr. '41  
H. Hollis Wooster '28
Arthur E. Wylde '55
Jean Bryant Yeaton '50
Oliver Yeaton '51
Eleanor West Yerxa '33 
Barbara Thompson York '49 
George O. York, Jr. '25 
Harland A. Young '37
Kent H. York '48
Malcolm A., Young '58
Peter Zoidis '38
John P. Zollo '49
Doris Rideout Huestis 
Edith Hoyt Humphrey 
Calvin M. Hutchinson 
Marada L. Johnson 
Elmer O'. Kelso 
Evelyn Farris Knowles 
Doris Spencer Libbey 
Marion E. Lord 
Marlin V. MacLaughlin 
John H. Mahoney 
George N. Martin 
Annette S. Matthews 
Sidney A. Maxwell 
Angelina Morneault 
 Michaud 
Albert D. Nutting 
Arthur H. Niles 
Lyndall K. Parker  
Ada Peters Peters  
Bernard T. Poor 
Alden Jr. Rand
Irene Emerson Robinson 
Daniel A. Rosen
» 
Sherman H. Rounsville 
Henry A. Scribner 
Lucy Farrington Shelve 
John A. Snell 
Arthur J. Staples, Sr.
Eugene L. Staples
John E. Stewart
Forrest A. Taylor
Raymond E. Tobey 
Daniel W. Torrey
Henry C. Waldo
Everard E. Hall
Harry N. Hamer
J. Murray Hamilton 
Carl M. Harmon
Hugh B. Huntley
Mark  A. Hurd
Marion Lindsey Johnson
Irving B. Kelley
George O. Ladner 
Guilbert R. Little
Everett M. Lunt
Frank J. McDonald
Gordon S. McDonald 
Fred C. Newhall 
Leone Dakin Nutting 
Anthony J. Pannoni 
Ralph R. Parkman 
Emily Pendleton 
Rose Adams Plouff 
Kenneth O. Plumer 
Sylvester L. Poor 
William W. Rich, Jr. 
Arvilla Peabody Ross 
Theodore S. Rowe
F. Herbert Severance 
Edward F. Stanton 
Earle M. Stevens 
Karl F. Switzer 
Robert A. Tate 
Laurence G. Thurston 
Robert E. Turner 
Diong D. Dong 
Elizabeth Laughlin 
Wadsworth 
Beulah Osgood Wells 
Gerald S. Wheeler 
Seth A. Whitcomb 
Kenneth C. Wilson 
Oscar L. Wyman
1927
Isabel Z. Ames 
Fred D. Armes 
H. Russell Beatty 
Anthony A. Beeaker 
Mary 'B. C. Belinian 
Frederick T. Berg 
Everett E. Blackwell 
Clayton T. Bockus 
Sara Palmer Bogan 
Clare H. Brown, Jr. 
Leroy E. Brown 
Annette Lane Burbank 
Lewis J. Carpenter 
Sung H. Cha 
Milton H. Clapp 
Richard G. Clark 
Lawrence P. Cogswell 
Marion Cooper 
Edgar R. Crozier
Iva Stanley Waring 
Charles M. Washburn 
Daniel Webster 
Earle R. Webster 
Margaret Preble Webster 
Philip A. Whitehouse 
Eugene C. Winch 
Raymond B. Wood
1928
Russell M. Bailey 
 William Balch
Vincent H. Beeaker 
Horace E. Bell 
Earl F. Bennett 
Lynwood K. Betts 
Harold E. Bowie 
Milton L. Bradford 
Leon A. Cheney 
Luke E. Closson, Sr. 
Louis Cohen 
Wray C. Conro 
Linwood S. Cotton 
Kenneth D. Cram 
Lawrence M. Cutler 
Stanley J. DeVeau 
Fred M. Dodge 
Erdine Besse Dolloff 
George F. Dudley 
Thelma Perkins Dudley 
Francis G. Fitzpatrick 
Clarence M. Flint 
Erne Stairs Foley 
Elwood E. Folsom 
David W. Fuller 
Vinetta Whitehouse Geddy 
Frances; Fuller Giddings 
Harry A. Grant 
Harry R. Hartman 
Matthew E. Highlands 
Ralph A. Hill 
Harold E. Ingalls 
Martling B. Jones 
Archie Karmen
Jerome Knowles, Jr. 
Robert C. Lane  
Emma Thompson Ledger 
Ardron B. Lewis 
Roger S. Lewis 
Clarence R. Libby 
Kenneth C. Lovejoy 
Mabel Kirkpatrick Lovejoy 
Nelson L. Manter
John B. McCobb 
Philip McSorley 
Forrest W. Meader 
Harold A. Medeiros 
Raymond H. Morrison 
Frederick L. Moulton 
Laurence H. Murdock 
Frances Kent Murray 
Wendall P. Noble 
Carroll P. Osgood
 E. Lyman Otis 
Albert M. Parker 
Izora Hutchinson Parsons 
Maxwell M. Peabbles 
John A. Pierce 
Agnes Masse Plumer 
William S. Reid 
Ralph T. Robertson 
Hallowell R. Rogers 
Cornelius J. Russell, Jr. 
Dorothy Steward Sayward 
Robert F. Scott 
Linwood F. Snider 
David H. Stevens 
Charles P. Stone 
Frederick H. Thompson 
Ruth Thompson Thompson 
Gilbert M. Titcomb 
Philip H. Trickey 
William P. Viles 
Gordon M. Walker 
Mary Levine Webber 
Matthew Williams
 Eldwin A. Wixson 
Hope Craig Wixson 
H. Hollis Wooster 
Theodore J. Zak
1929 
Reginald B. Adams 
Louis A. Airoldi 
John B. Ames 
Dean R. Bailey 
Clarence B. Bassett 
Whitney M. Baston 
Shirley Berger 
Oscar L. Birch 
George D. Bixby 
M. Catherine Buck Booker 
Frank P. Bostrom 
Charles G. Brown 
Gerald F. Burrill 
James C. Buzzell 
Robert F. Chandler, Jr. 
Mildred McPheters Clapp 
Everett F. Conlogue 
Elston F. Cooper 
George S. Cunningham 
'Myrtle Walker Dow 
Kenneth R. Dudley 
Claire Callaghan
 Fitzmorris
Herbert R. Fitzmorris 
John B. Flynn 
Charles E. Fogg 
Frank Foggia 
Richard P. Gleason
Albert F. Gilmore , • 
John L. Guice 
James E. Hale 
Clifton W. Hall 
Thelma V. Harm 
Albert M. Harmon 
Cecil J. Harribine 
William J. Hartley 
Ramona Boley Highlands 
Allison K. Hill 
Nicholas G. Hodgman 
Richard W. Holmes 
Elmer G. Horton 
Charles S. Huestis 
Burleigh M. Hutchins 
Curtis M. Hutchins 
Barbara A. Johnson 
Dorothy Bradford Kelso 
Harold V. Kimball 
 Loomis S. Kinney
Merrill R. Kittredge 
Clayton T. Knox 
Virginia Smith Lamb 
Alice Lincoln Leanhard 
John R. La Plant 
Abram J. Libby 
Frank W. Linnell 
Russell M. Look 
Hector R. Lopaus 
John H. Lowell  
Winfield Lowell
I. Gilbert Luce 
Zelda H. MacKenzie
Katherine Marvin 
MacNaughton
Thomas Martin 
John P. McCaffrey 
Mary Robinson McClure 
Ellsworth McDonald 
Ruth Meservey
Firovanti O. Miniutti 
Helen Moore
Merton F. Morse 
Bettina Brown. Moulton 
Perley H. Mudgett 
Frederick L. Revells 
George A. Noddin 
Ruth Daggett Noyes 
Worth L. Noyes 
Roderic C. O’Connor 
Robert D. Parks 
Merton S. Parsons 
Maple I. Percival 
Harold N. Dowell 
George W. Raye 
Mary F. Reed 
Edwin M. Ryder 
Alice Webster Sinclair 
Catherine Osgood 
Skolfield 
Archibald V. Smith 
Gordon Smith 
Carlista Mutty Snyder 
Sarah Hoos Sterns 
Frank R. Stewart 
Clyde C. Stinson. 
Willard J. Strout 
Orville T. Swift 
Harvard L. Sylvester 
Sarah Jane Thompson 
Donald E. Tracy 
Carl D. True
Oscar T. Turner 
H. Norton Webber
M. Haynes Wheeler
G. Albert Whittier 
Elizabeth McCracken
Wilhelm
Roger C. Wilkins
Ruby Carlson Williams 
Stanley G. Winch 
Wallace C. Woodworth 
Edgar H. Wyman 
Gertrude Gray Yates
1930
Lyman Abbott, Jr.
’Perley E. Armitage 
Alice H. Bagley 
George H. Barnes 
Louise Bates Ames 
Niran C. Bates 
Milledge M. Beckwith 
Bernard M. Berenson 
James F. Booker  
Richard S. Bradford 
Frank C. Brown 
Lois A. Burr 
Elizabeth Mason Carter 
Thurlow A. Chandler 
W. Philip Churchill 
Dorothy Culley Coburn 
Daniel E; Connelly 
Ralph A. Corbett 
George W. Crimmins 
Horace A. Croxford 
Athalia Sweatt Cunnings 
Bertna Carter Cushman 
Harold M. Cutler 
Roland J. Cyr 
Vaughn M. Daggett 
William H. Daley 
Harold A. Dewolfe 
Pauline V. Dunn 
Horace S. Estey 
Hazel Sawyer Everett 
Horton Flynt 
William N. Flynt 
Stanley C. Frost 
Marthe DeGagne Gaffney 
Verrill B. Gilmore 
Sarah Pike Gleason 
Frank R. Goodwin 
Harold P. Hamilton 
Kenneth C. Hapworth 
Harold D. Harding 
Hector Hebert 
Elmer R. Higgins 
Vera I. Hill 
Edward D. Hunt 
Rachel Matthews
Hutchinson 
Harold H. Inman 
Ralph L. Johnson 
Milton L. Kent
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Frank A. Knight 
Harland Knight 
Fred Lamoreau 
Russell V. Lathrop 
Paulina Hall Leech 
Johnson L. Lowell 
Norwood W. Mansur, Sr. 
Frieda Hatch Matheson 
Harry R. Mayers 
Lloyd McCollum 
Clifford G. McIntire 
Hortense Bradbury 
Monaghan 
John W. Moran 
Dorothy Mayo Morris 
Harrison L. Moyer 
Mary Crowley Mulvey 
Elizabeth Murphy 
Maxwell K. Murphy
E. Christine Norwood 
Edward B. Palmer, Jr. 
John M. Palmer 
Ella Bolan Parr 
Ralph L. Perkins 
Jeanette Roney Pero 
Eunice Barrows Powell 
Horace A. Pratt 
Royal A. Roulston
N. Richard Sawyer 
Charles Schlosberg 
Edwin A. Smith 
Thomas B. Smith 
John T. Stanley 
Edward Stern 
Warren A. Stickney 
Charles R. Stover 
Lindsay W. Sutherland 
Eugene L. Vail 
Edward R. Vose 
John D. Walker 
Kenneth R. Webber 
Lee E. Wescott 
James F.. White 
Gerald York 
Kenneth H. Young
1931
Herman C. Allen 
Sarah Carll Andrew 
Roger L. Annis 
Olaf A. Bangs 
William L. Bates 
Theodore R. Bickmore 
Richard C. Blanchard 
Richard F. Blanchard 
Philip J. Brockway 
Charles A. Brown 
June Ranney Brown 
Roger J. Brown 
Edward C. Bryant 
Vivian Van. Tassel Burr 
Katherine Whitcomb Butler 
Lester M. Clark 
Ward B. Cleaves 
Erma Devereau Croxford
G. Vincent Cuozso 
Clifton E. Curtis 
Charles F. Cushman 
Parker G. Cushman 
Lucille French Daggett 
Myrilla Guilford Daley 
Malcolm R. C. Devine 
Philip L. Evans 
George A. Farnsworth 
George 0. Farrar 
Willard A. Farris 
Charlotte Bowman Flynn 
Horace F. Flynn 
Mildred Roberts Fowler 
Jessie L. Fraser 
Frances Dow Friedberg 
Marion Avery Gilmore 
Robert D. Goode 
Paul R. Goodwin 
Lawrence M. Gray 
Doris L. Gross 
William p. Hamblet 
Louise Durgan Hammons 
George M. Hargreaves 
Elmer C. Hodson 
Leslie R. Holdridge
K. Jean Kelrstead Huff 
William H. Jensen, Jr. 
Alice Burr Jordan 
Norton H. Lamb 
Raymond' K. Lear 
Donald P. Libby 
Biden E. Light 
Elisabeth Livingstone 
Vitolia Lobikis Lord 
William D. MacKenzie 
Donovan W. Marble
Raymond B. Marsh
George B. McGillicuddy 
John G. McGowan 
Howard L. Mendall 
Katherine Lang Morrison 
Robert C. Morse 
Jean Campbell Moyer 
Richard T. Munce 
Beatrice Spiller Nadeau 
Frank B. Patten, Jr. 
Willard J. Perry 
Scott J. Rand, Sr. 
Hazel Hammond Rawnsley 
Lewis P. Roberts 
Timothy J. Ryan 
Bernard Schneider 
Ermo H. Scott 
Ethel Thomas Sezak 
Samuel Sezak
Charlotte Cleaves Smith 
George A. Smith 
■M. Stetson Smith
Verne S. Snow 
Arvo A. Solander 
Nelson B. Spurling 
Mabel Lancaster Stewart 
Mary Carter Stiles 
Willis L. Stiles 
Eleanor I. Thompson 
Basil W. Vaughan 
Galen I. Veayo 
Martha G. Wasgatt 
Margaret Bither Webber 
Gilbert E. Weeks 
William C. Wells 
Raymond B. White
1932
Donald T. Achorn 
Bverett K. Adams 
George H. Andrews 
Margaret J. Armstrong 
Cedric L. Arnold 
Lewis W. Barrett 
Stephen Barry 
Doris Dunphy Bassett 
James C. Bates 
Frank J. Battles 
Muriel Freeman Brockway 
Harold B. Bryant 
Paul G. Butler
Evelyn Randall Churchill 
Vaughn H. Cogswell 
Marion Davis Cooper 
James H. Crowe
Isabella Robinson
Croxford
Alden F. Denaco
John D. Dickson, Jr. 
John P. Doyle 
Henry H. Favor
J. Robert Feeley 
George M- Field 
Merton W. Flanders
A. Norman Forbush
Norman L. French 
Mildred Smith Gagnon 
Albert F. Gerry 
Mary Bean Gerry 
Willard M. Gilmore 
Carlton L. Goodwin 
Stephen J. Grady 
Walter L. I. Hall 
David H. Hanaburgh 
Clayton H. Hardison 
Marion Cunningham
Harriman
William F. Hathaway 
Stanley G. Hayter 
Merle T. Hilborn 
Hildreth Montgomery Hili 
Helen Stearns Hincks 
Maynard A. Hincks 
Arthur C. Holbrook 
Roy N. Holmes 
Anna Buck Houston 
Albert H. Howes 
Homer W. Huddleston 
Wallace H. Humphrey 
Eleanor Meacham Jenks 
Robert F. Jenks 
Harold I. Johnson 
Neal H. Landers 
Julius B. Lapp 
Harland F. Leathers 
Donald L. Lester 
Winthrop C. Libby 
Clarence C. Little 
G. Holland Loans 
Beulah Starrett Lord 
Clayton R. Lothrop
Bernice Woodman Lowery 
Kenneth S. Ludden 
Ross Masterman 
Murdock S. Matheson 
Francis J. McCabe 
Roy H. McCray 
Smith C. McIntire 
Alfred P. McLean 
Myrtleen Snow McLean 
Richard L. Mekeel 
Stacy R. Miller 
Angela Miniutti 
Doris Baker Moody 
Hugh H. Morton 
Abby Sargent Neese 
Edith Talbot Ness 
Hildreth Matheson Palmer 
Harry Paul 
John J. Pearson 
Gilberts Watters Percival 
James B. Poulin 
Ralph N. Prince 
Jesse E. Ray
Winston C. Robbins 
Morris R. Robinson 
John W. Roche 
Philip R. Rubin 
Thomas Russell 
Joseph P. Seltzer 
Clarence Shapero 
Anna Lyon Sims 
James M. Sims 
Albert J. Smith 
Marion Jacques Smith 
Margaret Churchill Snyder 
Dorothy M. Somers 
Mollie Rubin Stern 
Charles L. Stewart 
Willard B. Stone 
Clayton J. Sullivan 
Cornelius J. Sullivan 
Loring R. Swain 
Charles N. Sweetser 
Lawrence R. Sweetser 
Oscar T. Thompson 
Herbert I. Trask
Louise Beaulieu Van Stack 
Robert M. Vickery 
Raymond T. Wendell 
Robert T. Weston 
Ronald E. Young
1933 
Whiteley I. Ackroyd 
Merrita Dunn Anderson
W. Bruce Ashworth 
Helen Hilton Bailey 
John T. Bankus 
Marvia Pooler Barry 
Clarence F. Berry 
Guy A. Booker 
Frederick A. Boyce 
Clarence H. Bradbury 
George Bullen 
Frederick C. Burk 
Samuel H. Calderwood
Dorothy Findlay Carnochan 
Geneva F. Chamberlain 
Robert L. Clifford
Pauline Siegel Cole 
Jerome H. Comins 
Helen Findlay Cousens 
Clayton M. Currie 
Emil A. Davis
Ruth Callaghan DeCoteau 
Thomas J. Desmond
Kenneth J. Dickerson 
William H. Doane 
Harold 0. Doe
Robert B. Downing
John P. Doyle
Emily Thompson Elliott 
Richard E. Elliott
John P. Farnsworth 
Millard F. Fitzgerald 
Walter B. Fitzgerald 
Arthur T. Forrestall 
Donald E. Frazier 
Warren S. Frohock
Phyllis Webber Fuller 
Edwin L. Giddings: 
George Glickman 
John P. Gonzals 
Horace H. Gould 
Doris Ballard Graffam 
Philip O. Gregory 
Frank W. Hagan, Jr. 
Edward G. Haggett, Jr. 
Harold M. Hall 
Philip A. Havey 
Hezel Scully. Henkle 
Blanche I. Henry
Alvin A. Hof ten 
Inez L. Howe 
Carl D. Hurd 
Ruth B. Irwin 
Robert S. Ives 
Raymond A. Jackson 
Emmons E. Kingsbury 
Dorothea Goode Knox
C. Alvin Jagels 
Kenneth B. Johnson 
Rudolph B. Johnson 
Burt M. Keene 
Lloyd G. Keirstead 
Elizabeth Hilliker
LaFrance 
Charles L. Lampson 
C. Fred Larrabee 
Marion Dickson Lester 
Herbert W. Lewis 
Elizabeth Tryon Libby 
Ludger A. Lucas 
Cecil R. Luce 
Herbert W. Lutts 
Evelyn Mills MacKeen 
Henry E. Marcho 
John J. McCarthy 
James W. McClure 
Jeanne Kennedy McDonald 
James A. McLean 
Evelyn Plummer Miller 
Charles T. Moody 
Forest K. Moors 
M. Josephine Mutty 
Marion Carter Nash 
Franklin M. Nash 
Raymond F. Newell 
Edith Bolan Ogden 
Donald R. Palmer 
Elizabeth Barrows
Pendleton 
Joseph I. Penley 
Julius Pike 
Theodore W. Prescott 
Coleman C. Randall 
Evelyn Gleason Rawson 
Phyllis Black Raymond 
Louise Hill Robbins 
Gilbert T. Robertshaw 
Richard S. Robinson 
Marcia Adelman Rubin 
Fred M. Sanborn 
Ralph H. Sawyer 
George W. Scott 
Mason D. Shaw 
Russell W. Shaw 
Clarence D. Smith 
Kenneth B. Smith 
Richard J. Snare 
Leif I. Sorensen 
Joseph R. Stoddard 
Girdler J. Swett 
Arthur J. Thomas 
William W. Thompson 
John J. Turbyne 
Helen Peabody Turner 
Wesley N. Wasgatt 
Freemn G. Webb 
Frederick E. Wiers 
John C. Wight 
Donald H. Wilson 
John F. Wilson 
Bernice Willson Wilson 
Eleanor West Yerxa 
Robert A. Zottoli
1934 
David K. Abbott 
Isadore L. Alpert 
Doris Varnum Bachelder 
William E. Beazley 
Mildred Haney Berdeen 
James Berman 
Frederick R. Black 
Frances Dodge Booker 
Robert B. Bradford 
Shirley Young Brawn 
Earl D. Brown
Beatrice Cummings Burke 
William B. Candors, Jr. 
Lawrence A. Chatto 
Samuel M. Cope 
Donald P. Corbett 
Francelia Dean Corbett 
Gilbert M. Cox 
Robert L. Cram
Lorenz M. Crowell 
Roscoe F. Cuozzo 
Alice Dyer DeCourcy 
J. Edward DeCourcy 
Theodore A. Earl 
Charles E. Finks 
Ira Flaschner
Dorothy H. Fletcher 
Kenneth C. Foster 
Elizabeth Blethen Francis 
Roy J. Gavin 
John T. Gilman 
Maxine Harding Goode 
Norman H. Gray 
Nell A. Hamilton 
Lewis M. Hardison 
Irving W. Harvey 
Harry B. Hasey , 
Thomas M. Hersey
B. Merle Hildreth 
Richard L. Hill 
Roger W. Hodgkins 
Freeman L. 0. Hussey 
James M. Jackson 
Kenneth B. Jones 
Edward C. Jordan 
Andrew P. Iverson 
Peter C. Karalekas 
Elizabeth Myers Kennedy 
Josephine Burrill Kiah 
Orissa Frost Kingsbury 
Elizabeth Kimball 
Langlois
Paul R. Langlois 
Robert R. Lawrence 
Robert A. Leadbetter 
John D . Leddy 
Frank J. Lord 
Judson P. Lord 
Mildred Poland Lord 
Alpheus C. Lyon, Jr. 
Kenneth E. Macaulay 
Joseph L. Massaro 
Henry J. McCusker 
Ardon C. Mercier 
Jean Campbell Moyer 
Carlton F. Noyes 
Eugene C. Ogden 
George M. Osgood 
James H. Page 
Helen Williams Palmer 
Dorothy Davis Parsons 
Philip S. Parsons 
Gerald B. Perkins 
Harold V. Perkins 
John A. Pollock 
Norman O. Pratt 
Kenneth E. Pullen 
Charles H. Reed 
Selma Gregory Regan 
Elliott A. Reid 
Richard L. Rice 
Hayden S. Rogers 
Herbert M. Roylance 
Abraham B. Rosen 
Madelene Bunker Russ 
Robert C. Russ 
Claire S. Sanders 
Stanwood R. Searles 
Caroline Cousins Selby 
Joseph F. Senuta 
Alicia Tracy Smith 
Irving K. Smith 
Dwight L. Somers 
Hope Clark Spater 
M. Thomas Stantial 
John E. Stinchfield 
Robert B. Sylvester 
Lawrence E. Tompkins 
Fern Allen Turbyne 
R. Stoddard Vaughn 
Clarence K. Wadsworth 
George W. Warren 
Carroll N. Works 
1935 
Thomas Aceto
Donald L. Anderson 
Winifred Coburn Anderson 
Elizabeth Wilhelm Bassett 
Paul W. Bean 
Frank R. Blaisdell 
Richard D. Bucknam 
George D. Carlisle 
Margaret Young Carroll 
George L. Cobb 
Herbert K. Cook 
Ernest M. Cram 
Everett C. Creamer 
James D. Crocker 
Walter L. Emerson, Jr. 
Howard E. Etter 
Henry V. Fales 
Ruth Todd Farnham 
Warren W. Flagg 
Isobel J. Freeman 
Richard V. Gaffney 
Albert H. Galbraith 
Cecil A. Gilbert
I
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Ruth Shurtleff Goodwin 
William 0. Gould
Ira Gray
Norman H. Harmon 
Raymond C. Hathorne 
Stanley D. Henderson 
Robert G. Higgins 
Janet Brown Hobbie 
Marjorie Church Honer 
J. Winston Hoyt 
Flora Stone Humphries 
Norman M. Jackson 
Dorothy Frye Kane 
Roberta Lewis Kimball 
Paul I. Knight 
Margaret Avery Lawrence 
Roy I. Lawrence 
Sidney L. Look 
Robert D. Lord 
Wallace W. Lord 
M. Milton MacBride 
Stephen S. Marshall 
Marion B. Martin 
Dudley S. Merrill 
Louis H. Morrison 
Stuart H. Mosher 
Frank W. Myers 
Thelma Blackington
Nivison
Louise Rosie Paine 
Woodrow L. Palmer 
Lucinda Ripley Parker 
Ralph L. Perkins 
John L. Porter 
Willis G. Pratt 
Wilbert Pronovost 
David Rich
Edna Mathews Roberts 
Fred' C. Roberts ; 
John S. Sabin  
James W. Sanborn  
Ashton P. Sawyer 
Etta Grange Sawyer 
Dorothy Sawyer Shorey 
Wendell T. Smart 
Norman K. Smith 
Basil G. Staples 
Donald M. Stewart 
R. Donald Stone 
Virginia Trundy Stone 
Arthur P. Stubbs 
Carl A. Titcomb 
Phyllis Johnson Wadsworth 
Jean G. Walker 
Warren L. Walker 
Russell A. Walton 
Ernest R. Wardwell 
Craig J. Welch 
Carl A. Whitman 
Herbert T. Wilbur 
Beryl Warner Williams 
Elmore L. Wood
1936
Actor T. Abbott, Jr 
Rena M. Allen 
Fred A. Anderson 
Claire Saunders Ashworth 
Chester D. Bacheller 
Gerald G. Beverage 
Junius W. Birchard 
James A. Boardman 
Edith Hill Brewer 
Donald W. Brown 
Paul C. Brown 
Roger W. Burke 
Robert A. Burns 
Roger T. Cameron 
Richard O. Chase 
Ruth Barrows Chase 
George A. Clarke 
Arlene Higgins Cobb 
Mildred Sawyer Connors 
Alan C. Corbett 
Darrel B. Currie 
Geneva Epstein Cutler 
John R. Dean 
Charles F. Dexter 
Ira F. Dole 
Gladys Colwell Donahue 
Ralph J. Burette 
Susan Lord Foss 
Elizabeth H. Giddings 
Richard 0. Gordon 
James W. Raggett 
Robert Haggett 
Edward C. Hanson 
Charles A. Harmon 
Ralph F. Hayes 
Alvin L. Heald 
John P. Hennings
Estelle Blanchard 
Heraptha
Ralph P. Higgins 
Elinor Hill Hinman 
Thomas M. Hill 
Selvin Hirshon 
Cathryn R. Hoctor 
Donald A. Huff 
Roger D. Hutchins 
Kenneth L. Ireland 
Donald G. Johnson 
Arthur Jones 
William F. Jones 
Grenville E. Jordan, Jr. 
Mae Cohen Karas 
Elizabeth Jordan Keene 
Lyndon M. Keller 
John C. Kenny 
Phyllis Peavey Kimball 
Carolyn Currier Lombardi 
William W. Lewis 
Henry Little 
Richard R. Lunt 
Donald F. Macdonald 
Francis J. McAlary 
Royal O. Mehann 
Frederick O. Mills 
Arthur G. Mintz 
Rutledge Morton 
Kenneth B. Nash 
Alvah L. Nickerson 
Edward W. C. O’Connell 
James F. O’Connor 
Karl R. Oxner 
Margaret Sewall Page 
Eileen Brown Parker 
Rachel Carroll Phalen 
William B. Pierce 
Alton E. Prince 
Margaret Harriman 
Pronovost 
Hall Ramirez 
Thomas F. Reed 
Arthur L. Roberts 
Clarice Grant Rubin 
Carolyn Lothrop Sabin 
Ernest Saunders, Jr. 
Kathleen Wormwood Sawyer 
John Sealey, Jr.
Leslie R. Seekins 
Leonard F. Shaw 
Sarah Meltzer Smalley 
Albert T. Smith 
Dorothy Jones Smith 
Chester W. Smith 
Frederick N. Sprague 
Howard G. Steinberg 
Ruth Goodwin Stewart 
John C. Stinchfield 
Carleton L. Taylor 
Glen W. Torrey 
Albert Verrill, Jr. 
Alice Campbell Wakefield 
James A. Wakefield, Jr. 
Ada Woodman Warren 
Edwin P. Webster 
Phylis Hamilton Webster 
Lowell N. Weston 
Georgia Fuller
Wiesendanger 
Granville H. Wilcox 
Harold M. Woodbury 
Dorothy L. Woodcock 
Eldredge B. Woods
1937 
Winford C. Adams 
Gilbert E. Adamson 
John F. Averill 
Dana W. Babb 
Norma Lueders Baker 
Edwin H. Bates 
John F. Bennett, Jr. 
Katherine Bunker Berry 
Richard N. Berry 
Beatrice Jones Birchard 
Philip N. Bower 
Edward F. Brarmann, Jr. 
Richard D. Braley 
Everett L. Brewer 
Henry M. Brown 
Pauline Calvert Brown 
Raynor K. Brown 
Woodford B. Brown
Gilbert Bucknam 
Carol Stevens Burke 
Paul W. Burke 
Ruth C. Burnett
Walter L. 
Robert A. 
Norman D. 
Robert F. 
William E
Butterfield 
Cabeen 
Carlisle 
Corbett
Crowell
B. Francis Crowley 
Joseph W. Cyr
Louise Calderwood Cyr 
Gertrude Titcomb Dawson 
Ernest Lowell Dinsmore 
Alan D. Duff, Jr. 
Ruby Black Elliott 
Jerome A. Emerson 
Leonard Felberg 
Cranston W. Folley 
Gayland E. Folley 
William N. Forman
Jack Frost 
Leonard H. Gaetz, Jr. 
Joseph Galbraith 
Faith Folger Gardner 
John C. Gardner 
Carl F. Golding 
Gardner C. Grant 
Constance Davenport
Hasbrouck 
Lloyd D. Hatfield 
George Hitchings 
Tom Houghton, Jr. 
Elizabeth Story Hoyt 
Nolan B. Jackson 
Robert C. Jones 
William I. Kierstead 
Robert B. Laverty 
Samuel J. Levine 
Leonard P. Litchfield 
Ruth Kimball Lord 
Norma C. Lovejoy 
Emily Elmore Macy 
Wesley M. Martin 
George W. McLellan 
Paul W. Morgan 
Russell L. Morgan 
Robert Nivison 
Elizabeth Gardner Norweb 
Robert L. Ohler 
Shirley R. Parsons 
Arland W. Peabody 
Richard A. Pfuntner 
Donald A. Piper 
Evelyn Boynton Pray 
Charlotte Miller Ramirez 
Beverly P. Rand 
Barbara Lancaster Raymond 
Sargent Russell 
Robert H. Salisburg 
Lucian H. Scammon 
Richard B. Recchia 
Chauncey L. Russell 
Mary Flynn Schoppe 
Lester H. Smith 
Richard Spear 
Manley J. Sproul 
Howard J. Stagg III 
Alice R. Stewart 
William P. Stillman 
Charles Stinchfield 
Gerald E. Stoughton 
Merton R. Sumner, Jr. 
Barbara Colby Syster 
Audrey Bishop Thibodeau 
Charles F. Treat 
Robert M. True 
Louis J. Upham 
Lucinda Rich Waterman 
Emery N. Wescott 
Hope Wing Weston
G. Seth Williams 
Josie Naylor Woods 
Henrietta Cliff Woodbury 
Harland A. Young
1938
Donald S. Adams
Ernest E. Adams 
Elwood P. Additon 
Hervey C. Allen 
Russell D. Bartlett 
Margaret Williston Bebek 
Fred N. Beck
Jean Kent Belding 
Virginia Hall Benton 
Marion Hatch Bowman 
Gilbert M. Brown 
Lloyd F. Brown 
Althea Millett Brown 
Lucy Cobb Browne 
Stuart G. Bryant 
Ralph W. Butler
Rose Costrell Byer
Charles Y. Cain
George C. Calderwood 
Hugh R. Cary
Ralph E. Clifford
John W. Coffin
Miriam Hilton Coffin
Olive E. Conley
Duncan Cotting 
Marjorie Lynds Cotting 
Mabel Mayhew Couper
Frederick L. Crocker 
James R. DeCoster 
John B. DeLong 
Lawrence Denning 
Douglas Dingwall 
Ernest H. Donagan 
Merrill Eldridge 
Albert M. Ellingson 
Roderick R. Elliott 
Lincoln Fish 
Robert L. Fuller 
Mary-Hale Sutton Furman 
Mary Pendell Gaetz 
Martha Chase Gerrish 
Richard W. Gerry 
Elizabeth Drumond
Gleason 
Wallace F. Gleason 
Howard M. Goodwin 
John R. Gowell 
John D. Haggett 
Hester Billings Hanson 
Ida Hart Harding 
Waldo F. Hardison 
Gerald F. Hart 
Marjorie M. Thompson Hart 
Robert W. Harvey 
Arthur A. Hauck 
Gladys R. Hauck 
Richard E. Hayes 
Erwin L. Heald 
Solveig Heistad Hennings 
George D. Hill 
Arthur W. Hodges 
Antoria Rosen Houghton 
Helen Wong Huang 
Robert S. Hussey 
Madeleine Davis Johnstone 
Adolphine Yoegelin Keller 
Bartlett Kimball 
Edmond T. Laing 
Moses H. Lane 
Edward W. Larrabee 
Cora Sharon Leukhart 
Leon B. Levitan 
Elmer N. Lippa 
Sarah W. Littlefield 
Dwight Lord 
Moses S. Lord 
Charles H. Lowe 
Henry F. Lowe 
Hazel E. Lundy 
Thomas E. Lynch 
Mabel McAllister Mayhew 
Ruthe Seavey McGinley 
Charles McKenzie 
Harold H. McKeen 
Arland R. Meade 
Virginia T. Merrill 
Wilford J. Merrill 
Evelyn Adriance Miles 
Alice Lerner Mills 
Arthur C. Moulton 
Eloise Hutchinson Myers 
Nathalie E. Nason 
Norman R. Ness 
J. Wesley Oliver 
Carl C. Osgood 
Leland V. Page 
Maxine Gagnon Page
Robert G. Parker
Dorothy Mosher Peabody 
William H. Pearlmutter 
Lawrence A. Philpott 
Robert H. Plimpton 
Armand A. Polito 
Gordon B. Raymond 
Richard W. Raymond 
Ernest J. Reidman
Doris J. Richardson
Catherine L. Rowe 
Priscilla Tondreau Rowe 
Morris D. Rubin
Robert P. Schoppe 
G. Ronald Shaw 
Edward C. Sherry 
James H. Siegel 
Edward H. Silsby 
Arthur G. Smith 
Bettina Bruce Smith
Elizabeth Mitchell Smith 
Fred A. Spence 
Walter S. Staples 
James S. Stanley 
Walter B. Steele, Jr. 
Herbert Stern
Richard M. Stevens
Julius Stone
Edwin K. Stromberg 
Alfred A. Swenson 
Lester J. Tarbell 
Norman H. Thompson 
Allen D. Trask
E. Parker Troland 
Grace L. Teoulas 
Arnold L. Veague 
Benjamin Viner 
Grace Watson Wendell 
Randolph H. West 
Mary Deering Wirths 
Peter Zoidis
1939
Josephine Campbell Allen 
Lucille Fogg Baldwin 
Barbara Corbett Barker 
Thomas L. Barker 
Catherine Cox Bennett 
Wilfred E. Bettoney 
Audrey White Beyer 
Ruel J. Blackwell 
Charles L. Blanchard 
Merrill R. Bradford 
Robert B. Bramhall 
Paul Browne 
Edwin Byer
Charlotte Hennessy Card 
Paul S. Chapman 
Arthur J. Chick, Jr. 
Anna Anderson Clapper 
Kenneth L. Crabtree 
Carlton C. Cressy 
Robert V. Cullinan 
William R. Cumerford 
Timothy Curtin 
P. Emily Dean Daggett 
Elroy K. Day 
Harland L. Dodge 
George E. Doe 
Venora Stinchfield Dow 
Dana E. Drew 
Albert O. Dyson 
J. Sherwood Edwards 
Ralph W. Farris, Jr. 
Harlan P. Fitch 
Elizabeth Reid Freeman 
Sybil Kent Green 
Cora Bailey Grundy 
Walton E. Grundy 
Thomas W. Hall 
Harry H. Halliday 
Elizabeth W. Hancock 
Fred B. Harnden 
Robert T. Harris 
Donald B. Haskell 
Charles S. Hill 
William R. Hilton 
Pauline Davee Hitchings 
Charles M. Holbrook 
Richard Holmes 
Wthelyn Parkman Huff 
Eleanor Crockett 
Hutchinson 
Evangeline Anderson 
Jackson 
Theresa B. Johnson 
Frank H. Kent 
Leon W. Konecki 
Edward R. Ladd
M. Louise Rice Ladue 
Alden Lancaster 
Charles Leavitt 
Herbert A. Leonard 
Barbara Whittredge 
MacCasland 
Granville B. MacMillan 
Alfred P. Mallet 
Helen C. McCully 
Melvin A. McKenzie
L. Carleton Merrill 
Roy L. Miller 
Elwood D. Millett 
Sewall Milliken 
B. Ross Nason 
Stacia Kufel Nawrocki 
Elaine Van Nostrand 
Mary Cooper Nyburg 
George F. Oldreive 
Lauress T. Parkman 
Vera Brastow Parks 
Donald H. Perrin 
John W. Perry 
Helen M. Philbrook 
Thomas S. Pinkham, Jr. 
Polly Drumond Powell 
Alexander H. Raye 
John F. Raye 
Earle D. Reed 
Franklin W. Rich 
Lucille Epstein Rich 
Barbara E. Seavey 
Dorothy Silver Serota 
Clement Smith 
Janet St. Pierre Smith 
Wendell W. Smith 
Leander M. Sprowl 
Frederic H. Stetson
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER, 1962 »
Elizabeth Henry Stevens 
Richard M. Stone 
Edward W. Szaniawski 
George L. Temple
 Philip B. Temple 
Marion-Dunbar Thompson 
 Earle W. Tibbetts
Erling P. Toenivesen 
Carl R. Toothaker  
.David Trafford;
Dorothea Vail 
Thoras D.. Verrill 
Sheldon L. Ward 
Artemis E. Weatherbee 
Owen Wentworth
1940
Harlow D. Adkins 
Richard W. Akeley 
Garfield M. Arthur 
James H. Ashby
 Margaret Maxwell Atwood 
Dorothy E. Babcock 
W. Dwight Barrell 
Frank M. Beckerman 
Elizabeth Jones Benjamin 
Earle D. Bessey, Jr. 
Howard  Blake 
Dorothy Phair Blanchard 
Robert H. Bonney 
Leon Breton
Lincoln Brudno 
Gerard J. Burke 
Harry M. Byram, Sr. 
John D. Carlisle 
Elton S. Carter , 
William H. Chandler 
Vincent Checchi 
Charles H. Clough 
William S. Cook 
Mary Cooper Cotting 
Roger Cotting 
Mary C. Curran 
Margaret Peaslee Danforth 
Edward B. Davis 
Virginia Barstow Derby 
Virginia Pease Dogherty 
Nathaniel M. Doten,. Jr. 
Carleton P. Duby 
Ronald A. Dyke 
Mary Phelps Dyson 
Jane Dyer Ellsworth 
Norman F. Fay
Geraldine Watson Finnegan. 
William J. Finnigan 
Dorrice Dow Fuller 
Myron S. Gartley 
Andrew W. Gavett 
Harold A. Gerrish 
Arlo E. Gilpatrick 
Lucile Hall Gledhill 
Richard Goldsmith
Gooden Gray 
Marie-Tondreau Hanley 
Walter B. Hanley 
Mary Jackman Hanscom 
Janes A. Harmon 
Henry L* Hathaway 
Lewis D. Hennessy 
Herbert M. Heughan 
Stanley R. Holland 
Fred E. Holt ‘ 
Clyde O. Hooper, Jr. 
Benjamin Humphries 
James H. Hunter 
Howard L. Jellison  
Ruth McClelland Jewell 
Raymond R. Johnston, Jr. 
John H. Jordan 
Thomas F. Kane, Jr. 
Alvalene Pierson Karlssm 
Howard M. Kenney 
Allston P. Keyes 
Jane Holmes Kinsley 
Robert C. Knowlton 
Margaret Hauck Ladd 
Marjorie Coffee Latus 
Wiljo M. Lindell 
Andrew G. Lindsay 
John T. Littlefield 
Elizabeth Armstrong Low 
Robert MacDonald 
Hugh P. Mackay 
John T. Maines ,
Irvie W. Mann 
Frank S. Martin 
Anne McManus Martin 
Elspeth Johnson Mason 
James S. McCain 
Janet Blake McMonagle 
Dalmar S. McPherson
Unwood S. McPheters  
Robert S. Merrill 
Virginia Tattle Merrill  
Eugene L. Moore 
Richard G. Morton 
Margaret Steinmetz
Mosher
Elizabeth C. Mulholland 
Ray Palmer 
Alvah E. Pangburn   
Ruth Trickey Parker 
Betty Kruse Parkman
F. Priscilla Thomas Perry 
Earle S. Pierce
Alice Donovan 
Poeppelmeier
W. Edwin Potter ,
Stephen Powell >
Henry P. Pryor 
Edwin S. Rich
 Arthur W. Richardson 
Carlton M. Robbins 
Robert B. Robertson
 Anthony J. Rogers
Robert W. Samuelson
George G. Schmidt
Ruth Leavitt Schulman
Walter M. Schultz
James C. Shiro
Ralph G. Smith .
Lucille Maddocks Sprague 
Elizabeth Libbey Stallard 
Jerome I. Steeves
Robert F. Stewart
Parker 0. Stuart 
Nathalie Hooper Swaney 
William W. Treat
H. Althea Warner
Pauline Jellison
Weatherbee
William F. West, Jr. 
Charles L. Weaver 
Willard A. Wight
Barbara Welch Wilson 
Alan F. Woods
H. Edwin Young
t
1941
Charles B. Adams, Jr.
Elizabeth Grant Adams 
Frances Sawyer Alford 
Wilson M. Alford'
Elwood Allen
Henry W. Allen
Charles J'. Arbor
Joanna Evans Bardo 
Kenneth D. Bell 
Roger O. Benjamin 
Walter E. Berry 
Nathaniel A. Billings 
Paul C. Billings . 
Kenneth W. Blaisdell 
Dora West Blake 
Avery L. Bond 
Leona Runion Bonney 
Eleanor Look Bonzey 
Donald T. Brackett 
William S. Brawn 
Carl R. Brown
• June Webster Brown 
Leroy C. Brown
 Mary Bates Brown 
Raymond W. Buck, Jr. 
Frederick B. Burden 
Dale J. Butterworth 
David L. Byer 
Ernestine Pinkham Byrne 
John F. Byrne 
Elton S. Carter 
Everett B. Chamberlain 
Anna Verrill Chandler* 
Faulkner E. Chase 
Gordon B. Chase 
Janice Merrill Chase 
Richard H. Chase 
Lester D. Chipman 
Pauline Cushing Clough 
Milford E. Cohen 
Burton M. Colbath 
James S. Condon 
Gwendolyn* Weymouth Cooke 
Laurence A. Cooper, Jr. 
George B. Cotton 
Ruth Reed Cowin 
Stanley J. Cowin- 
Fred M. Crouse 
Robert A. Cummings 
John B. Dearborn 
Donald B. Devog 
Franklin D., Dexter 
John K. O. Donoghue 
Ruth Wooster Drew
John R. Dyer 
Raymond H. Edgecomb 
John j. Edmunds, Jr. 
George H. Ellis 
Virginia Moulton Emery 
George N. Fisher
' Barbara Adams Froelich  
Donald W. Goodchild 
Sidney J. Goodrich 
Walter W. Gosline 
Fred C. Hanson 
Amy Wood Harvey
. Stuart P. Haskell 
Elizabeth Gammons Hazam 
Albert E. Hill 
John M. Hoctor 
John F. Hoyt
Laura Craft Hutchins
Earle L. Ingalls 
Robert M. Irvine 
Shirley Mitchell 
Jergensen
Duncan H. Jewell
Ernestine Carver Johnson 
Vernon B. Johnson 
Lawrence B. Kelley 
Clair A. Kennedy 
Borris C. Kleiner
Leon F,. Ladd
Ruth Linnell Ladd 
Hartwell C. Lancaster 
Ruth Benson Landon 
Alma Hansen Langlois 
Robert A. Larson 
Robert D. Larsson 
Constance Philbrook Leger 
Clifford W. Libby 
Robert N. Lundberg 
Isabelle Garvin Maasen 
John H. Maasen, Jr. 
Alfred A. Mann 
Hilda Rowe Marvin 
Edith McIntire McDonald 
Robert S. McDonald 
Hugh J. Murphy 
Carl A. Newhall, Jr. 
Margaret J. Nichols 
Archie W. Nickerson 
Priscilla Hayes Norton 
Dorothy Wing Nystrom 
George L. Nystrom 
Stewart F. Oakes 
Henry R. Olsson 
William F. Parsons 
Carlton B. Payson 
Elizabeth McAlary Pease 
Howard R. Perkins 
Helen, Wormwood Pierce 
Allan E. Piper 
Charlotte White Potter 
Winston B. Pullen 
Harold Rheinlander 
Kenneth W. Robertson 
Alan W. Rosenberg 
Jacob Serota 
Edgar F. Sewell 
Charles H. Shackelford 
William A. St. Germain
Eloise P. Simpson 
Owen Smith 
Sherman K. Smith 
Donald R. Sprague'
C. Virgil Starbird 
Florence Farnham Stewart 
Alien P. Storer 
Charlene Perkins Strang 
Karl W. Stritter 
Sherley M. Sweet, Jr. 
Christine Tufts Taylor 
Frederick F. Tracy 
Barbara Orff Utterback 
Agnes A. Walsh 
Frances North Waters 
Alice Christie Weatherby 
Byron V. Whitney
M. Harvard Whitten 
Ruth White Wight 
Robert T. Willets 
James O. Williams 
Marvis Creamer Wilson 
Alma Fifield Woodward 
T. Russell Woolley 
Paul H. Wyman 
Phyllis Smart Young
1942
David A. Adams
Francis S. ’Andrews 
Gerald Bachman. 
Henry F. Bacon- 
Josephine Blake Bail 
Clinton L. Bardo
Paul M. Beegel 
Arthur Bigelson 
Cortna Kingsley Billings 
Clifford,A. Blake 
 Bertrand E. Blanchard
Alton G. Bonney, Jr.  
John A. Bower
Arthur Boyd
Doris Bradeen Boyd 
Arlene Rodman Boyle 
Virginia Weston Bradford 
Robert M. Brink
Marion Libby Broaddus  
Ralph D. Brooks, Jr.
Floyd L. Bull 
Reuben S. Burrham 
Wilfred I. Butterfield 
Florence Atwood
Butterworth
Leland F. Carter 
John B. Chandler 
Jacqueline Greenwood 
Chandler
George O’. Chase 
Virginia Hayes Chipman 
Robert B. Chute 
Guy J. Crocker 
Floyd B. Crossland 
Ralph L. Cummings 
Ralph Dale
Paul D. Danforth 
Carl F. Davis 
Carrol D. Davis 
McClure Day 
Richard B. Day 
Frances Bickford DeCourcy 
Virginia Stevens de Laris 
John M. Dillon
Richard D. Dole 
Laurence M. Downes 
Samuel Dyer, Jr. 
Carl P. Duncan 
Arlene Webster Earley
Paul Ehrenfried
Robert A. Elwell
Lawrence W. Emery 
Dorothy Brewer Erickson 
Kenneth A. Field 
Richard N. Fielding 
John B. Fink
Wallace R. Francis
Henry Gabe
Francis L. Gallant
 Raymond F. Gay, Jr.
Edward J. Beary
Patricia M. Ryan Gifford 
William B. Gifford 
Robertine Theriault Gray 
Beth Stone Gray 
Donald G. Griffee
Mary White Griffee 
Donald M. Hall 
Biden D. Hall, Jr. 
Gwendolyn Haskell 
Robert M. Healy 
Sherwood W. Henderson 
William G. Hepburn 
Carleton S. Herrick, Jr. 
Richard W. Hersey 
Barbara Perry Hess 
Irwin R. Higgins 
Earl L. Hodgkins 
Winfield C. Hodgkins, Jr. 
Miriam Adasko Hoffman 
Robert G. Holmes 
Elizabeth F. Honan 
David B. Hopkinson 
John Houston
Maria Phillips Hurley 
James W. Ingalls 
Mark W. Ingraham, Jr. 
William L. Irvine 
Clarence W. Jones 
Harold J. .Jordan 
Esther J. Judkins 
Marion Lundgren Kelly 
James F. Kenney 
Otis C. Lawry 
Booth G. Leavitt 
Mary Cowin Leavitt 
Laurence G. Leavitt 
Leila M. Libby 
Philip J. Libby 
George P. Limberis 
Ruth Grundy Littlefield 
Waldemar V. Littlefield  
Bernard Lown 
Radford W. Luther 
Virginia May Mansfield 
Donald Marriner
John H. Mayo 
. I
)
Ella Teague McCullough
Harris L. McLean, Jr. 
Robert B. McLeary
Howard W. Merrill
Marguerite Messer Merrill 
Eugene O. Mertens
Gloria M. Miniutti
Thomas F. Moore
Rita Ross Moskowitz
Henry T. Murdock
Clarence Nichols, Jr.
Violet Hamilton
0 ’Donoghue
Robert S. O'Keefe
Barbara Enmons Payson
Frank Harvey Peterson
Paul H. Phelan
Stanley G. Phillips, Jr.
John F. Plummer
James A. Reed '
John H. Reed
Eleanor Ward Rheinlander 
Lee W. Richards, Jr. 
George A. Riese
Daniel C. Roberts II 
James H. Roberts 
Edward F. Ruddock 
Calvin B. Sewall 
Richard M. Sinclair 
Robert E. Small 
George H. Smith 
James F. Smith
Beverly W. Spencer
Ralph R. Springer
Myron B. Starbird 
Loren F. Stewart 
Lois Long Stone 
John J. Suslavich 
Rebecca ‘Hill Talbot 
William B. Talbot 
Edward R. Tanner
Barbara  Johnson Tarantino 
Fred S. Tarbox
Elizabeth Barker Taverner 
Keith M. Thompson 
Seth W. Thornton
Priscilla B. Thurlow
Forest W. Truland
Charles N. Vickery 
Beverly D. Weatherby 
Helen Weymouth Wade 
Frank L. Wellcome, Jr. 
Charles F. Welch
Jane Page Wells 
Edwin L. Wheeler
Jeannette Berry Whitten 
Barbara Thompson Willets 
Elizabeth Caldwell Wilson 
Raymond B. Wilson 
Morris R. Wing
Gordon H. Winters
Ralph E. Woodbury
Stephen B. Woodbury 
Homer C. Woodward
Arthur Worster
Florence Cousins Worster 
Walter E. Wyman
Shirley Ashman Yih
Martha Pierce Zinnerman
Joan Chapman Zink
1943 ’
Rita Cassidy Adams
Rodney H. Allan 
Charles D, Allen
Stoughton Atwood
J. Maynard Austin ,
Constance King Barnes 
Charles E. Bartley 
Helen Hauck Bartley
Ruth Lemoine Bass 
Barbara Cole Bear
Sally Rubinoff Beckerman 
Dorothy MacLeod Bedard 
Priscilla Hardy Bennett 
Millard O. Boss
Murray C. Bowden
Richard A. Bragdon
Nellie Whitney Brown
Donald V. Brown 
Francis A. Brown
Marcia McCarthy Brown
'Samuel H. Brown
Donald F. Bryan 
Waldo H. Burnham
Gilbert M. Carlson 
S. Hobart Chandler
Robert L. Chapman
 Victoria MacKenzie
' Chappell
Mary Crossman Chase 
Philip C. Chute
.*
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Sumner A. Claverie 
Richard W. Collins 
Meltin H. Coons 
Dorothy Ouellette Crane 
Talbot* H. Crane 
Howard A. Crosby 
Carlton B. Crossland 
Mary Springer Crossland 
John P. Cullinan 
Cedric R. Cushman 
Grant F. Davis 
Robert H. Day 
Edmund M. Deeter, Jr. 
John 0. Dickerson 
Merrill L., Donahue 
Frances Donovan Donovan 
Helen Cushman Dyke 
William N. Silis 
Vernon Elsermore 
Lewis G. Emery 
Gordon I. Erikson 
Bernard A. Etzel 
John S. Everett, Jr.
Edward J. Falardeau 
Harry W. Files, Jr. 
Frances Nelson Fink 
Henry H. Fogler 
Mary Moynihan Fogler 
Warren L. Foss 
Dorothy Randall Gaddis 
Hamilton S. Giberson 
Helen C. Goldstone 
' William T. Gooding, Jr.
Ralph B. Graham  
Doris Dixon Griffith 
Margaret Church Grisham 
William K. Hadlock 
Dorothy Moran Hall 
David R. Harding 
Allen C. Hardison  
Elizabeth Bearce Harrison 
Kingsley Hawthorne 
Mary Hempstead Hemman 
David G. Hempstead  
Fred Herbolzheimer, Jr. 
Ernest J. Hine 
Martha Page Hodgkins 
Frank C. Holden 
Robert N. Hubbard 
Eugene R. Hussey 
Winston B. Ireland  
Charles P. Inman 
Nora B. Jackson 
Robert D. Jenkins 
Justin 0. Johnson, Jr. 
Irving J. Kelter 
Mary Parkhurst Lancaster  
Augusta Footer Law 
Phyllis Bryant Leavitt 
Ruth Eastman Lee 
John Lewis 
Virginia Foss Libby 
William A. Lindsay 
Joanne So lie Logan 
Fletcher J. Long 
Jay M. Lord 
Louis P. Lorusso 
Margaret Libby Lutka 
Freda Flanders Lycette 
Robert C. Lycette 
Richard E. Martinez 
Harrietts Ryder McKeen 
Wayne T. McLaughlin 
Gladys Clark McLeary 
Jennie Bridges McNeilly 
Edith Huntley Merrill 
Martha Cilley Merrill 
Harold E. Mongovan, Jr. 
Norman W. Mosher 
Robert L. Newdick 
Georgs A. Norton 
Andrew A. Nowak, Jr-. - 
Rita Wilcox Oakes 
John A. 0 ’Brien
Einar A. Olsen 
George M. Pease 
Frank B. Pendleton, Jr. 
Francesca M. Perazzi 
Richard M. Pierce 
Edward Piper 
Helen Deering Piper 
Elinor Crowell Plaisted 
Philip H. Plaisted 
Edgar Morse Potter
Bert Pratt
John R. Radley 
Preston B. Rand 
Erie B. Renwick 
Reginald T. Roberts 
Lawrence H. Rollins 
Lois White Saunders 
Winona Cole Sawyer 
Martin M. Scher
AUGUST -SEPTEMBER,
Wentworth H. Schofield 
Richard Shaw 
Henry Shepard 
Charlotte Gifford Sinnett 
Clifford Sinnett 
Samuel P. Smiley 
Daniel T. Snell 
John C. Stewart 
Wendell H. Stickney 
Warren G. Strout 
Walter L. Sullivan 
Donald V. Taverner 
Olive Rowell Taverner 
Eleanor Swanson Thornton 
Evelyn G. Tondreau 
Rita F. Torrey 
Enid F. Tozier
Eleanor Johnson Travis 
Parker S. Trefethen 
Ada Alpert Tussing 
Helen Mullen Varnum 
Frederick M. Viles 
Beverly Brown Waller 
Gerald M. Ward 
Wallace F. Warren 
Carlisle V. Watson, Jr. 
George A. Watson 
George R. Weidman 
Walter R. Welch 
Clifford H. West, Jr. 
Patricia Ramsdell West 
Donald B. Wheeler 
Jeanne Patten Whitten 
Oscar M. Wilbur,, Jr. 
Herman Wing 
Edward Woodward 
Robert C. Worrick 
Kenneth F. Wright 
Richard H. Youlden 
‘Keith E. Young
1944
Holyoke P. Adams 
Ruth E. Allen 
Raymond H. Atwood 
Esther Randall Bacas 
Frances Benson Bachman 
George F. Bagley 
Pauline Cowin Bagley 
Donald W. Bail 
Marcia Rubinoff Balter 
Burt E. Bates 
Elizabeth Newell Berglund 
Mary Miller Boerke 
Russell S. Bodwell 
Hernan. W. Bonney 
Florence E. Boone 
Mary P. Boone
Clyde L. Braley, Jr. 
Irving S. Broder 
Emma R. Broisman 
William P. Bronsdon 
Priscilla Leonard Brooks 
Clara Harley Brooks 
L. Bradley Bunker 
Arline Cousins Carter 
Maxwell B. Carter, Jr. 
Elwood I. Clapp, Jr. 
Louise Cambridge Clapp 
Mary Treat Clark 
Mary Fogler Claverie 
Josiah B. Colcord, Jr. 
Samuel W. Collins, Jr. 
Margaret McCurdy Cook 
Albert Crockett 
William Cullen 
Arthur A. Davis 
Dayson D. DeCourcy 
Marie Knight Dion 
Orman B. Doors 
Paul J. Eastman 
Pauline Berce Eastman 
Albert D. Ehrenfried 
Edward M. Ellis 
Elizabeth Emery Etzel 
Wayne S. Evans i 
Natalie Curtis Files 
Richard H. Fuller 
Gerald R. Garvin 
Frank P. Gilley
 Lawrence A. Graham 
Edith Kagan Grossnan 
Edward J. Hackett 
Oscar R. Hahnel, Jr. 
Hughene Phillips Hale 
Malcolm D. Hardy 
Edward Hayes 
Alice Heald Heins 
Frances Dorr Henderson  
Eleanor Leh Hepburn 
Arabelle Barton Hodges 
Benjamin F. Hodges, Jr. 
Edward J. Holland’ 
Henry Holland 
Robert M. Hoover 
Silas Hulse III 
Alfred Hutchinson
Everett P. Ingalls, Jr. 
Joyce Iveney Ingalls 
Martha Allen Irvine
C. Lincoln Jewett 
Frederick S. Jones, Jr. 
Katherine Rice Joyce 
Frederick W. Keylor 
Carleton B. Kilpatrick 
Arnold R, Kimball 
Edward L. Kisonak 
Herman C. Lamoreau 
Melvin E. Libby 
Waldo M. Libbey 
Eldon H. Luther 
Kenneth P. MacLeod
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Clarence B. McIntire
Virginia Goodrich 
McIntire 
Rena Ashman McClellan 
Alvin S. McNeilly 
Merton S. Meloon 
Margaret Chase Morrill 
Richard A. Morrill 
Arthur H. Moulton 
Albert K. Murch 
Thomas B. Parmenter 
Francos Higgins Olexo 
Patricia Cooper Perry 
Charles Pidacks 
Sylvia Belden Pidacks, 
Elizabeth Piper Pierce 
Donald F. Presnell 
Elizabeth Farris
Purington 
Deborah Drinkwater Rand 
William L. Redmond 
Walter M. Reed, Jr.
E. Barbara Kreh Richards 
Carroll B. Richardson 
Lucy Burleigh' Richardson 
 Phyllis MacNeil Rogers 
 Ray D. Roley
John C. Schoppe 
Rhoda Tolford Schwartz 
Irene James Shepard 
Earland K. Sleight ' 
Robert D. Smith 
Lawrence W. Soule 
Walter Spearin 
Frank W. Spencer 
Philip D. Spiller 
Gordon R. Staff
Charles E. Stickney, Jr. 
Daniel P. Storer
Hattie Ingraham Storer 
John E. Suminsby
Joseph S. Sutton
Gerald M. Tabenken 
Hollis C. Tedford, Jr. 
George Thompson, Jr.
Thomas R. Tillson 
John D. Tschamler 
Catherine McCurdy Warren 
Clarke H. Wertheim 
Virginia Smith Weston
1945
Robert S. Anderson 
Florence J. Armstrong 
Howard C. Barber, Jr. 
Sherwin P. Bardsley  
Albert R. Barmby
Lucille Fitch Berghouse ' 
Roland E. Berry 
William J. Bickford 
Barbara Higgins Bodwell 
Thomas S. Boerke 
Robert L. Brewster 
Ruth Hansen Broomhall 
Margaret Brown' Bunker 
Beverly Bruce Burnham 
Joseph W. Butler 
Milton Cameron 
Harry V. Carleton 
Mary Day Caswell 
Joseph B. Chaplin, Jr. 
Jean Devoe Chapman 
Robert M. Chase 
Arnold M. Coffey 
Henry B. Cole 
Elizabeth Collis Eck 
Philip Cope
Harrietts Daw Cousins 
Howard L. Cousins, Jr. 
Burleigh S. Crockett 
Donald E. Crossland 
Clifford W. Davis 
Lillian Lewis Davis 
Richard F. Desjardins
Barbara A. Denneth 
Robert F. Dinsmore 
Dorothy Currier Dutton 
Robert Dutton 
Jean B. Earnshaw 
George A. Faulkner, Jr. 
Margaret Moore Francis 
Calvin Friar 
Barkley H. Goodrich 
Josephine Otto Graves 
Robert A. Graves 
Opal Cox Gray 
Ada Minott Haggett 
Merrill T. Ham 
George E. Hansen, Jr. 
Oliver W. Harrison 
Barbara Smiley Healy 
Margaret Burrill 
Hempstead 
Katherine Jackman 
Henderson 
Jennie Manson Hermanson 
Rebecca Bowden Herrick 
Neal R. Hill 
Clayton W. Holden 
Ruth Higgins Horsman 
Raymond L. M. Huang 
Marsden C. Hutchins 
Alan S. Johnson* 
George A. Jones 
Greydon A. Kay 
Grace Wentworth King 
Romaine Littlefield 
Kupfer
Constance Carter Lamprell 
William W. Lamprell 
Edith Merrill Lancaster 
Philip Leighton
Alvin F. Littlefield, Jr. 
George H. Lotker 
Robert S. Ludwig 
Russell P. Lyon
Stephen R. MacPherson 
Julia Holmes Maines 
Jeanne, Staples Malcomson 
John C. Marriott 
Robert G. Martin 
Ruth B. Mason 
James C. McClellan, Jr. 
Lawrence McGary 
Josephine Clark Meloon 
Raymond T. Mills, Jr. 
Virginia Wing Moore 
Robert M. Moulton’ 
Charles L. Nelson 
Robert W. Nelson 
Claudia Scamon Nibeck 
John D. Nicholson 
Eleanor Mundie O. ’Neill 
Marie Haines Pancoast 
Morton C. Patten 
J. William Peppard 
Grace Rogge Perez 
Leona B. Peterson 
Malcolm H. Pierson 
Madeline Hurd Pine 
Martha Withers Pink 
Thomas Plaisted 
Leo W. Pratt, Jr.
Jennie Johnson Richmond 
Pauline Forbus Richmond 
Mary Hurley Ressel 
Geraldine MacBurnie Roley 
Richard M. Ross 
Philip Russakoff 
Barbara Akeley Seaman 
Albert Smaha
Carolyn A. Small 
Thelma Peacock Smith 
Ethel Tarr Smyth 
Alma A. Southard 
Robert E. C. Speed 
Doris Emery Spencer 
Loraine Davis Strain 
Vaughn R. Sturtevant 
Sally Lockett Taylor 
Doris Dexter Thompson 
Jean Morse Turner' 
Earle W. Vickery, Jr. 
Margaret Stackpole 
Wallingford 
Clyde L. Wheeler 
Dana T. Whitman 
Roger L. Williams, Jr. 
Winslow A. Work 
Byron. A. Young
1946
Barbara Bond Allen 
Doris Stickney Anderson 
. Althea Barstow Barstow 
John W. Brookings
' Mary Marble Burgess ,
Charles R. Burgoyne, Jr.
M. Dorothy Burke 
Lois Baird Busch 
George L. Chalmers 
Virginia Tufts Chaplin 
Virginia Hinds Chute 
Donald' S. Clark, Jr. 
Ella Page Cobb 
Kenneth Cobb 
Constance E. Cooper 
Judith Banton Crispell 
Evelyn Knight Crocker 
John H. Day 
Mary Libby Dresser 
Winthrop H. Fairbank 
Mary Hubbard Flynn 
Joan Greenwood Franz 
Daniel J. Frazier, Jr. 
Elizabeth Sewall Gary 
William C. Gibson 
Irma Miller Goldsmith 
Mary Budrow Granholm 
Robert D. Ham 
Judith Fielder Harris 
Charles F. Hass 
Monson H. Hayes, Jr. 
Leone Walls Humphrey 
Charles H. Jack, Jr. 
Bradford T. Joyce 
Joan Kimball i
Barbara Noyes Leighton 
Thomas M. Libby 
Angie Verenis Lied 
Gloria B. Lombard
Helen Boulter MacDonald 
Carl W. MacPhee
Shirley Titcomb Mader 
Eugene R. McCurdy 
Elizabeth Furbish Michel 
Malcolm H. Miner 
Evelyn Shaw Moulton 
Burton K. Murdock, Jr. 
Jeanne Ross Nelson 
Winifrid Donnellan Nelson 
Barbara Ames Nicholson 
Leroy C. Noyes 
Norwood W. Olmsted 
Stanley J. Ostrow 
Joanne Springer Perry 
Marion Weeks Pile 
Robert F. Preti 
Bernard Fines 
Joan Potter Robert, Jr. 
Allen B. Rowe, Jr. 
Shirley Harhaway Sibley 
Mary E. Smith 
Arlene Hulbert Smith 
Charles D. Stebbins 
Louise Perkins Stebbins 
Esther Libby Surber 
Franklin Talbot 
William R. Tolford 
Katherine Ward Woodworth 
Nancy B. White 
Helen Herrick Whitman
1947
Evelyn Foster Adams 
Jean Ritchie Adams 
Joyce Marsh Alenskis 
Jeanne Heartz Babcock 
B. Roland Babcock 
Louise Bacon Duffus 
Roy W. Barstow- 
Dorothea Dunn Betts  
Saralyn Phillips Bickford 
Elmer R. Biggers 
Evelyn Fogg Blaney 
Malcolm H. Blodgett 
Florence Palmer Butler 
Carolyn Wieden Carey 
Charles L. Carpenter 
Herbert R. Champion 
Pauline Gilson Chute 
Cecil Favey Clement 
Arlene Cleven 
Barbara R. Conners 
Fleanor Perkins Cool 
Charles F. Crocker 
Phillis Hammond Crommett 
Jane Longfellow Cullen 
Phyllis Eldridge Dennegar 
Clarice Easier  
Amelia Swain Entin 
Jenness P. Eugley 
Louise Ford Fettinger
Isabelle Trefethen Flight 
Helen Fortunes
Mildred Cohen Giesberg 
Alfred M. Goetschius 
Cecily Johnson Griffin 
Alberta Haines 
Lois Webber Hanson
1962
Constance Coyne Hardesty 
Hilda Haskell Harlow 
Richard F. Harlow 
Marilyn Tobie Hayes 
Prudence Speirs Higgins 
 Philip O. Hines 
Elisabeth White Hodges 
Beverly Packard Howe 
Avis E. Hughey 
Rachel W. Jones 
Constance Cratty Klemme 
Nancy Chase Koeritz 
Harold K. Lambert 
Nancy Macri Lambert 
George R. Leavitt 
Richard W. Lemay 
Madeline Ellingwood 
MacDonald
Grover MacLaughlin 
Catherine Moses Harden 
Barbara McNeil Marsanekis 
Muriel A. McAllister 
Lillian R. Michaud 
Winifred Richardson Moore 
Stanley A. Murray 
Anna Berry Nelson 
Elisabeth Boyce Norton 
Janice Brown Noyes 
Armand R. Paquette 
Robert H. Parmenter 
Robert H. Patten 
Stella Borkowski Patten 
Dorothy G. Phillips 
Arline Tankle Pilot 
Morris G. Pilot 
Glendon R. Porter 
Elizabeth M. Ray 
Florence Sawyer Roberts 
Beverley Pitman
St. Hilaire 
Esther Ring Savage 
Lowell Savage 
Nora Chipman Schaible 
Ruth Boerker Siegel 
Geraldine Snail 
Mahlon D. Smith 
Harlan S. Spear 
Elizabeth Higgins Speirs 
Halbert S. Stevens 
Frances White Sullivan 
Edwin M. Thayer 
Jacqueline Dole Turk 
Elisabeth Clement 
Wachendorf 
George Wallingford, Jr. 
Eleanor M. Webb 
Doris Hobart Weeks 
Harriet E. Woodsum
1948
John Q. Adams 
Don M. Anderson 
Lois Doescher Atkins 
Spencer H. Baker 
Albert B. Bartlett 
Hastings Bartley 
Everett L. Beals 
Albert L. Bean 
Grace Tibbetts Bean 
Ralph L. Bean 
Floyd R. Beecher 
Conrad B. Beaulier 
John P. Bibber 
Leslie J. Bolstridge 
Margaret Stebbins
Borodine
Eugene F. Boutilier 
Calvin W. Bowen 
Mildred M. Bradford 
Russell V. Bradley 
Georgia M. Brown 
David P. Buchanan 
Dana E. Bunker 
Alan Burgess 
Richard M. Burrill 
Jay Calkins 
Peter Calott 
Jean Wallace Cameron 
Gertrude N. Carter 
Blaine Craig Carrano 
Peggy Cates Carleton 
Janice Scales Cates 
Gerda Langbehn Chapman 
Molly Schwarts Cinamon 
James F. Claffie 
Charles J. Clark 
Paul G. Clifford 
Robert W. Coffin 
Arnold J. Cohen 
Hazel Calvert Colcord 
Constance Adams Coulter 
Dwight L. Crockett, Jr.
28
Harrison P. Crowell, Jr. 
Betty Small Cunningham 
Richard Cutts 
Joan Childs Dahlen 
John C. Darrah 
B. Norman Dickinson 
Carolyn Foley Dineen 
Lewis B. Distant 
James F. Donovan 
Charles B. Dyer 
Ruth Berglund Dyer 
Arnold B. Earle 
Marjorie Bragdon 
Eisenberg 
Robert B. Emerson 
Richard C. Emmons 
Earl R. Evans 
MaryAnne Dineen 
Fairbanks
Gloria Mackenzie 
Ferland 
Ruth Preble Finney 
Roland A. Fogg 
Blaine Perkins Fogler 
Kenneth A. Foss
Jean Cambell Foster 
Irving H. Garber 
Richard Giesberg 
Milton H. Goldsmith 
Murray J. Gore 
Priscilla Lancaster
Gore
Florence Bruce Gorum 
Ralph A. Gould, Jr. 
Jean L. Gowdey 
John F. Grant 
Sidney K. Graves 
Albert Gray, Jr. 
Grace D. Griffin 
Merle B. Grindle, Jr. 
Alice Fonseca Haines 
Frank W. Haines, Jr. 
Edward C. Hall 
Eric H. Hanson 
Leonard N. Harlow 
Donna Graves Harrington 
Mildred Morris Hart 
Archie G. Hatch 
Richard W. Henderson 
John L. Hewes 
Robert W. Hill 
Raymond L. Huang 
Edith Young Hutchinson 
Foster Jacobs 
Pauline Parent Jenness 
Douglas R. Johnson 
Jack C. Johnston 
Madolyn Hawes Keiran 
Pauline Marcous Kelley 
Frank P. Kember 
Rita Snow Keylor 
Stephen C. Knight, Jr. 
Bryce Lambert 
Mary Healy Leach 
Miles S. Leach 
Barbara Vaughan Lemay 
Guy T. Lewis 
Louis E. Lipphardt 
Ruth Goos Lotker 
Walter N. Low 
Richard W. Lutts 
Robert S. Macdonald 
Royal R. Matthews, Jr. 
Ellie McLaughlin 
George G. Marsanskis 
Donald C. Mead 
Una MacDonald Mead 
Joan Frye Meserve 
Marion Young Meyer 
Pauline True Moulton 
Willard R. Moulton 
Warren Naugler 
Margaret Gorham Murray 
Edith Sheldon Nelson 
Edmund K. Nock 
Robert B. Nordstrom 
Arthur L. Norwood 
Israel Orr 
Elmer W. ParsonsA
Donald E. ’Peterson 
Roger L. Pendleton 
Robert E. Phelps 
Gloria McGinley Pickard 
Henry Plate
Leonard N. Plavin 
Milton B. Popkin 
Rachel Seavey Popkin  
Marguerite Sullivan
Powers
Mary Hollingdale Proulx 
Jessie Cowie Ramsay 
Sula Stern Rand
Marjorie Grant Rees
A. Reginald Roderick 
Maurice A. Russell 
Charles B. St .Thomas 
John Seekins, Jr. 
Francis O. Shaw 
Madeline Parks Shaw 
Lawrence F. Small 
Edward L. Smiley 
Richard E. Smith 
Robert A. Smith 
Robert W. Smith 
Sheldon D. Smith 
Edward F. Snyder 
William F. Spear 
James Sprague 
Jean Fleming Sprague 
Mary Bachelder Sproul 
Alton V. Titcomb 
Bertram E. Thorne 
Martha Bond Tompkins 
Barbara Tibbetts 
Treworgy 
Philip B. Turner 
Betty Quimby Twombly 
Edward I. Tyrrell 
Robert N. Varnum 
Otto H. Wallingford 
Herbert S. Warmflash 
Frederick T. Watson 
Phylis Fraser
Weatherbee 
Peter. J. Wedge 
Robert H. Wells 
George W. Whitin 
Barbara Patten Wells 
John E. Wilbur 
Barbara Crane
Williamson 
Sona Averill Wyman 
Kent H. York 
Venita Kittredge Young 
Fred Zachowski 
Robert M. Zink
1949
Frances Foster Addor 
Roger Addor 
George E. Ainsworth 
David Akeley 
Paul A. Albert 
Richard A. Andrews 
Albert A. Arcand 
Helen Reed Baker 
Bruno H. Baldacci 
John W. Ballou
Ralph B. Barnett 
William D. Barron 
Jane Hanson Bartley 
Richard E. Bate 
Arline G. Begert 
Harry A. Bell 
Mary Curtis Betts 
Angus C. Black, Jr. 
Robert G. Bleakney, Jr. 
Edwin K. Boggs, Jr. 
Robert P. Bouchard 
Elmer A. Bowen, Jr. 
Carl H. Brennan
A. Wilford Bridges 
Carleton M. Brown 
Howard M. Buck 
J. Henry Cameron 
Robert J. Campana 
James B. Canning, Jr. 
Robert S. Capers, Jr. 
Marjorie Martin Carlson 
Frederick E. Carroll 
John R. Carson
Theron H. Carter
Robert B. Caswell
George E. Chadbourne 
John Chapman
William P. Charron 
David A. Chase 
Frank C. Child 
Jerome J.. Clifford 
Ronald W. Clifford
Rodney W. Clukey 
Robert E. Cool 
Donald F. Collins
Patricia McGuigan
Collins
Alice Raymond Coughlin 
Thomas J. Coughlin 
Edward R. Cowles 
Albert P. Cox
Gene S. Cranch
Philip L. Craig 
William J.. Creighton 
Elizabeth Clark Cusack 
Norman W. Curtis
Arthur F. Cunningham 
Arnold A. Davis 
William N. Deehan 
Richard J. Denison 
LaRoy A. Derby 
LeRoy S. Dieffenbach 
Henry J. Domhkowski 
John G. Donovan 
Jeannette Smith 
Drorbaugh 
Kenneth W. Dudley 
Franklin P. Dufour 
Robert R. Duncan, Jr. 
Jacques R. Dupont 
Theodore G. Dyer 
Richard F. Baton 
Jane Sibley Elliott 
Lorraine Stratton Estes 
William F. Flynt 
Merrill M. Fiske 
Joseph Flaherty 
Joseph H. Floyd 
Kenneth B. Fobes 
Bruce Folsom 
Robert M. Folsom 
Frank L. Foster, Jr.' 
Arthur G. Fox, Jr. 
Robert K. Franz 
Grover D. Fraser 
Mary Hatt Frazier 
Margaret Gardiner 
Charles L. Garfinkle 
Ella Lehrman Garber 
Arthur L. Geary 
Margaret Moulton Gibson 
Fred I. Glover 
Elizabeth Tufts
Goodrich
Frank F. Gorham 
Leon B. Gray 
Frederick M. Haggett 
Julia Shores Hahnel 
David M. Hamlin 
Paul J. Hamm 
Robert A. Hanson 
Robert H. Hanson 
Benjamin D. Harrington 
Daniel E. Hatch 
Harry S. Hawkes 
Malcolm S. Hayden 
Ralph H. Hazelton 
Lois Ann Nicholson 
Healey 
Elizabeth B. Hempstead 
George F. Higgins 
Leon F. Higgins, II 
Donald E. Hobbs 
Lura Hoit 
Wendell R. Hollett 
Stephen S. Hopkinson 
William R. Horner 
J. Franklin Howe 
Roy C. Huff 
John A. Hussey 
Erwin F. Hutchins 
Joan Gallo Ippoliti 
Doris Vollmer Jack 
M. Jean Cunningham 
Jackson
Lawrence S. Jenness 
A. Roberta Johnson 
Arthur M. Kaplan 
Alfred J. Keith 
Edward H. Keith 
John L. Kelley 
Mary-Abbie Pulsifer 
Kilgore 
Donald C. Kinney 
Milton W. Kline 
Fred B. Knight 
Jacqueline Howell 
Lazareth 
Charles C. Leach 
James A. Leach 
Lewis E. Littlefield 
Guy L. Look 
Albert H. Lorentzen 
George Lutka 
Alexander W. MacKenzie 
W. David MacLean 
Donald R. MacLeod 
John C. MacLeod 
William S  Mann 
Robert Marcous 
Harold D. Marden 
Hartley E. Marsh 
Rodney O. Martin 
William P. Mason 
Roland M. Mayberry 
Donald S. McCobb 
Ray T. McDonald, Jr.
Barbara Havey McKay 
Keith M. McKay
Lorraine Ward McKechnie 
Neal W. Merrill 
Richard M. Meserve 
Albert A. Meyer 
Stanley J. Miller 
Constance Young Millett
Janes W. Mollison 
Randolph E. Moores 
Anthony Nardone 
William A. Newdick 
George Nichols 
Relief A. Nichols 
Joanne Lindgren Noyes 
Shirley Dotten Oliver 
Oscar G. Paradis 
Raoul B. Paradis  
George W. Perkins, Jr. 
Nancy Foster Perkins 
Richard E. Perkins 
John J. Pesch 
Calvin S. Phillips 
Gerard J. Poulin 
Forest O. Peterson 
Charles R. Preble 
Robert E. Prince 
Bruce S. Putnam 
Marilyn Kobrin Quint 
Ramon M. Rakoff 
William G. Ramsay 
Carleton A. Ranks 
Robert W. Ramsdell 
Kenneth A. Ray 
Edward J. Richter 
Priscilla Thomas Rines 
Carleton B. Ring 
Martin C. Rissel 
Thelma Crossland Robie 
Gerald A. Rogovin  
Gerald A. Rose 
Gerald E. Rudman 
Aphrodite Floros Saxalas 
Alfred N. Savignano 
Richard L. Sawyer 
Willard C. Sawyer 
John F. Seaman 
John R. Schmidlin 
Joseph B. Shattuck, Jr. 
Eugenia Melzar Shepard 
Germaine Bellefleur
Simannok
Wray D. Simpson 
Mary Dirks Snyder 
Stuart W. Smythe 
Donald H. Spear 
Barbara Hines Spear 
Ronald T. Speers 
Elizabeth Higgins 
Speirs 
Donald M. Spiller 
Richard C. Spiller 
Jacqueline Springer 
Sprague
Richard Sprague 
Robert V. Sprague
Alton L. Sproul 
John L. Stanley 
Albert W. Starbird 
Harrison M. Starbird 
Lois Deering Startbird 
William A. Starbird 
Barry E. Steele 
Robert M. Stetson 
Ralph A. Stevens 
John W. Steves 
Forrest J. Stewart 
Ronald E. Stewart 
William C. Stickel ’
Calvin L. Stinson, Jr. 
John E. Stone 
Maurice A. Sylvester 
Carroll E. Taylor 
Mildred N. Thayer 
Ernest R. Therrien 
Robert F. Thibeault 
Robert T. Thomas 
Charlotte Harris
Treworgy
Harry T. Treworgy 
Paul D. Turner 
Joseph I. Volpe 
Norman C. Walker 
William C. Walker 
Henry W. Wallace 
'William L. Warren 
John Weatherbee 
Milton D. Weeks 
Emmalin Christiansen
Welch
William A. Wells 
William Weston
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John W. Wentworth 
Carl R. Wheaton 
Millard H. Whitaker 
Shelton S. White 
William Whiting, Jr. 
Clifton Whitten 
Wesley L. Wight 
Douglas J • Williamson 
Ruesell L. Wilson 
Wendell R. Wilson 
Carlton P. Wing 
Henry G. Wyman 
Barbara Thompson York 
John P. Zolin
1950
Glenna Billings Adams 
James C. Adams 
Marvin C. Adams 
Richard S. Adams 
Herbert B. Aldrich 
Edward L. Alexander 
David C. Allen 
J. Walter Allen 
Elmer H. Alley 
Edward D. Anderson 
Oscar E. Anderson 
Walter T. Anderson, Jr. 
James R. Babb 
Carl Bache-Wiig 
John Bache-Wiig 
Alden B. Bailey 
Harriet Elwell Barnard 
George W. Barnes 
Norman S. Barnes 
Charles R. Barr 
Donald P. Barron 
Pauline Clement Barron 
Malcolm J. Bartlett 
Everett L. Baxter  
Blaine L. Beal 
Samuel Li Bean 
Roland Bellegarde 
Barbara Stewart Bentley 
Jay G. Benton 
Lewis C. Berce 
Howard Berg
Jerome R. Bernier 
George P. Betts 
William Betts
Marilyn Boyer Beyenberg 
William R. Beyenberg 
Harry E. Bickford, Jr. 
Weyman H. Billings 
Leonard L. Bishop, Jr. 
Henry D. Bither 
Stanley A. Bixby 
Edward F. Bridges 
George M. Blaisdell 
Willaim E. Bodwell 
J. Parker Bogue 
Mary McRae Bolstridge 
Edmund G. Boucher 
Warren W. Bowden 
Allen R. Brackett 
Marguerite Jones 
Brackett 
Merton F. Brackett 
George H. Bragdon 
Betty Minott Braley 
Allison J. Briggs 
Dorothy Hansen Brockway 
Barbara Wood Brookings 
Charles H. Broomhall 
George P. Brountas 
Charles W. Brown 
Floyd E. Brown 
Elaine Lockhart Brown 
Richard W. Bubier 
Barbara Richardson 
Buchanan 
Henry S. Budden 
Edward J. Bunker 
James A. Busby 
Elizabeth Brown Calkins 
Robert A. Campbell 
John D. Cambridge 
Helen Cumming Canfield 
David C. Cates 
Charles A. Chadwick 
Franklin K. Chapman 
Harold L. Chapman 
Priscilla Roberts 
Chapman 
Edward E. Chase 
Marilyn Jones Chase 
Kenneth A. Chatto 
William R. Chesley 
Donald B. Chick 
Robert M. Chute 
Vito Ciccotelli 
Lewis E. Clark
Robert V. Clark 
Valmore A. Clifford 
Philip M. Coffin, Jr. 
Lee A. Colbath 
Sherman L. Cole 
Thomas H. Collins 
Joseph P. Cornnary 
Frances E. Coughlin 
John M. Coyne, Jr. 
Bristol B. Crocker 
Barbara LaBonty Crosby 
Herbert A. Crommett 
Elton M. Crossland 
Lewis A. Crowell 
Robert L. Cunningham 
Stanley R. Currie 
Richard D. Dane 
Constance Drew Darrah 
Colby A. Davis 
Dana W. Davis 
Earl Dawley
Richard P. Dempsey 
Priscilla Lord Dorvee 
Clyde J. Douglass
G. Barbara O’Grady Drew 
John L. Dumas
Donald E. Eames
G. Clifton Eames
C. Brewster Earle 
Roger Eastman 
David E. Eddy 
Richard F. Edes 
Walter E. Ela 
Robert H. Elliott 
Charles B. Ellis 
Newell W. Emery, Jr. 
Lois Coffin Ensberg 
Howard B. Erlick 
Carl Estes
Flora Maddocks 
Fairfield 
Richard Fairfield 
William T. Farnsworth 
Norris L. Farrington 
Jean Polleys Fenlason 
Robert Finney 
Richard M, Fish 
George C. Fisher, Jr. 
Philip Q. Flagg 
Patrick M. Flanner 
John E. Flynn 
Robert A. Fogg 
John P. Fogler 
Norman T. Foss 
Richard Foster 
Albert L. Fournier 
Robert C. Fournier 
Roger V. Fournier 
Boyd Fuller 
Milton B. Fuller 
Gerald L. Gatcomb 
Alvin B. Gilbert 
James E. Gleason 
Donald A. Goddard 
Richard J. Goff 
Eugene A. Gonya 
John A. Graffam 
Newton Graham 
Harold E. Grant 
Richard H. Green 
John B. Greenlaw 
Raymond R. Greenleaf 
Shirley Johnson 
Greenwald 
David F. Griffin 
Conrad A. Grondin 
George W. Gross, Jr. 
Irving E. Grunes 
Sylvia Dartnell Hadge 
Norris B. Hamlin 
Willis T. Hammond 
Jane Hinckley Hanson 
Edward J. Happ 
Alfred L. Harrington 
Herbert A. Harriman 
Abram W. Harris, III 
Eugene P. Hart 
James W. Harris 
Charles S. Hatch
H. Theodore Hawkes 
Kathleen M. Heald 
Richard Hede 
Joyce Henderson 
Richard D. Hewes 
C. Stuart Hickox 
Frank T. Higgins, Jr. 
Thomas C. Higgins 
John L. Hill 
Shirley Jackson Hilton 
Allison Comstock Hobbs 
Martha Fogler Hobbs 
Edmund W. Hoctor
L. Whitney Hodgkins 
Marshall Hoffman 
Alton M. Hopkins 
Bryant L. Hopkins, Jr. 
Dorothy Lord Hopkins 
Betty Noyes Hopkinson 
Harold H. Hopkinson 
Charles F. Howe 
Maung S. Htoo
Orren R. Hurd 
Herbert J. Hurme 
Louise Hamlin Hussey 
Dean L. Hutchins 
Matthew Infiorati 
Charles B. Jackson 
Emery L. Jackson 
Kenneth R. Jackson 
Edward R. Jennison 
George E. Johnson 
William R. Johnson 
Merle S. Johnston 
Eleanor L. Jones 
Richard A. Jordan 
Roy B. Joyce 
Martin Kallinen 
John W. Keeney 
Paul F. Kelleher 
Richard C. Kelley 
Elinor Lamb Kenneally 
Raymond Kenneally 
Chester M. Kennedy 
Donald O. Kennedy 
John L. Ketner, Jr. 
Donald J. King 
Chandrakant Kirloskar 
Betty J. Ladd 
Lionel J. LaFrance 
Don D. W. Lambert, Jr. 
Leo D. Lamond
F. Worth Landers 
Nancy Chick Landers 
John M. Lane 
Louis J. Lane
Donald R. Larrabee 
Edwin R. Lauritzen 
Ralph M. Leach, Jr. 
Vincent J. P. LeBlanc 
Arthur L. LeBrun 
Parker F. Leonard 
Edna Rankin Libby 
Douglas F. Libby, Jr. 
James N. Libby 
Robert A. Lincoln 
William A. Linton 
George W. Littlefield 
Richard S. Lockhart 
Shirley E. Look 
Robert C. Lothrop 
Donald H. Lounsbury 
Jean Brewer Lowell 
Robert Lowell 
Marilyn Mills MacLeod 
Roland MacLeod 
Clifford A. Manchester 
Dorothea Butler Marsden 
Irving G. Marsden
J. Richard Martin 
Gerald E. Mayberry 
Philip G. McCullough 
Ruth Holland McIlwain 
Donald W. McIntosh 
James E. McNiff 
Charlotte Lenentine
Melvin 
Thomas C. Mennealy
B. Leonard Merrill 
Leonard E. Minsky 
Margaret Mollison 
Augustus D. Moody 
Ronald L. Moore 
Elwyn R. Morrow 
Robert W. Morrow 
Douglas Morton 
George O. Morton 
Joyce Wilson Morton 
Harold L. Moulton 
Joseph M. Murray, Jr. 
Sylvester D. Naas 
Jeanne Thompson Nason 
Toby F. Nason 
A. Virginia Kennedy 
Nickless 
Robert A. Nickless 
Robert C. Niles 
Willard Nisbet, Jr. 
Ray C. Noddin 
Chapman C. Norton 
Francis J. Noyes 
George M. Oberg 
Bugene J. O’Brien 
Joanne Libby Olson 
Stephen Orach
Robert S. Ordway 
Donald V. Ormsby 
William H. Otis 
Marion A. Packard, Jr. 
Richard D. Packard 
Norman H. Parrott 
Lewis D. Payson 
Roger B. Percival 
Bryce Perkins 
John A. Perkins 
Warren T. Perkins 
Gerald C. Pickard 
David R. Pierce 
Frederick C. Pitman 
Fernand L. Pontbriand 
Frank J. Potenzo 
Clark Potter 
Marian Keith Powers 
William Powers 
Elbert M. Prince 
Harold B. Purinton 
Mary L. Ramsay 
Bernard C. Ramsdell 
Oliver M. Randall 
Donald E. Rawson 
Carroll B. Reed 
Marilyn Seavey Reilly 
Joseph T. Reilly 
Robert R. Randall 
Patricia Clement
Reynolds 
Ralph L. Richards 
C. Clarke Richmond 
Fred A. Richter 
Robert Richter 
Chester A. Ring 
Carl R. Robbins 
Furber S. Roberts 
Richard P. Robinson 
Willis M. Robinson 
Pasquale L. Rozzi 
Bessie Tenan Rush 
Robert S. Saltzman 
Richard F. Saunders 
Herbert K. Schneider 
William W. Schroeder 
Robert A. Scott 
Kenneth W. Seaman 
Mark W. Sewall 
Norman P. Shaw 
Joseph Simanonok 
Edward R. Simmons 
William H. Simpson 
Norton Sinert 
Howard B. Small 
Marilyn Miles Small 
Richard G. Small 
Edwin F. Smith 
Floyd T. Smith 
Frank J. Smith, Jr. 
Harlan R. Smith 
Paul E. Smith 
Beverly Currier Smith 
Ruth Greenwood Smith 
Ralph M. Snyder 
James A. Spencer,, Jr. 
William E. Stetson 
Karl H. Stiles 
John H. Stimpson 
Earl L, Swett, Jr. 
Thomas C. Sweetser 
Hervey L. Tardiff 
Ann Burbank Taylor 
James R. Taylor 
Thomas M. Teague 
Gerald E. Theriault 
Phyllis R. Theriault 
Edwin K. Thomas 
Lawrence M. Thompson 
Sandra MacPherson
Thompson 
Robert L. Thorpe 
Kenneth M. Tibbetts 
Emert A. Tillson 
Raymond E. Titcomb 
John R. Tolman 
Michael C. Toth 
John W. Treat, Jr. 
Edward J. Tremblay 
Austin B. Treworgy 
Foster Treworgy 
Paul F. Treworgy 
John Trinward 
William W. True 
Rudolph L. Violette 
Maynard Waddington 
Charles M. Wadsworth 
Donald J. Waring 
Robert C. Webster 
Vinal Welch 
James A. West 
Ralph Wharff
James R. Wheeler 
Albert H. Winchell, Jr. 
Philip R. White 
John R. Williams 
Gilbert L. Wilson, Jr. 
Warren C. Wilson 
Alan F. Wing 
Joan Bryant Yeaton 
Robert N. Zabe 
Paul J. Zdanowics 
Myron W. Zimerman
1951 
Clinton O. Adell 
Bertha Clark Allen 
Vernon G. Ames 
Joan McKaig Anania 
Kathryn Morris Andrews 
Sidney F. Andrews 
Harry E. Angelides 
George H. Ayers 
Roger C. Bailey 
John B. Banton 
Donald F. Barbour 
John M. Barnard 
Marjorie Moore Barron 
Inge Nachum Baye 
Bryce E. Bayer 
Elwood M. Beach 
Robert L. Becker 
Charles Bellegarde, Jr. 
Frank H. Bennet 
C. Martin Berman
Joan Wiswell Bickford 
Fred H. Bigney 
Richard L. Blaisdell 
Benjamin S. Blanchard 
Joseph R. Bowden 
Patricia Murphy Bragdon 
Hawley F. Brannan 
Erna Bamford Breton 
Burtt F. Brown 
James L. Brown 
Patricia Hamilton
Bubier
Jasper D. Bull 
Raymond J. Bushey 
Frank A. Butler 
C. Stuart Carroll 
John B. Caminiti 
Clifford A. Card 
Frances Pratt Caswell 
Stanley D. Catell 
Walter O. Chick, Jr. 
Robert L. Christensen 
Ralph M. Clark 
Lawrence S. Cobb 
Travis J. Collins 
Vera Edfors Collins 
Olin R. Condon 
John R. Conroy 
Edward M. Coombs 
Andre J. Cote 
Joseph P. Corbin 
Raymond R. Couture 
Carleen Hoyt Crowley 
Louise Snow Cummings 
Norman H. Cummings 
William H. Cummings 
Ruth E. Curtis
Emma Ingraham Czarnecki 
Maurice W. Darres
Robert B. Davidson 
Frank W. Deininger 
Dwight B. Demeritt, Jr. 
Bernardette Stein
Dillard 
Arthur Dentremont 
Brian J. Dineen 
John K. Dineen  
Donald F. Dion 
Thelma Lord Dombkowski 
Raymond L. Downs, Jr. 
F. J. Jerome Drapeau 
John M. Draughon 
Joseph A. Drottar 
Cora Laverty Duchaineau 
Mary Hastings Dumas 
Barbara Foster Duplisea 
William A. Duplisea 
Elizabeth Richardson
Eaton 
Stanley Edgecomb 
David W. Ehrenfried 
Barbara Grover Elliott 
James E. Elliott 
David R. Estes 
Marilyn Goldman
Etscovitz 
Miriam Bull Fairbanks 
Millard A. Fairley, Jr. 
Roy E. Farmer
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Merle Fenlason 
Evelyn E. Fickett 
Stephen M. Fillebrown 
Louise Powers Folsom  
Joyce A. Foss 
Graydon J. Fowles 
Chester F. Galeucia 
Edgar B. Gammon 
Jacqueline French
Gatcoab
Harold L. Gillis. 
John A. Glow 
Vernon A. Goff 
Elton R. Gosse 
Pauline Robbins Gosse 
Elwood M. Gray 
Paul F. Greene 
Ronald P. Gendron. 
Herbert T. Griffin 
Barbara Smith Hale 
Richard H. Hale 
Reginald B. Hall 
Dorothy Brown Harris 
Francis S. Harvey 
Donald 0. Hawes 
Janet Knowles Hawkes 
Richard P. Heffernan 
Hubert Hersey 
Eastman F. Heywood 
Harold R. Hickson 
Barbara Attner Higgins
H. Wendell Hodgkins 
Walter E. Hohmann ■ 
Everett B. Hooper 
William Howatt 
Donald A. Jack 
Marilyn Dennett Johnson 
Gerald S. Kaye 
Frank L. Kenney 
Harold B. Kilbreth, Jr. 
William B. Kennison 
Amo E. Kimball 
Paul B. Kimball 
Douglas T. King 
Francis A. King 
Charles Kitching 
George T. Knight
Elaine Haskell Knowland 
David W. Knudsen 
William J. Langford 
Carlisle B. Langley 
Richard J. Largay 
Henry L. Laskey 
Francis M. Laurence 
Sumner A. Leadbetter 
William J. Leader, Jr. 
Harry 0. Lent 
Richard R. Leveille 
Charles B. Libbey 
George V. Lobozzo 
Frederick B. Lombard 
John M. Longley 
Philip W. Lord 
Avery N. Lorenzen 
Pauline Davis Lorfano 
Joan Pray MacMillan 
Clifford E. Manchester 
Emily Smaha Marcone 
George B. Martin 
Donald P. McGlauflin 
Ada V. McIntosh 
Erwood E. McPhetres 
Edwin C. Manzer 
Joan Rossi Martin 
Joanne Josslyn Meade 
Russell Meade 
Donald F. Merrill 
Marion Waterman Meyer 
Floyd Milbank 
Isabelle Burbank 
> Milbank
Hilda Livingston Miller 
James J. Mooney 
Ernest B. Moore 
John I. Moore- 
Millard G. Moors, Jr. 
Gerald E. Morse 
William F. Mouradian 
Harold K. Nichols 
Vance O. Norton, Jr. 
Richard W. Noyes 
Shirley Lang Noyes 
Joanne Mayo Nyerges
Donald S. Osgood  
Lewis B. Paine 
Dwight E. Parsons 
Margaret Sargent
Pattershall 
Hilda Wood Pearson 
George G. Pervear 
William. L. Philbrick 
Alan Plaisted
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Lawrence Potter 
Loraine Bolstridge
 Potter 
David W. Powers 
Joseph A. Pruett 
George P. Reed, HI 
Janet Barmister Reilly 
Richard Reilly 
Muriel Buckley Renick 
Irving J. Remar 
Arthur W. Reynolds 
Barnie L. Reynolds 
James H. Rice 
Howard F. Ricker 
Dodd- E. Roberts 
Lawrence E. Robinson 
William Rocheleau, Jr.  
Richard A. Royal 
Robert A. Rushworth 
William G. Russell 
Walter J. St .Onge, Jr. 
Sally Gass Saltzman 
Mary-Ellen Michaud 
Schmidt
Bruce B. Schwab 
William L. Scott 
Kelson C. Seward 
Paul Sferes
F. Richard Smiley 
Dwight B. H. Smith, Jr. 
Irving F. Smith 
Donald M. Smyth 
Elisabeth Luce Smyth 
Mildred Kagan Sokol 
Dorrine McMahon Steele 
Francis R. Stevens , 
Valerie Smith Stimpson 
Charles H. Stone, Jr. 
Colby C. Swan 
Ethel Stone Swan 
Richard C. Swanson 
Hoyt C. Sweet 
Richard W. Sweetser 
Philip H. Talbot 
Peter C. Tandy 
Beverly Hayward Teague * 
Frank M. Tillou, Jr. 
Lucian J. Theriault 
Thomas M. Thomas 
William Thompson 
Rena M. Thorndike 
Allan M. Thorne 
Harmon F. Thurston 
Keith Tozier 
Gwen Small Tupper 
Eugene N. Tussing 
Richmond A. Tuttle 
Dumont M. Twombly 
Robert L. Upton 
Robert H. Varney 
Milton Victor 
Alan C. Wagner 
Russell 0. Walters 
Doris Harrison Waring 
Philip D. Wells
B. Anne McKiel Whatley 
George N. Whalen 
Emil E. Winter, Jr. 
John G. Wishart 
Donald W. Witzke 
William F. Whitney 
Oliver Yeaton’ 
Gordon G. Zellner
1952
Samuel D. Allen, Jr. 
Kenneth G. Ames
Walter Anderson
L. Jerome Audet 
Constance Berry 
Anderson 
Earl C. Andrews 
Willis E. Austin 
Ruth Bridges Ayers 
Virginia Norton Beach 
Franklin Beekman 
William T. Bird 
Jean Gyger Black 
Paul R. Bodurtha 
Conrad B. Bosworth 
George R. Brockway 
Charlotte Hillman 
Bryant
George E. Bryant 
William F. Buck 
Steven A. Burnard 
Paul W. Burruby 
Merrill G. Butts 
Stephen C. Casakos 
Ruth Ellingwood Casper 
Roland J. Chamard, Jr.. 
George T. Chase
i
<
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Joan Amos Chase 
Hubert D. Chin 
, John W. Christie 
Wilfred M. Cobb 
David. A. Collins 
Faith Comstock 
Alfred P. Condon 
Richard A. Connolly 
Allan R. Corey 
Herbert L. Crafts 
Hugo H. Cross 
Harriet Johnson Currie 
William D. Currie 
Robert V. Damon 
Eleanor Phillips David 
Richard H. Davis 
Walter S. Davis 
Patricia Hashey Dennett 
Dana H. Dickey 
Frances Dion Ditelberg 
George B. Dodge, Jr. 
John F. Donahue 
Robert B. Donovan
 Arthur E. Downey 
Ruth Drysdale 
Irene Morin Dudart 
Charles Dunn i
Marilyn Johnson Dunn 
Donald D. Durost
LeRoy W. Dyment, Jr. 
Harry Easton
William J. Ellsworth 
Delbert L. Emery 
Albert E. Erickson, Jr. 
Robert E. Estabrook 
Gordon H. Fait, Jr. 
Yvonne McCarthy 
Farnsworth
Raymond D. J. Feasey 
Don Feeley 
Thomas K. Fogler 
David W. Fox 
Elizabeth Leighton.
Furlong 
John G. Gibson 
Roger D. Gould 
Susan MacGregor Gray 
Allen E. Gross 
John P. Oower 
Marguerite Floyd Ham 
Ralph Ham
Perley S. Hamilton, Jr. 
Richard B. Hamilton 
Lydia McCully Hamlin 
Paul E. Hand
Robert C. Harmon 
Thomas A. Harmon 
Flora Burgess Harriman 
William C. Harriman 
Lois Leonard Hammond 
Richard Hatch 
Harry E. Henderson 
Gladys Armstrong Ricks 
William C. Heyne 
Millicent Guptill 
 Higgins
Donald E. Holdsworth 
Dwight R. Holmes 
Harrison Horens 
Philip A. Hoyt 
Edward R. Huff 
Patrick J. Hurley 
Willis F. Jackson 
Maurice J. Jalbert 
Autice Jardine 
Prescott K. Johnson 
Frank P. Kace 
Maurice R. Keene 
Alan H. Keith 
John W. Keller 
Lionel D. Kelley 
Madeline MacGregor King 
George E. Kirk 
Dallas R. Knight 
Richard A. Knight 
Richard A. Lambert 
Gerard F. Laurin 
Roger S. Leach 
Gilbert C. LeClair 
Raymond C. Lemaire 
Dorris Mayne Lindquist 
William G. Lindquist 
Samuel D. Lloyd 
Edwin G. Logan 
John F. Lynch 
John D. Macdonald 
Paul F. Marsden
Ephraim Martin 
Ralph Martin 
Raymond M. Martin 
John McBride
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Dorothy E. McCann 
John M. McClure 
Robert H. McEvoy 
Lloyd F. McQlincy 
Robert W. Medeiros 
Anthony J., Merry 
Irene H. Montgomery 
Nancy Knowles Moore 
John S. Murdock 
Robert W. Murdock 
Beverly Johnson Nason 
Kenneth B. Naugler 
Clarence A. Neal 
Alden F. Nickerson 
Gerald O. Shea 
Dorice. J. Ouellette 
Sydney J. Page, Jr. 
Alan C. Pease 
Margaret Murray Pease 
John J. Pelletier  
Chester A’. Perkins 
Nancy A. Pike 
Frank A. Pitman, Jr.
' John W. Pochebit
Martha A. Pratt 
Allan R. Preble 
Lynn D. Priest 
Donald Quigley 
David W. Remick 
Harrison L. Richardson 
Nancy Cousins Richter 
Francis G. Rovnak 
Janice Boyce Rowe 
Adelaide Grant Ruby 
William S. Ruby 
William G. Ryan 
Marilyn Harmon Saydah 
Emil H. Schott, Jr. 
Ronald A. Schutt 
Leonard J. Silver 
Richard A. Singer 
Ann Preble Smith 
Owen M. Smith 
Harold Snow 
Russell K. Sprague 
Otis J. Sproul 
Isadore A. Stearns 
Robert E. Steele 
Rufus S. Stevens, III 
Donald G. Stitts 
Eugene F. Sturgeon 
Roger A. Sullivan 
Constance Lincoln 
Sweetser 
David Sylvester 
Leon R. Taylor 
Russell F. Taylor 
Kenneth S. Thomas 
Mary Oak Thorne 
George Tousey, III 
Frances Smart Trefts 
Leon S. Trenholm 
Louis W. Thrumpfeller 
Doris E. Todd 
Clifford W. Tupper 
George R. Upham 
Donald M. Varney 
Clayton A. Veno 
Joan Vachon Victor 
Gerard Vigne 
Alvin C. Wagner 
Beth Chick Warren
Dana E. Warren i
William N. 
Richard L. 
Herbert E. 
Richard A.
Watrous 
Watson 
Wave 
Webber
Scott B. Weldon
Preston F. Welsh, Jr. 
Stuart E. West
L. Jane Wheeler Whytock 
Robert D. Whytock 
Ida Moreshead Wiley 
Sumner K. Wiley, Jr.
Kenneth L. Wilson 
Mary Jane Uebrlck 
Wollenberg 
Chester A. Worthylake 
Andrew M. Yakemore 
Arden S. Young 
Barbara Burrage Young 
Eleanor Mahaney 
Zdanowicz
1953 
Carroll R. Akeley } 
Richard C. Allen 
Rupert P. Amann 
Barbara Anderson 
David Vr. Anderson 
Elizabeth J. Andrews 
Ralph W. Applegate,
I
Roger P. AuClair 
Lawrence R. Bailey  
Vance M. Bakeman  , -
Woodrouffe L. Bartley
David E. Bates 
Phyllis Noyes Beekman
David C. Beppler 
Gertrude Wyman Beppler 
Roger L. Bickford 
Albert H. Bishop
Stephen V. Bogue 
Jean-Charles Boucher
I
Mary Gerrish Bourgoin 
Francis W. Boyle 
Carolyn Margison 
Brackett
Henri' Breton 
Ernest B. Brigham
Alton E. Brown. t
Robert E. Bruns
Clayton M. Burnell 
Marjorie Cross Buschner 
Donald Cannon 
Albert L. Card 
Forrest Carmichael 
Linwood Carville 
William T. Chaisson  
Martha White Chambers 
Robert C. Chase 
Anthony Chiaravelotti 
Robert Churchill
'Sharon L. Clark 
Joan E. Clarke 
Richard A. Coleman 
John S. Colter 
Edward J. Connor 
Douglas C. Cooper 
Eugene L. Cunningham 
 Ralph C. Cunningham 
John W. Curry 
Jane Purcell Cushing 
Randall R. David 
 John W. Dean, Jr.
Bernard L. Deering 
Thomas L. Dickson, Jr. 
Patrick H. Dionne 
Chandler R. Drisko
Gene Drolet 
Peter W. Douglas 
Gilman Dube
Cynthia Cowan Dunlap 
Carolyn Lamb Ellis 
Isabelle Stearns Foss 
Waldo J. Gagnon 
John R. Gerry 
Nancy Moulton Gerry 
Richard H. Grant 
Ann Grumley 
Frank P. Harrison 
Joan Huston Harrop 
Robert G. Harris 
Ora Haskell, Jr. 
Donald P. Higgins 
David L. Hale 
Philip A. Hall 
Mavorite McLellan 
Hansen 
David Harrington 
Ruth Mitchell Hartley 
N. Wesley Haynes 
Constance Lawley Hirst 
William D. Hirst 
Madelene M. Howard 
Earle M. Hutchinson 
Frederick E. Hutchinson 
Athill W. Irvine 
Walter F. John 
Eini Riutta Johnson 
Philip E. Johnson 
Edward F. Johnston 
Harry T. Jose 
Peter M. Joseph 
Shirley Stillings Keene 
Robert M. Kellogg 
Ernest K. Khoury, Jr. 
Gerald C. King 
Anne Libby Kneeland 
Douglas B. Kneeland 
Richard S. Knowlton 
Henry Kontio, Jr. 
Jean Dolloff ’
Kreizinger 
James S. Kriger 
Christine Hurd LaFlame 
John B. Langlais 
Beverly Andrews
LaPointe
Richard LaPointe 
Donald LaRochelle
Emsry G. Leathers 
Ronald. B. Leathers 
Hilda Lesch
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Clifton C. Stevens 
Daniel T. Stevens 
Bruce R. Stillings 
Albert D. Stromback 
Betty Boyson Tacy 
Lawrence A. Thurrell 
John J. Toomey 
Nancy Schmidt Toomey 
Charles L. Toothaker ' 
Constance Eno Tryon 
James H. Turner 
William B. Walkup 
Nancy Carroll Weaver 
Raymond A. Webb 
Stanley W. Weston 
Lee K. Wetzel 
Roy C. Williamson 
Gordon K. Winchenbach 
Florence Small Winter 
Alison Jones Wood 
Malcolm A. Young 
Basil Zanedis
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David W. Abbott 
Donald1 Additon 
Edward S. Akucewich 
Fred F. Ames, Jr. 
Christian Anderson 
Corrine V. Anderson 
Marietta Garey Andrews 
Richard W. Baird 
Richard L. Barker 
James L. Behanna 
Maurice J. Belleville 
Leonard M. Berry 
Dale A. Bessey 
Calvin F. Bickford 
John W. Black 
Norman J. Bombery 
Helen Inman Boomer 
Germaine S. Bonney 
Joan Lancaster
Bouchard 
Bousfield 
Bower 
Bowles 
Boynton 
Bridges
Bruner 
• Burke
James K. 
William H
Douglas R
Stanley G.
William S.
Wayne J. Brule 
James O.
William A
John E. Burns 
Carol L. Burry 
Fred C. Bustard
Martha Campbell 
Tyler E. Carlisle 
Stanford E. Carver
George D. Casavant 
Beverly Goodwin 
Cloutier 
Noel G. Cloutier 
Raymond P. Cloutier 
Mary S. Coffin 
Donald E. Coleman
Robert V. Connors 
Merritt Conroy 
Alma R. Crocker 
Robert A. Cutter 
Robert C. Dale 
Robert L. Davee 
Paul M. Davis 
Robert B. Davis 
Leroy E. Dixon 
Marion Knox Dearborn 
Roland E. DeCoteau 
William M. Delaware 
Norman M. Descoteaux 
Charles B. Dolham, Jr. 
John E. Dority 
Joan E, Dow 
William H. Dow 
Nancy Bradford Dubay 
Richard A. DuBois 
Reginald J. Dugway 
Richard C. Dumond 
Willard E. Endicott 
Linda Bowden Elwell
Richard G. Farnsworth 
Inez B. Farrar
Rebecca Folsom Ferguson 
Dana Fields
Dale N. Finnemore 
Joseph J. Fisher 
Daniel F. Flanagan 
Raynold A. Fongemie 
Dorothy C. Foster 
Clarence W. Frost 
Walter 0. Fullerton 
Sylvia Ann Gadaire 
George H. Gardiner, Jr. 
Judith Adams Gardiner 
Robert W. Gardiner 
Judith Partelow Gilman 
George A. Giostra
N. Richard Glover
Ione McIver Golden 
Willis E. Golder 
Douglas L. Grant 
Thurston L. Gray 
John A. Hackett 
Marianne Schmidt 
Hamlin
Franklin A. Hamlyn 
Peter R. Hannah 
C. Walter Hansen 
Leigh C. Harter 
Edwin D. Healy 
Kathleen A. Hichborn 
Robert D. Hickey 
Ralph L. Hodgkins, Jr. 
Ernest E. Hollis 
Ronald A. Howard 
Duane L. Huff 
Gwendolyn Hughey 
Constance L. Hurley 
William D. Hutchinson 
Peter A. Ibold, Jr. 
Lawrence W. Jackson 
Alfred E. Johnson 
Rodric C. Johnson
Ronald A. Jones 
Mary T. Ketchum 
David W. Khoury 
Ethel M. King 
Gerald Kirwin 
Saul L. Kitchener 
George B. Knowles 
Robert N. Kratz 
Norma D'Orsay Lancaster 
Greyson S. Lane 
Timothy J. Lane 
Alice Wood Lang 
John R. Laverty 
Arlyn R. Leach 
Raymond LeBel 
Alan Lewis 
Isabelle F. Libby 
Frederick P. Liberty 
John J. Lindsay 
David M. Linekin 
George E. Lovett 
Mildred D. MacComb 
Duncan J. MacDonald 
Sandra DePasquale 
MacDonald 
Charles L. Matsch 
Dean R. Mayhew 
Richard L. McKeil 
Charles J. McArthur 
Maurice McLean 
John M. McPhee 
Lora Lenz McVety 
Lee R. Melugin 
Leonard J. Merrill 
Theodore M. Miller, Jr. 
Ronald Milller 
Blaine Moores 
Nancy Sudds Morris 
Alola Giffin Morrison 
Ear land H. Morrison 
Joseph Morrison 
Robert T. Munson 
Ina Jane Nelson 
Carla Hall Nickels 
Herbert L. Nickels, III 
John M. Nickerson 
Ralph Niemi 
Paul A. Odegard 
Norinne Hilchey Olson 
Paul M. Orcutt 
Elizabeth Harnden 
Osteyee 
Lucille Barney Packard 
Eva Glidden Pare 
David E. Peakes 
Jacquelyn A. Perry 
Francis J# Pettis, Jr. 
Leslie R. Phalen 
Robert Pickett 
Donald W. Polanski 
Elizabeth J. Pope 
John W. Barter 
Joshua B. Powers, Jr. 
Catherine Bassett 
Prewitt 
John E. Prewitt 
Harriet Hinckley Price 
Paul B. Putnam 
Margaret Quinn 
Earl W. Ramsdell 
Donna-Meridyth Grant 
Rauschke 
Beatrice K. Reynolds 
Nathan H. Rich 
Raymond F. Richard 
Alan U. Rigg 
John G. Robbins 
Nancy L. Roberts 
Addie M. Rodick 
James A. Russell 
Elizabeth Crowford Ross 
Earline G. Saucier 
Ruth Sclair 
Nancy Burnham Seaward 
Constance Taylor 
Shanley 
Paul J. Shanley 
James F. Simms 
Anne Christiansen 
Sleeper 
Richard P. Smart 
Evelyn Stevens Smith 
Robert L. Solari 
Deborah Doe Speer 
William H. Springer 
Louis J. Spugnardi 
Charles M. Stansel 
Rebecca Pennell Steward 
Judith Rogors Strout 
John I. Sturgis 
Margaret Quigg Sweeney 
Elizabeth Duce Swift
Robert W. Swift 
Torrey A. Sylvester 
Klaus O. Thomas 
Bertrand C. Turmel 
Robert B. Tuttle 
Judith Webster
Underkofler 
Florence Johanson
Varner 
Philip Villandry 
Joan Wales
Gloria Faulkner Walter 
Peter J. Walter 
Alice Graffam Ward 
William H. Warren 
Peter A. Webber 
Walter W. Webber 
George H. Wells 
Harold A. Wheeler 
Frederick L. White 
Robert C. White 
Howard P. Widmann 
Robert B. Wilson 
Lyndal J. Winslow 
William J. Winward 
Frederick C. Wood 
Robert B. Woodruff 
Russell D. Wooster 
Richard J. Yerxa 
Dale A. Young 
William A. Young
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Louis Agathos 
Cynthia Carroll Aikman 
John R. Andrews 
Gary F. Auclair 
Michael J. Bagnall 
Shirley Ellingwood 
Barnes
Leroy J. Berry
Ralph C. Beaudoin 
Jean B. Bertolini 
William L. Blackburn 
Patricia Blackett 
Carolyn Hainer 
Blanchard 
Kenneth Blanchard 
Henry Bouchard 
Roland F. Bouchard 
John H. Burnham 
Julie Hanson Burns 
Richard P. Burns 
Joseph E. Canty 
Stetson C. Carter 
Roger Champion 
Peggy Ann Chatto 
Robert A. Chesebro, Jr. 
Gilbert Chin 
David B. Clement 
Carlton M. Conklin 
Dexter M. Cox 
•William S. Crandall 
Richard 0. Cronkite 
Hollis Crowe
Sandra Jane Crowe 
Catharine Ayer Curtis 
Philip B. Curtis 
Salley E. Curtis 
Barry K. Dearborn 
Dale C. Delano
Martha Zoidis Delano 
Deane E. Deshon 
Patricia Weed Dice 
Steven F. Dice 
Edward A. Dodge 
Sylvia Stoody Dodge 
Craig L. Dore 
Elizabeth Dunbar 
Duplisea 
Albert R. Elwell 
Richard C. Fickett 
Kenneth D. Fryover 
Sharon Ward Fuehrer 
Barrett L. Gates 
Pamelia Melcher Gilbert 
Elizabeth Sjovall 
Gilmore 
Sharon Morris Goodell 
Sidney Gordon 
Virginia J. Gorman 
Robert Haight 
Kay Sawyer Hannah 
Norma Harmon 
Arthur W. Harris 
Gail Carter Harvey 
Albert M. Healy 
Cynthia Ayer Hickey 
Nona Rae Higgins 
Robert 0. Jenkins 
June Adams Johnson 
Stanley L. Jordan 
Joanne Keith
John B. Kilday 
Hazel C. Knight 
Walter F. LaFortune 
Martha Hodson LeBel 
Hollis F. Letteney 
Paul H. Lehmann 
Chalmer Loud Lewis 
Gwendolyn Mann
Littlehale 
Richard S. Lombara 
Deanna Chapman Lynn 
Walter J. Macomber 
Donald E. Madsen 
Waldeck E. Mainville 
Donald R. Mathieu 
Harriette Tyler
McCarthy 
Mildred L. McLain 
Charles A. McNulty 
Persis Barnfield Messer 
Larry A. Mills 
Marcia Fatterson
Miniutti 
Jane Stansfield Mosher 
Jeremiah H. Mclcahy 
William J. Munsey 
Alan F. Nichols 
Diana Norman 
Charles J. Ochmanski 
Jonathan Ord 
Marjorie Abbott Palmer 
Deborah Arnold Parlin 
David K. Patrick 
Berneice Hamilton 
Peakes 
Carroll F. Perkins 
Christine Peterka 
Glenn Philippon 
Ralph F. Pilsbury 
Janet A. Proulx 
Kenneth H. Rauschke 
Eliot Rich 
Joan Kelso Riley 
Patrick Riley 
David H. Roberts 
Richard C. Robinson 
Nancy Small Russell 
Judith Goodell Rogers 
Karl H. Rose 
James C. Saunders, Jr. 
Robert E. Schweitzer 
Ann E. Sheldrick 
John J. Sliva 
Donald A. Small 
Dorothy Devereux Small 
Jane C. Small 
Doris Randall Souviney 
Virginia M. Spear 
Frank Spizuoco 
Robert S. Steriitt 
Norman W. Stevenson 
Donald Sweeney 
Calvin M. Thomas, II 
Richard 0. Thompson 
Norrie L# Thurston 
Fred T. Upton 
William G. Vandervliet 
Robert A. Warren 
Earle R. Weaver 
Harriett L. Whitcomb 
Jon H. Whitten 
Warren H. Wilson 
Nancy M. Winter 
Frank F. Witham
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William M. Alden 
Kathryn R. Allen 
Helena Armitage
Anderson 
Bruce B. Babb 
Ronald C. Bailey 
John R. Barnes 
Albert Bernard 
Murray R. Billington 
John E. Bouchard 
Eula Morris Bousfield 
Ernest C. Bradbury 
Robert A. Brueck 
Roger L. Carll 
Adelaide Clark 
Lawrence P. Cogswell 
Elsa Goodman Cohen 
Ann Corbett 
Elaine Hoffses Davis 
Ruth Jacobs Dodge 
Bert G. Drake 
David H. Fletcher 
Alethe L. Flint 
Frederic E. Fortin 
Martin J. Gagnon 
Leo W. Gain 
Richard D. Goodenough
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Emory K. Gott 
Edward F. Gould 
Beatrice I. Grant 
Eugene M. Graves 
Harold B. Hatch 
Mary McCobb Havey 
Judith Bates Haynes 
Peter L. Haynes 
Claude L. Jewett 
Alan D. Judson 
Eric Krapovicky 
Frederick G. LaFratta 
Roger P. Lambert 
Charles R. Lewis 
Robert Lucas 
Sallyann Johnson Main 
J. Arthur Marceau 
Amos A. McCallum 
James O. McLain 
Mary Ann Melanson 
Ellen Shibles Moores 
Guilford E. Moreau 
Benjamin F. Morrill 
Edward Morrison 
Gerald M. Palmer 
Terry Palmer 
Ernest C. fork 
Arthur W. Parlin 
David W. Pool 
Judith Storer Powell 
Diana R. Quinnam 
Charles R. Small, Jr.
David L. Smith 
Nancy Quigg Smith 
Keith Snow 
David W. Taber 
Richard D. Tauscher 
Raymond Todd 
Ormand J. Wade 
William A. Weiblen 
James A. Wentworth 
Sally W. Whitehouse 
Kenneth H. Whitmore 
Dorothy Sevey Young 
Rodney A Young 
Arthur H. Zalkan
1962
Evelyn Elder Elliott 
Lloyd H. Elliott
Friends 
Circle ’’K" Club 
Percy F. Crane 
Donald* Folsom 
Mrs. Ralph E. Fraser 
Friend 
Mrs. Effie Griffin 
Mrs. Esther Gross 
Mr. & Mrs. Clark B.
Hill 
Mrs. Ernest Paine 
Mrs. George Springer 
Addie M. Weed
c
Many alumni, employees of the companies listed below, have arranged for their firms 
to make matching gifts to the University. To those alumni and the companies for whom 
they work, the University and the Alumni Association extend their gratitude.
1
Matching Gift Companies
(As of January 15,1962)
Aetna Life Affiliated Companies
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
American Brake Shoe Company 
American Express-Company
American & Foreign Power Company, Inc
American Home Products Corporation
Armstrong-Cork Company
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc
Atlas Rigging and Supply Company
Bank of New* York
Whitney Blake Company (The Cook Foundation) 
Boston Mainufacturers.Mutual Insurance Co.
Burlington Industries
• Cabot Corporation
Campbell Soup Company
Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd
Carpenter Steel Company
Carter Products, Inc
Cerro Corporation
Chase Manhattan Bank
'Chemical Bank New York Trust Company
Chicopee Manufacturing Corporation
Chilcote Company
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
Columbian Carbon Company
Combustion Engineering
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company
Connecticut Light and Power Company
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company
Continental Oil Company
Copley Newspapers
Coming Class Works Company
Crossett Company
Deering Milliken, Inc
Diamond Alkali Company
Diamond'Crystal’Salt Company
Dow* Chemical Company
Dow Corning Corporation
Draper Corporation
Wilbur B Driver Company
Easton Car and Construction
Ebasco Services, Inc.
Electric Bond and Share Company
Fafnir Bearing Company
Ferro Corporation
Ford Motor Company
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Ltd.
E & J. Gallo Winery
General Atronics Corporation
General Electric Company
General Foods Corporation
General Foods Limited
General Public Utilities Corporation 
M A Gesner of Illinois 
Gibbs & Hill, Inc 
Ginn and Company 
Glidden Company 
B F Goodrich Company 
W. T Grant Company 
Gulf Oil Corporation 
Harris-Intertype Corporation 
Hercules Cement Company 
Hercules Powder Company 
Hewlett-Packard Company 
Hill Acme Company 
Hooker Chemical Corporation 
J. M Huber Corporation 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
International Business Machines Corporation 
Jefferson Mills, Incorporated} 
S C. Johnson & Son, Incorporated 
Jones & Laughlin Steel-Corporation 
Kaiser Steel Corporation 
Kern County Land Company 
Walter Kidde & Company 
Walter Kidde Constructors 
Kidder, Peabody & Co. 
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Kingsbury Machine Tool Corporation 
Koiled Kords, Inc (The Cook Foundation) 
Lehigh Portland Cement Company 
H. M Long, Limited} 
Lummus Company 
Lustra Plastics Corporation 
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company 
Marine Midland Trust Company of New York 
Maytag Company 
McCormick & Co , Inc
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company 
Medusa Portland Cement Co 
Mellon National Bank and Trust Company 
Merck & Company, Inc 
Metal & Thermit Corporation 
Middlesex Mutual Assurance Company 
Midland-Ross Corporation 
Morgan Engineering Company
Mutual Boiler and Machinery Insurance Company 
National Distillers and Chemical Corporation 
National Lead Foundation Company 
Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America 
New England Gas and Electric Association System 
New York Trap Rock Corporation
Northrop Corporation 
Norton Company 
John Nuveen & Company
Oklahoma-Gas & Electric Company
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation 
Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation 
Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company 
Personal Products Corporation
Petro-Tex Chemicals Corporation 
Phelps Dodge Corporation 
Pitney-Bowes, Inc
Pittsburgh Plate Class Company 
Preformed Line Products Company 
Putnam Management Company, Inc.
Quaker Chemical Products Corporation 
Ralston Purina Company
Reliable Electric Company (The Cook Foundation) 
Riegel Textile Corporation
Rockwell Manufacturing Company 
Rockwell-Standard Corporation 
Rust Engineering Company 
Schering Corporation 
Scott Paper Company 
Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc 
Seal right Oswego Falls Corporation 
Selby, Battersby & Co  
Seton Leather Company 
Sharon Steel Corporation
Simmons Company 
Simonds Saw* and Steel Co. 
Singer Manufacturing Company 
Smith Kline & French Laboratories 
Smith-Lee Co, Inc.
Sperry & Hutchinson Company
Spruce Fulls Power and Paper Company, Ltd. 
Stauffer Chemical Company
Stevens Candy Kitchens, Incorporated
W. H. Sweney & Co )
Tektronix, Inc. i
Tennessee Gas Transmission Company 
Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby, Inc. 
Towmotor Corporation 
United Clay Mines Corp.
Victaulic Company of America 
Warner Brothers Company 
Watkins-Johnson Company 
Charles J. Webb Sons Co., Inc 
Whirlpool Corporation 
John Wiley &,Sons, Inc 
Williams & Company
Wolverine Shoe and Tanning Corporation 
Worcester Pressed Steel Company 
Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation 
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
} programs are informal or limited to a small 
number of specific institutions
1961-62 ANNUAL ALUMNI FUND — ANNUAL REPORT
I
Class
Members 
In 
Class
Members
Contrib- Total
Percentage
Partic­
ipationuting Gifts
Senior
Alumni
before i
1900 126 29 $ 46O.46 23.0%
1900 33 9 197.50 2,7.3
1901 23 9 132.50 39.1
1902 35 10 206.00 28.6
1903 32 15 175.00 1*6.9
1904 1*3 7 60.00 16.3
1905 81 25 366.88 30.9
1906 58 16 191.00 27.6
1907 72 33 407.38 1*5.8
1908 65 21 283.50 32.3
1909 99 43 495.88 1*3.1*
1910 93 1*0 646.88 1*3.0
1911 11*5 49 33.8
1912 138 1*1 417.50 29.7
1913 156 31 388.50 19.9
1911* 152 37 543.50 24.3
1915 189 51* 635.63 28.6
1916 219 56 1,063.38 25.6
1917 279 61* 1,023.88 23.0
1918 299 ,68 715.50 22.7
Class
Members 
In 
Class
Members 
Contrib­
uting
Total 
Gifts
Percentage 
Partic­
ipation
1919 267 1*7 $ 568.25 17.6%
1920 276 68 1,047.25 21*.5
1921 256 76 790.50 29.7
1922 275 81* 1,032.00 30.5
•1923 397 61* 635.25 16.1
1921* 396 88 1,222.25 22.2
1925 386 85 966.63 22.0
1926 341 61* 621.00 18.8
1927 31*1 87 931.75 25.5
1928 316 80 808.75 25.3
1929 406 111 1,139.51 27.3
1930 380 92 1,173.75 24.2
1931 1*00 93 871.25 23.2
1932 1*1*6 115 1,098.63 25.8
1933 1*85 123 1,117.00 25.4
1934 482 103 1,051.76 21.1*
1935 447 88 881.01 19.7
1936 478 108 1,088.13 22.6
1937 1*21* 102 961.25 24.0
1938 482 138 1,509.50 28.6
1939 1*31 107 950.50 24.8
22.8191*0 566 129 991.1*1*
1941 586 149 1,184.13 25.1*
1
Class
Members 
In 
Class
Members 
Contrib­
uting
Total 
Gifts
Percentage
Partic­
ipation
191*2 594 175 $1,542.00 29.5 %
1943 606 175 1,561.50 28.9
191*1* 557 132 1,059.51 23.7
191*5 472 123 973.75 26.1
1946 391* 70 579.20 17.8
1947 1*37 92 627.63 21.1
1948 699 178 1,603.50 25.5
1949 1019 258 2,355.75 25.3
1950 2027 392 3,023.50 19.3
1951 1539 257 1,890.00 16.7
1952 1159 220 1,648.50 19.0
1953 911* 179 1,278.00 19.6
1951* 919 171* 1,442.25 19.0
1955 810 171 1,068.55 21.1
1956 876 221 1,548.50 25.2
1957 101*7 217 1,418.50 20.8
1958 1087 207 1,709.00 19.0
1959 1249 227 1,591.00 18.2
I960 1165 141 944.25 12.1
1961 895 833 1,981.00 93.1
Friends 5 152.00
GRAND TOTAL 7305 61,711.75
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AAF NEWS
ANNUAL GIVING IS SURELY THE BASIS FOR ONGOING ALUMNI SUP­
PORT OF OUR UNIVERSITY. IT IS INEVITABLE THAT YOUR STRENGTH 
BE REQUESTED AND FOCUSSED EACH YEAR. THEREFORE, ELECTED OF­
FICERS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ANNUAL ALUMNI FUND 
SUBMIT, WITH THE UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION, THE FOLLOWING 
SPECIFIC AREAS OF NEEDED SUPPORT FOR 1962-63.X
3
! TO OBTAIN SUPPORT FOR A NAMED FACULTY CHAIR
, to Increase undergraduate student aid/ I
TO FINANCE A CULTURAL EVENTS SERIES
I
TO PROVIDE GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP ASSISTANCE
I
TO SUPPLEMENT LIBRARY BOOK ACQUISITIONS
TO RAISE A GIFT FOR UNRESTRICTED UNIVERSITY USE
I
THERE IS DESIRE ALSO TO MAKE POSSIBLE THE CONTINUATION OF 
A GROWING ALUMNI PROGRAM. THIS PROGRAM IS OF SERVICE 
TO FORMER STUDENTS, AND TO THE UNIVERSITY GENERALLY, 
THROUGH THE PUBLICATION OF THE MAINE ALUMNUS AND CON- 
__- - *
FERENCES, MEETINGS, REUNIONS AND GENERAL ACTIVITIES. WE 
ENLIST YOUR CONTINUING SUPPORT THIS YEAR IN THE KNOWLEDGE 
THAT YOUR MEMBERSHIP AND YOUR SELECTION OF A MEMBERSHIP 
CLUB IS IMPORTANT TO THE WELFARE OF MAINE.
• Il
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4IT IS WITH REAL PRIDE, GRATITUDE AND
4
SINCERITY THAT WE SAY THANK YOU
t
TO EACH ONE OF YOU WHOSE NAME 
APPEARS IN THE FOREGOING LIST.
1
AND OUR GRATITUDE IS EQUALLY EX­
TENDED TO THE ALUMNI FOLKS WHO 
WORKED TO REACH OUR FIRST-YEAR 
OBJECTIVE OF $60,000. THE SERVICE OF 
MANY HELPERS BROUGHT A SUBSCRIP­
TION OF MORE THAN OUR OBJECTIVE.
I
I
I
/
I
f I
X
THE AAF COMMITTEE 
OF DIRECTORS
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alumni names in the news
Congratulations to . . .
. . . Charles A. Haynes ’19, who has re­
signed as city manager of Rockland, after 
21 years in the town and city manager pro­
fession.
. . . Dr. Phyllis MacNeil ’44, who was 
saluted for her outstanding medical career 
by the Journal of the American Medical 
Women’s Association in its “Album of 
Women in Medicine” feature.
. . . Robert F. Dinsmore ’48, who has 
been given the special assignment of form­
ing the process engineering research group 
of the Brown Company, during the paper 
firm’s reorganization of its research and de­
velopment department.
. . .Professor George D. Bearce, Jr. ’43, 
who has won wide acclaim for his new 
book, British Attitudes Toward India, pub­
lished by Oxford University Press, London. 
Professor Bearce is a member of the Bow- 
doin College history department.
. . .Arthur Thompson ’61, who became 
the youngest president in the history of the 
Maine Potato Council at its elections in 
June.
...Mrs. Dorothy (Brewer ’42) Erik­
son, who has been elected president of the 
Worcester County, Mass., chapter, Ameri­
can Association of University Women.
. . . Dr. Howard L. Bowen ’24, of Hal­
lowell, who has been elected president of 
the Congregational-Christian Conference of 
Maine.
. . . Smith C. McIntire ’32, of Perham, 
who was presented with a Future Farmers 
of America 25-year Farming Recognition 
at the FFA meeting at the University in 
June.
Books
PSALMS FOR THE COMMON READER
Psalms for the Common Reader
Mary Ellen Chase ’09. W. W. Norton 
& Co., Inc., New York, 1962. $3.95.
Delightful may not be the word to de­
scribe the new book by Mary Ellen Chase 
’09, The Psalms for the Common Reader, 
but to this reviewer the adjective seems an 
appropriate one. The work is surely of 
interest to scholars, but it is not pedantic.
Professor Chase urges common readers, 
who would like to know more about the 
Psalms than can immediately be gleaned 
from the Old Testament, to turn to her 
supplement at the back of the book first 
and read the historical account there of 
the Hebrew people. Doing that, one is 
aided pleasurably to appreciate the brief 
parts one and two: What are the Psalms? 
and How Should the Psalms be Read?
. . . D. Diek Uong ’26, who won an ac­
colade from his employer, George Wallace, 
president of the Fitchburg (Mass.) Paper 
Co. In a newspaper feature story, Mr. Wal­
lace was quoted as saying: “In 1928, I made 
one of my best moves. I met a young guy 
from the University of Maine—Dick Uong, 
a Chinese. Hired him on the spot and told 
him to go over to the mill and start a lab­
oratory.” Mr. Uong, now senior vice presi­
dent, has headed up research ever since.
. . .Mrs. Thelma Rose (Arseneault ’52) 
Dunbar of Niles, III., who recently exhib­
ited a series of paintings at the Evanston, 
Ill., Theatre Gallery. She also currently has 
four paintings at the Art Institute of Chi­
cago Sales and Rental Gallery.
. . . George Holland Loane ’32 of Nor­
folk, Va., who serves as president of 22 
Legions in the Mid-Atlantic Shrine Associ­
ation.
. . . Albert S. Noyes ’24, of Westbrook, 
who has been appointed by Gov. John H. 
Reed ’42 to serve as a trustee of the Maine 
State Retirement System.
...Clair E. Shirley ’51, of Gardner, 
Mass., who has been named Scout Execu­
tive of Monadnock Council, Inc., Boy Scouts 
of America.
Steps up the ladder for . . .
. . . Colonel Edward W. Szaniawski ’39, 
of Scarsdale, N. Y., who has assumed the 
position of assistant deputy chief of staff 
for operations at Headquarters, Pacific Air 
Forces, Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii.
...Allan R. Preble ’52, of Lynnfield, 
Mass., who has been appointed vice presi­
dent and secretary of the newly founded
The origin and use of the Psalms, the vari­
ous types, their thoughts, ideas and literary 
devices are explained.
Scholar of the Bible, student and master 
of literature, the author shows her delight 
in the subject and carefully leads others to 
gratification as she accomplishes her aim 
to make the reading of Psalms more inter­
esting and valuable. Excellent analysis is 
in the work. Love of poetry and especially 
admiration of the out-loud sounds of lan­
guage from the King James version can be 
detected on every page. Here is joy for 
the reader. Theological students will bene­
fit greatly from acquaintance with this book, 
but so will all friends of the Bible and 
Miss Chase.
T.R.W
Thanks to Capt. Arthur T. Forrestall, 
USNR, ’33, the city of Portland now has 
a memorial consisting of portions of the 
celebrated cruiser Portland. The memori­
al, pictured above, was dedicated this past 
Independence Day in Fort Allen Park. 
Photo courtesy Portland Press Herald.
Massachusetts General Life Insurance Com­
pany in Boston.
. . .Conrad E. Long ’51, of Monmouth, 
who has been promoted to technical ser­
geant in the U. S. Air Force. He is presently 
assigned to the 42nd Supply Squadron at 
Loring Air Force Base.
. . . Donald F. Strout ’39, who has been 
named manager of the forest engineering 
department of International Paper Com­
pany’s Northern Woodlands Division, with 
headquarters at Livermore Falls.
. . . Hugh C. Lord ’51, who has been 
appointed assistant director of the News 
Bureau at Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
...Charles L. Weaver ’40 of Lexing­
ton, Ky., who has been assigned as director 
of radiological health for Kentucky for the 
Division of Radiological Health, Public 
Health Service.
. .. Wendell G. Eaton ’40, who has 
been appointed superintendent of schools 
for Bangor. He previously served as cur­
riculum director of the Bangor public school 
system.
. . .Lester J. Tarbell ’38, of East Wal­
pole, Mass., who has been named general 
superintendent of the East Walpole Mills 
of Bird & Son, Inc.
. . . Stanley R. Currie ’50, who was 
elected a vice president of Union Service
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Corporation, an investment research firm 
in New York City.
. . .William J. Leader, Jr. ’51, who has 
been promoted to vice president and gen­
eral manager for the Pepsi Cola Bottling 
Company of Fairfield, Conn.
Headlines about . . .
. . . Bernard E. Majani ’54, who has 
joined St. Regis Paper Company as a de­
velopment associate at the firm’s new 
technical center in West Nyack, N. Y. 
After a year at the technical center, he will 
be transferred to the Technical Aid Office 
in Brussels, Belgium where he will assume 
responsibilities in the company’s interna­
tional licensing program.
. . . Major Albert E. Judkins ’41, of
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Rumford, an Air Force Reserve officer, was 
a member of the graduating class at the re­
cently concluded Command and Staff Col­
lege orientation course at the Air University 
at Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.
. . . James C. Cutler ’60, who has been 
named to the coaching staff of the Maine 
Maritime Academy at Castine.
. . .Captain Everett E. Hooper ’51, who 
has completed the regular course at the 
U. S. Army Command and General Staff 
College, Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
... Dr. H. P. Adams ’44, a dairy nutri­
tionist for Eastern States Farmers’ Exchange, 
and Dr. J. A. Chucka, formerly with Maine’s 
Extension Service, and now director of re­
search for Eastern States, who were fea­
tured on the cover of the Eastern States 
Cooperator, whose field editor is Arland 
Meade ’38.
. . . Richard Fernand Bernard ’56, who 
received a doctorate degree from Michigan
A
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State University in June.
. ..Rudy Vallee,’25, who was the sub­
ject of an article in Saturday Evening Post 
entitled, “How to Succeed in Show Busi­
ness by Being Rediscovered.”
. .. Colby H. Chandler ’50 of Roches­
ter, N. Y., who has been named a Sloan 
Fellow for 1962-63 at Massachusetts Insti­
tute of Technology. He was one of 41 recipi­
ents who will receive a full year of education 
in management at M.I.T., starting in June.
. . . William M. Lund ’49, who has been 
awarded a grant under the Fulbright Act 
to teach for one year in a Japanese univer­
sity. He is coordinator of English instruc­
tion in the Pleasantville, N. Y., schools.
. . . Mrs. Evelyn Adriance Miles ’38, 
who was among the contributors to a re- 
cent issue of The Instructor magazine. Her 
contribution was a song entitled, “ ‘Your 
Valentine’ Waltz.”
...Miss Carol A. Mount ’61, sole fe­
male member of the Test Engineering Group 
of Products Research’s Engine Laboratory 
of the Esso Research and Engineering Co., 
who was featured in an article in the com­
pany publication. As an undergraduate, Miss 
Mount finished first in a class of 69 me­
chanical engineers.
. . .Virginia A. Whittier ’58 and Carole 
Elizabeth Allen ’60, who have been ap­
pointed recreation specialists for the Depart­
ment of the Army. They will serve two-year 
assignments in Germany, Italy and France.
W. Jerome Strout ’29
W. Jerome Strout ’29, of Bangor, has 
been elected president of the Bangor and 
Aroostook Railroad He succeeds W. Gordon 
Roberston, who became vice chairman of 
the railroad board and chairman of the rail­
road’s executive committee, in addition to 
remaining as president of the Bangor and 
Aroostook Corporation. Mr. Robertson is a 
member of the University’s Board of Trus­
tees and president of the Development 
Council.
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Finger Lakes, N. Y., Alumni
Norman W. Rollins ’44, President
A meeting was held at the Sunnyside Res­
taurant in Ithaca on May 5. This well at­
tended spring function of the group was 
planned and carried out by the members, 
locally, with a person from the group, Lewis 
M. Hardison ’34 of Dryden, N. Y., as speak­
er. Lew described journeys by ship taken by 
Mrs. Hardison with him to the Caribbean 
and to South America. Colored slides were 
shown of places visited.
In charge of the meeting was President 
Rollins.
Southern Penobscot Alumnae
Mrs. Jean (Polleys ’50) Fenlason, 
President
The annual luncheon and election of offi­
cers was conducted on May 15, by the 
President. The luncheon was served at the 
Tarratine Club, with business session fol­
lowing it.
An annual scholarship of $100 was voted 
by the members. The purchase of silver 
trays for the Memorial Union Building was 
also proposed by Mollie (Rubin ’32) Stern 
and the project was approved.
The University of Maine String Trio, led 
by Robert Groth, entertained after the busi­
ness session.
(See new officers below.)
Greater New York Area Alumni
Summer picnics were held on Sunday, 
June 17, for New Jersey members at the 
Lewis-Morris Park, off Rte. 24 near Morris­
town, and for Long Island and other alumni 
on June 24, Salisbury Park (Nassau Coun-
Distributors of Building 
Materials
ACME SUPPLY CO., INC.
60 Summer St. Bangor, Me.
T. M. Hersey ’34, Pres.-Treas. 
Philip Johnson ’43, Vice Pres. 
MOTIVATION
ty, off the Hempstead Turnpike). Families 
brought their own food and gathered under 
the Maine sign.
Southern Kennebec Alumni
A lobster cookout was prepared and 
staged by the men on July 18, 6:30 p.m. at 
the Westview Golf Club on Bolton Hill 
Road, Augusta. Men and gals attended.
Raymond M. Rideout ’50 and Robert P. 
Schoppe '38 made up the committee for 
plans and cookery.
Margaret M. Mollison ’50 visited from 
Orono.
COMING MEETINGS
St. Petersburg, Fla., Alumni
December 8, 1962
January 12, 1963
New Garden Room
Pennsylvania Hotel
Noon
Portland Alumnae
December 6, 1962
Wescustogo Inn, Yarmouth
Dinner
Speaker: Dr. Hilda Fife
BRIDGTON ACADEMY
ESTABLISHED 1808
Fully accredited boys’ college pre­
paratory school. Grades 9-12, plus 
post graduate year. Small classes, 
supervised study, language laboratory, 
developmental reading, new gymna­
sium. All sports including hockey. 
For illustrated catalog write Principal 
Richard L. Goldsmith, North Bridg­
ton, Maine.
O N
Regularly Scheduled Meetings
Monthly—
Western Pennsylvania Alumni
First Monday of each month
Oliver Restaurant
Smithfield St., Pittsburgh
Noon
Eastern Pennsylvania Alumni
Last Thursday of each month 
Electrical Club Dining Room 
6th Floor, Architects’ Building 
17th and Samson Streets 
Philadelphia, Penna.
Noon
Greater N. Y. City Alumni
Second Wednesday of each month 
Phi Gamma Delta Club 
106 W. 56 St.
Noon
Phone M. E. Libby
CI 6-0064
of Boston. Massachusetts
Life Insurance, Annuities
Group Insurance, Pensions
David C. Roberts
General Agent for State of Maine
415 Congress Street, Portland
PHILBROOK FARM INN 
and COTTAGES
Just off Route U. S. 2 at 
Shelburne, New Hampshire.
Under the shadow of the 
White Mountains the 
Philbrook latch-string 
has been out since 1861. 
Wonderful fall foliage!
Lawrence E. Philbrook ’16
Constance P. Leger ’41 
Nancy C. Philbrook ’42
t
VIA COMMUNICATIONS
Businessman, Industrialists, Educators, Engineers, Scientists, Government 
Leaders are convinced that:—
• PRINTING is the principal means of communications.
® Catalogs, Manuals, Booklets, Folders, Inserts, Statement Staffers, Stream- 
ers, Annual Reports, Flyers etc. are the best means of TRANSMITTING 
INFORMATION.
• Our plant is geared with CRAFTSMEN and equipment to produce moti­
vating literature of top-notch quality.
For analyzation of present or future printing requirements, 
communicate with Gordon R. Staff '44, Vice President
STAFF PRESS, INC. • Creative Printers
26 CLINTON AVENUE • VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.
GOOD 
and
GOOD
for you
it’s HOOD’S
ICE CREAM
I
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Southern Kennebec Alumni
First Friday of each month
Augusta House
Noon
Auburn-Lewiston Alumni
Third Tuesday of each month
Stephens House
Union and Court Streets, Auburn
Dinner—6 p.m.
Weekly—
Boston Alumni
Friday
Alcove Room, Purcell’s
Restaurant, 10 City Hall
Avenue
Invitations are extended to any alumnus 
or faculty member living or visiting in 
Boston to attend on each Friday.
Bangor Furniture Co.
Complete House Furnishers 
84-88 Hammond Street 
Bangor, Maine
SERVING
MAINE STUDENTS 
Since 1892
DAD U f C HARDWARE ■ A K IV o '&■.yariety 
31-37 MILL ST;; ORON0. ME.
Alexander Skillin and Son
FLORISTS
Falmouth Foreside, Maine 
Cut flowers—Corsages— 
Funeral Designs— 
Wedding Designs
John Skillin ’52
Known throughout the state 
for quality and service
New Local Alumni Officers
Southern Penobscot Alumnae
President, Jean {Polleys ’50) Fenlason; 
First Vice President, Arlene (Tankle ’47) 
Keith; Second Vice President, Arline Lynch 
’25; Secretary, Mildred {Scott ’56) Wash­
burn; Treasurer, Joan {Wallace ’45) Agnew.
Portland Alumnae
President, Janet {Bishop ’55) Butler; Vice 
President, Charlotte {Moreshead ’54) Libby; 
Secretary, Doris {Richards ’57) Marshall; 
Treasurer, Margaret {Grover ’53) Thurrell; 
Corr. Secretary, Pauline {Robbins ’51) 
Gosse.
Northern Kennebec Alumni
President, Mansfield Packard ’25; Vice 
President, John Turbyne ’33; Secretary, 
Clara {Peabody ’27) Hersum; Treasurer 
Lawrence P. Barton ’22.
Boston Alumni
President, John K. Dineen ’51; First Vice 
President, Carl Whitman ’35; Secretary, 
Philip R. White, Jr. ’50; Treasurer, Gene 
Drolet ’53.
Cleveland, Ohio Alumni
President, Herbert K. Cook ’35; Secretary,
Jean {Wallace ’48) Cameron.
Western Pennsylvania Alumni
President, Elwood P. Additon ’38; Vice
President, Myron Jones ’59; Sec.-Treas., 
Gerald Smith ’54.
Northern Penobscot Alumni
President, Philip M. Coffin, Jr. ’50; Vice
McNAMARA’S 
RESTAURANT AND FOOD SHOP 
Artistry in “Fine Foods” 
Rt. 202, Winthrop, Maine 
Playground and Picnic Area— 
Outside window service 
Telephone Winthrop—377-2244
The Haynes & Chalmers Co.
A. S. Chalmers ’05, Treas. 
G. L. Chalmers '46, Mgr.
HARDWARE
BANGOR MAINE
President, William H. Simpson ’50; Sec.- 
Treas., Ramona (McLaughlin ’49) Dentre- 
mont.
Western Massachusetts Alumni
President, Thomas C. Sullivan ’55, Vice
President, Thomas L. Barker ’39; Sec.-Treas. 
Helen (Strong ’53) Werner.
Rhode Island Alumni
President, Vernon Snow ’31; Vice Presi­
dent, George R. Weidman ’43; Secretary, 
Aram Garabedian ’57.
Law library 
given books
A gift of more than 100 volumes in the 
“lawyer’s encyclopedia” has been presented 
to the University’s School of Law by United 
State Supreme Court Justice Tom C. Clark.
The volumes, comprising the “Corpus 
Juris Secundum,” are a modernized version 
of the body of the law.
Taking part in the shelving ceremonies at 
the School of Law in Portland were William 
B. Mahoney, Portland attorney and president 
of the Maine Bar Association, and John 
M. Blake, special assistant to the president 
of the University of Maine. Mr. Blake is 
acting as dean of the School of Law.
When Justice Clark was in Rockland last 
summer for a meeting of the Bar Associa­
tion he heard about the new University of 
Maine School of Law in Portland. He later 
wrote asking what he could do to help the 
School and listing the law books he was 
willing to donate.
John Sealey, Jr. ’36 Meet University and Alumni friends at.. .
DAKIN’S
Wholesale 
Sporting Goods 
Camera Supplies
Shep Hurd’17 M. A. Hurd’26 
Bangor Waterville
Basil Smith ’40
VALLE’S STEAK
Quality meals and service
I
I
I
Locations in Portland, Scarborough, Kittery, and Newton, Mass.
« ' I
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Reunion Recap
Senior Alumni Reunion Report
The presentation of a mahogany gavel featured the business 
session of the Senior Alumni Association at its 27th meeting in 
the Bangor Room of the Memorial Union on Alumni Day. Follow­
ing the Breakfast in the Bear’s Den, at which 55 members and 
guests were present, the group adjourned to the Bangor Room 
for the photograph and meeting.
The business meeting was called to order by President Richard 
F. Talbot ’07 at 9:18 a.m. with approximately 45 present. In call­
ing the meeting to order President Talbot used a gavel made by 
Harold S. Boardman ’95. The gavel, a beautiful piece of work­
manship, is of Honduras mahogany and has a silver band inscribed: 
“Presented to the University of Maine Senior Alumni Association 
by Harold S. Boardman, Maine ’95.”
The meeting was addressed by Dr. Thomas H. Curry, Associ­
ate Dean of the College of Technology, who spoke on the accredita­
tion of the several curricula in the College; Mr. Donald V. Taver­
ner, Director of Development, who spoke on developments within 
the University; and Dr. T. Russell Woolley, Executive Director of 
the General Alumni Association, who gave a report on alumni 
activities.
The following officers were elected for 1962-63: President, 
Richard F. Talbot ’07; 1st Vice President, Walter E. Farnham, ’07, 
2nd Vice President, Ernest Lamb TO; Secretary-Treasurer, James 
A. Gannett ’08; Auditor, Charles F. Smith TO.
At the Alumni Banquet President Talbot announced the 
award of four Senior Alumni Association Scholarships of $150 
each for the year 1962-63.
by James A. Gannett ’08 
Sec’y.-Treas.
1902 Reunion Report
Our celebration of the 60th Anniversary for the Class of 1902 
was a definite success.
Arthur Silver of Montclair, N. J., with Mrs. Silver was on 
hand for opening of Regisration Friday morning. Harold Carr of 
Keene, N. H., was second to register. On registering, class mem­
bers and wives were tagged with a special Sixtieth Reunion lapel 
card in class colors of white with red lettering. Later on each 
registrant was pinned with the familiar red with white ’02 armband. 
Thus decorated, 1902 people were prominently identified.
In Chadbourne Hall a lounge set with Class and University 
historic items provided a cozy and comfortable 1902 Headquarters.
The featured event and highlight of Sixtieth Reunion was a 
1902 Dinner, Friday evening, in Ham Room, Memorial Union. An 
attractively decorated table, an excellent meal, served by the Uni­
versity Chef, informality, and congeniality added up to a very 
enjoyable gathering.
At the party were: class members—Harold Carr, Eugene Gil­
bert, Horace Hamlin, Arthur Silver, with Mrs. Gilbert and Mrs. 
Silver; guests—former University President, Harold S. Boardman 
’95, James Gannett ’08, Mrs. Gannett, Dr. Ava Chadbourne '15 
(sister of 1902’s recently deceased Henry Chadbourne). Unfortun­
ately Mrs. Boardman was afflicted with a cold and remained away.
One much hoped for Dinner guest, Professor Charles P. Wes­
ton ’96 of Orono, was too frail to attend. He was a favorite profes­
sor during 1902 Campus days. After the Dinner, the flowers from 
the table were taken to Prof. Weston, accompanied by a note 
signed by all present, expressing “respect, affection, and best 
wishes.”
During the gathering the diners had the pleasure of several 
brief visits. First, Margaret Mollison ’50, Assistant Alumni Direc­
tor, came in for greetings and to lend aid. Next, President and 
Mrs. Elliott dropped in. While chatting cordially with each one 
present, both were decorated with the famous 1902 armband. And 
last, Dr. Russell Woolley ’41 sat down for a very agreeable chat.
Over the coffee cups were made brief reports of contacts 
with and messages from several 1902 members who had expected 
or hoped to attend Sixtieth, but who, as Commencement time ap­
proached, yielded to health limitations.
At Alumni Banquet on Saturday evening. Class of 1902 pre­
sented to the University of Maine a gift of $275.00.
Sixtieth Reunion of 1902 was promoted by the class member 
group of Walter Eldridge of Jamaica Plains, Mass., Arthur Silver 
of Montclair, N. J., and Mrs. Lida Knowles Smith of Bath, Maine.
SENIOR ALUMNI
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This group acknowledges extensive assistance in effecting arrange­
ments, by General Alumni Office.
by A. E. Silver ’02
1907 Reunion Report
Seventeen classmates were present and a total of 28 sat down 
to the class dinner on Friday nite at North Estabrooke Hall. Those 
there with wives were L. Barrows, J. Burleigh, T. Bye, B. Connell, 
E. Lambe, K. MacDonald, R. Mitchell, T. Perry and R. Talbot. 
Single ones, W. Farnham, H. Green, R. Hamlin, P. Swift, Edith 
(Tate) Brawn, B. Williams, and A. P. Wyman.
Who came the longest distance? We guess it was a toss up 
between Ben Connell and Robie Mitchell, both of New York State.
The dinner was fine. The majority took lobster newburg, while 
a few wrestled with the roast beef.
After the dinner vice president Dick Talbot called the class 
to order. It was voted to keep the same officers. Dick Talbot to 
head the class and Karl MacDonald, secretary and treasurer. The 
treasurer reported cash on hand of $131.91. Since that report, 
$5.00 has been received from Gordon Wildes. Gordon was in Fair­
fax, Va., and hoped to attend the Reunion but had to leave for 
California before it took place. His new address is 306 So. El 
Maleno Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
After the business was thru, Dick asked if anyone had any­
thing to say or questions to ask. Robie Mitchell said he would like 
to read a letter from the “Statues for Freedom Committee” which 
he did.
We missed our late president, Bill Alexander, along with Carl 
Garland, our oldest classmate, who usually came with Bill.
Several classmates who would have liked to come could not be 
there. Horton Kierstead is in the Volmars Nursing Home, No. 
Vassalboro, Maine. He says, “Sorry I can’t attend the 55th. I am 
too much occupied learning to use a store leg and one crutch. I 
am making progress.”
Elmer Wilson has been in the Linnview Hospital, 25 Linnwood 
Road, Lynn, Mass., since April. If anyone knows the name and 
address of any of his relatives, please send it to Mr. John W. 
Finnigan, 1 State Street, Boston 9, Mass., who is his Temporary 
Conservator.
Several wrote on the return postal to Dick Talbot, saying 
they would like to be present but sickness or other troubles would 
not allow them to attend.
1907 always enjoys reunions and we were pleased to have 
President Lloyd H. Elliott and Russ Woolley, alumni director, 
come by an greet us at the 55th Reunion Class Dinner.
by Karl MacDonald, Sec’y.
1912 Reunion Report
Forty-six members registered for the 50th Reunion of the 
Class of 1912 on June 8 and 9, 1962. This is 43.4 per cent of the 
present membership. One half of those registered were residents 
of Maine. The remainder came from 12 other states and the 
District of Columbia. Some traveled a considerable distance to 
get to the reunion. Among these, Oscar Mountfort arrived from
CLASS OF 1907-55TH REUNION
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Florida and Celia (Coffin) Thompson from California.
The 1912 Room in the Memorial Union Building was the 
official Headquarters. The room was decorated by Lloyd Hough­
ton’s Committee with banners, pictures of baseball, football, and 
track teams, as well as posters and other mementoes depicting the 
undergraduate days. Copies of old “Prisms,” 1908-1913, were of 
especial interest.
The Reunion Festivities began in the Main Lounge of the 
Memorial Union Building about an hour previous to the Friday 
night Class Banquet. At this first official get-to-gether Alden Chase, 
William Gray, Charles Newell, and Ralph Talbot led the group 
in the singing of old songs.
At 6:30 the “gang” retired to the Hilton Room for the 1912 
Class Banquet. Seventy-two persons including 42 class members 
sat down to the splendid food prepared and served by the Univer­
sity Staff. The room was prettily arranged by June Kelley and her 
committee on decorations. June and Helen (Worster) Cleaves had 
livened up the tables with beautiful bouquets of peonies. Warren 
McDonald furnished hand-lettered place cards bearing in most 
cases not only the name but also the 1912 Prism pictures of the 
class members present. Warren Savary decorated one wall with a 
large 1912 plaque. President Arthur Deering greeted the group 
informally, recalling Class Memories and giving short anecdotes 
about the different members. One of the highlights of the evening 
was the awarding to Frank and Mrs. Lancaster a certificate for 
meritorious service to the Class. Following the class supper most 
of the group returned to the Main Lounge where the Alumni Re­
ception was already in progress.
Saturday morning the class group had breakfast together in 
Stodder Hall. Immediately following the meal, President Deering 
called a short class meeting. The reports of the secretary and 
treasurer were read and accepted. In the election of officers, Arthur 
Deering was chosen president; June Kelley, vice president; William 
Schrumpf, secretary; and Frank Lancaster, treasurer. Our invited 
guests Ernest Lamb TO and Mrs. Lamb were made honorary mem­
bers of the 1912 Class. Ernest in his capacity of vice president of 
the Senior Alumni outlined very interestingly the purposes and 
works of the Senior Alumni Association.
At the General Alumni Luncheon at noon in the Memorial 
Gymnasium, Arthur Deering gave the 50th Class Reunion address. 
He vividly contrasted the old ways with the new and recalled 
achievements of members of the 1912 Class in their different phases 
of endeavor. Following the Luncheon, the class members were 
assembled for the Class picture. All the registered members ex­
cept Austin Jones, Albert Nickels, Charles Rowe, and Rollins Sea- 
bury, are in the picture.
In the evening, following the General Alumni Banquet, the 
announcement was made that 1912 had won the attendance cup 
for the largest percentage returned of the 20th Century classes. 
At this time, representing the 1912 Class, William Schrumpf pre­
sented President Elliott, for the University of Maine Foundation, 
the sum of $3,100, the result of the drive for a 50th Reunion Gift 
to the University. In addition $50 was presented to the General 
Alumni Activities Fund.
Following all this, many returned to the 1912 Room where 
they chatted until it was time to retire. And thus ended what was 
truly an eventful 50th Reunion of the Class of 1912.
by William Schrumpf, Sec’y.
1917 Reunion Report
Now that our 45th Reunion has come and gone, I am trying 
to find words to express what it meant to those of us who enjoyed 
three days together, so that at least some of that pleasure will 
reach those who were not with us.
First, we certainly beat the attandence record for the 45th 
Reunion, as we had 51 members registered. It will take a long time 
to better that record, I feel sure.
We contributed $69.00 to the Alumni Activities Fund, and 
added $1,237.00 to the 1917 Scholarship Fund, with more to come 
in.
We started our weekend, as planned, with dinner at the Tarra­
tine Club in Bangor. Sixty sat down to a very nice meal, following 
a delightful social hour in the lounge, as we welcomed arriving 
classmates and renewed acquaintance with their wives and hus­
bands. I must admit that I, for one, didn’t always get the right 
name, the first time I tried; of course most of the old “regulars” 
were there, but it was wonderful to greet those who came back for 
the first time. There were at least five from our class who had never 
been back for a reunion: Harvey Waugh, Frank Savage, Phil 
Clement, Frank Berridge, and Dr. Fuller Sherman.
Breakfast on Saturday morning saw 44 gathered around the 
tables in the Ford Room at the Memorial Union Building.
Following breakfast, we all gathered for our class meeting 
with nearly 60 there. The same officers were elected for another 
five years; Joe McCusker, president; Ed Dempsey, vice president; 
Frank O. Stevens, secretary; (and how good it was to have him 
back with us again) Jack Freese, Treasurer; and Helen West, 
class column editor.
As usual we all enjoyed the Alumni Luncheon and Banquet, 
both held in the Memorial Gymnasium, and truly it is always a 
thrill to watch the reunion classes grouped at their special tables, 
and join in the old, familiar songs. I hope we will have as wonderful 
a group back to receive our 50 year diplomas as the 1912 class
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did, this year. We must start right now, if we can hope to best their 
record in 1967.
The Sunday program was a fitting climax for us all. William 
and I were so delighted to have over 20 come to Orrington to see 
our wild flower garden, and many of them coming in time to break­
fast with us. I hope we will still be there to ask you all to breakfast 
in 1967.
The wonderful lobster dinner at Shep Hurd’s beautiful home in 
Searsport, was a perfect way to close our weekend. There were 61 
there. The weather was perfect. The food was fit for kings. And 
what can beat Maine lobster!
Don’t you all wish you had come? I wish you would all feel 
as Frank Savage does. He said that now he certainly wanted to 
live another five years and come for our 50th Reunion. I am sure 
he is sorry that he didn’t come back before. So we all send greet­
ings from our 45th, and urge you to join us for another wonderful 
time in 1967
by Helen (Danforth) West 
Class column editor
1922 Reunion Report
The Class of 1922 had 59 people present including wives at 
the Bangor House on the night of June 8th at 6 p.m. By the time 
the lobster and beef was served at 7:10 p.m., things were really 
humming with many a “rehash” of incidents which happened so 
long ago. One of the strange characteristics of our dinner was the 
appearance of so many who had not planned to come and vice 
versa. However it was a happy time for all. The Class President 
(your reporter) acted as M.C.; the response was better than at 
some of cur former business banquets. At the head table were the 
following:
Leslie W. Hutchins (and wife), President; John H. Needham 
(and wife), Vice President; Estelle Nason, Secretary; Winslow K. 
Herrick (and wife), Treasurer. A moment of silence was asked 
for those who used to be with us. Then after dinner your M.C. 
read the list of those who had responded to our requests for help 
and the various letters were read to indicate the interest of those 
absent and far away.
One of the real surprises to yours truly was the presentation 
of a $50 gift certificate to your reporter for his efforts to get the 
class moving on a more accelerated basis than formerly. This pres­
entation was made by Lawrence Davee for a group of anonymous 
givers. This gift was very much appreciated. There was no attempt 
to discuss class subjects or problems which were left to the Satur­
day morning business meeting. Some of those present at the ban­
quet but not at business meeting on Saturday were as follows:
Lawrence P. Barton, Joseph S. Buber, Vinton O. Harkness, 
F. Kenneth Chapman, Richard P. Hegarty, John T. Quinn, and 
Fred F. and Katherine S. Marsden. There were others present, but 
we did not ask each one to record their names hoping that a mem­
ory could do it all. Forgive us if you were left out and thanks so 
much to all of those who contributed to the class fund, and to 
those who attended whatever part of our activities possible.
The business meeting at 9:45 a.m. in the Sutton Lounge of 
the Memorial Union Building found fifteen voting classmates pres­
ent. (Perhaps we had too long a banquet the night before!) The 
first order of business was the election of officers. Those elected 
for 1962-67 are as follows:
Lawrence W. Davee, President; John H. Needham, Vice Presi-
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dent; Catherine Sargent Marsden, Secretary and Personals Editor; 
Frederick F. Marsden, Treasurer. It was voted to donate $250 to 
the Alumni Activities Fund and no appropriation was made as a 
class gift. This situation should now be corrected as the following 
were elected to serve as Finance Committee to raise funds for 
class gifts and for whatever needs which might appear from time to 
time. Foster B. Blake, Chairman, Sumner P. Hopkins, Henry T. 
Cary. This seems like a sure fire group who can raise funds on a 
class dues and gift basis so that we can do our part as a class.
The new class officers took over and Lawrence Davee has 
assumed his office with a good start in our opinion. Your reporter 
will soon be in touch with Catherine S. Marsden to turn over any 
letters, etc., for a start of the next reporting year.
Hugh (Moose) Williams came the longest distance from 
Hagerstown, Maryland, with Ivan Craig a close second.
As your outgoing class president, may we offer our thanks 
and sincere appreciation for all the many letters, phone calls, and 
overall help which has made the job so much easier and pleasant. 
To our right arm, John H. Needham, our sincerest thanks and to 
the General Alumni Office (the best ever) our very best in thanks 
and appreciation.
This job has been a great experience for me—I have messages 
from so many whom I knew so long ago—it was nice to say Hello 
to them all on June 8-9-10. Here is how I described the passage of 
40 years at our Banquet (Bobby Burns in “Tam’O Shanter”)
But pleasures are like poppies spred, 
You seize the flower, its bloom is shed, 
Or like the snow falls in the river, a 
moment white, then melts forever, or like 
the Borealis race, that flit ere you can 
point the place or like the rainbows lovely 
form, evanishing amid the storm.
by Leslie Hutchins 
Past President
1927 Reunion Report
To all of you who attended reunion, it was wonderful to see 
you again. To those of you who were unable to come, we missed 
you. And—you missed a “doozy.” We had the dinner at the country 
club as scheduled and a social hour preceding. Both were success­
ful. About fifty-two attended, including wives, husbands and off­
spring. I give special mention to the Merill Dooeys as this was the 
first reunion they have attended. It was so nice to meet her and to 
see him again I am sure they will not wait another thirty-five years. 
It was fun all the way. A poem by Amy Adams Green is appearing 
nearby in this issue.
We did transact some business at the Saturday class meeting. 
Your class officers are:
President, Earle Webster; Vice Pres., George Dow; 2nd Vice
I
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Pres., John Mahony; Secretary, Peggy (Preble) Webster; Treasurer, 
Dick Dolloff; Personals Sec., Marshall Washburn. The Executive
THIRTY-FIFTH REUNION
That sunny day in June so long ago
On Coburn’s Oval, smooth and cool and green,
That day which now our class commemorates, 
Preluding futures still all unforseen—
We prophesied then, boldly, each for each,
And gifts we gave to those we thought we knew;
With outstretched hands we offered youth to serve 
Those things we thought were firm and good and true.
Perhaps like snatchers of a golden dream, 
Some memory returns as now we meet;
Perhaps our hearts are struck with chill dismay 
To pass like strangers on a busy street.
But we have cords that ever bind us close— 
We who no longer look or feel the same— 
Incredible that for a moment we could think 
The only thing familiar was the name!
Four years together is not all we share!
Maine’s heritage against all fevered fears,
The self-reliance of the pioneer,
The rock foundation that outwears the years.
For we have weathered much since( eager, young, 
Resolved to take life at its very flood)
We saw the static world disintegrate
And bore our part in sweat and tears and blood.
For each, the morning struggle passes by, 
Demanding patience, love, and strength untold;
Now, in the long, warm summer afternoon
The meanings of our stewardship unfold.
So, gladly now, we yield our places here
To generations knocking on the gates:
We know their heritage is one with ours,
And for their hands our longed-for harvest waits.
Amy Belle Adams Green 
University of Maine 1927 
May 10, 1962
Committee consists of Ed Engle, Al Nutting, John Stewart, Edith 
(O’Connor) Thaxter, and Paul Lamoreau.
We voted—to give $35 to the Alumni Activities Fund and to
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add $710 to the Class Scholarship Fund bringing our total to 
$2,420. Any additional gifts or money coming in from matching 
funds will be added directly to the Class Scholarship Fund.
Fran (Sawyer) Worester did come. I trust you noticed that we 
did not win any attendance cups. However, it was a successful re­
union and a great deal of the credit is due our president “Danny.” 
Thanks and goodbye.
Sally (Palmer) Bogan 
Class notes editor
1932 Reunion Report
Our reunion got off to a good start Friday night at the dinner 
party at the Oronoka. It was a real gala affair thanks to all the 
advance preparations and hard work of Prexy Paul Butler and his 
committee of Al and Mary (Bean) Gerry, Win Libby, Clayton 
Lcthrop, and Mollie (Rubin) Stern. Reunion Committee, we salute 
you! How were you ever able to string that “Welcome Home” 
banner across Main Street as well as provide for such beautiful 
weather and arrange to have the party take place on “Shorty” Mc­
Lean’s birthday? You are terrific! There were present at the party 
98 persons (57 class members). The food was delicious, and so 
was the organ music provided by Dick Snare, class of ’33. Since 
Paul managed to get himself on crutches (and don’t think I got 
a good explanation of what happened) Al Gerry presided at the 
dinner. According to true democratic process, everyone present 
was invited to stand up and say anything he wished to. And some 
very weighty remarks were contributed from the floor. Hildreth 
(“Ike” Montgomery) Hill from Calcutta, India, came the greatest 
distance. Marvia (Pooler) Barry won the floral crown for her 
youthful beauty. Dot (Baker) and spouse Dr. Jay Moody had the 
distinction of having driven from their home in Newport, R. I., in 
their 1907 Morse car. “A good time was had by all” from all that 
my tired old eyes could see that night. I haven’t had so much fun 
since I tried out my electric toothbrush last Christmas morn.
Saturday morning we had an early class breakfast which yours 
truly missed. At our class meeting on Saturday, the following offi­
cers were elected: president, Win Robbins; vice president, Dr. 
Jim Bates; treasurer, Bob Vickery; secretary, Angela Miniutti. Our 
class gift to the University is a revolving scholarship loan fund, to 
be added to at every five year reunion.
There was no class picnic on Sunday, because so few persons 
would have been able to attend.
The autobiographical sketches that were sent to the reunion 
committee (your response for this was wonderful) were very at­
tractively bound in two “Blue Books” and were circulated at the 
party. I hope that it will be possible to use summaries of all these 
items in future class letters. For those who have not yet been able 
to see them, they will make very interesting reading; for those 
who have already read them, this will provide a very good refresher 
course. Hope you all have a wonderful summer!
by Angela Miniutti, Sec’y.
1937 Reunion Report
For those members who could not get back for our 25th, as 
well as for those who were present, the following account may be 
of interest.• «
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Eighty-three class members and guests enjoyed Friday evening 
by visiting and eating together at the Penobscot Valley Country 
Club to start the big reunion weekend. Culmination of the diligent 
action of the nominating committee also occurred at this time—in 
the person of Barb (Lancaster) Raymond, the committee member 
present. Barb was finally able to reduce the number of volunteers 
for class officers to the following who were duly elected at the 
class meeting Saturday morning by 37 bright and shining 37ers: 
president, Win Adams; vice president, Bob Laverty; treasurer, Bob 
Ohler; secretary, Audrey (Bishop) Thibodeau and Class Reporters, 
for one year each in addition to Audrey, Barb (Bertels) Byrnes, 
Barb (Lancaster) Raymond, Alan Duff, and Les Smith.
Other business at the class meeting included the donation of 
$25.00 to the Alumni Activities Fund of the GAA; the decision to 
present the Class Gift Fund to the University of Maine Foundation 
—the annual proceeds of which would be used for student scholar­
ship or loan purposes; and the decision to add to the Class Gift 
Fund at the rate of $5.00 per member per year.
At the Alumni Banquet on Saturday, $2,500.00 was presented 
to University of Maine President Lloyd H. Elliott by retiring Class 
Prexy Red Bates. This amount included the matured value of the 
class insurance policy taken out at graduation time on class mem­
ber Phyl (Dimitre) Peterson, interest on contributions to the 
Class Gift Fund, and $1,300 from 75 class members—nearly 
$20.00 each from about 20 per cent of the class members.
John Bennett, our distinguished Standard Oil executive, came 
up to reunion from his current location in Argentina; Les and Betty 
Smith came east from Purdue University; and many others from all 
parts of the northeast were present.
In the meantime, let’s all sweeten up that Gift Fund with our 
five per year and brighten up the class news column with items of 
interest from time to time. Both types of contributions properly 
identified may be sent to the Alumni Office or to Treasurer Bob 
and Secretary Audrey, respectively.
by Edwin C. Bates 
Past President
1942 Reunion Report
It was a great reunion ... 75 class members registered official­
ly with the Alumni Association and the Class of 1942 walked off 
with the Cup awarded for the largest number in attendance. It 
was the biggest 20th ever from all reports available. Aside from 
the quantity present, everyone had a wonderful time. The spirit of 
the group was terrific and talk of the 25th Reunion was on every­
one’s lips with the hope that hundreds more of the class will be 
able to make it five years hence! ! !
Spouses included, the dinner Friday evening at the Penobscot 
Valley Country Club was attended by 118. With Howie Cousins 
as M.C. a number of interesting awards were made—to Cherrie 
(Thorne) Kaifer for coming the longest distance (Baltimore), to 
Bill Schaible for having the youngest child (8 months), to Seth 
Thornton for having the shiniest dome, to Cortna (Kingsley) Bill­
ings for having changed the least among the women, to Nat 
Crowley for having changed the least among the men, to Nat 
Crowley for having the most children (8), and to Nat Crowley 
for having the oldest child (Nat Jr., 20, a Jr. at Maine). They had 
an award ready for anyone having a grandchild, but there were no 
takers! Steve Gould’s Band provided music for dancing after din­
ner; although there was considerable dancing, there was perhaps 
more visiting and gabbing as people caught up on 20 years of activi­
ty. At one point, Steve Kierstead and several other fellows took 
over the band and proved they’re just as “hot” as they ever were. 
Many of the crowd went on to the Commencement Ball on cam­
pus in the late evening, where Ray McKinley was playing with 
that familiar Glenn Miller style!
His Excellency, John Reed, Governor of the State of Maine, 
honored the class with his presence at the Saturday luncheon. A 
number of the youngsters who had accompanied Mother and Dad 
to the campus were thrilled to find themselves sitting with the 
Governor and hastened to secure his signature to show to the gang 
back home!
IN MATTERS OF TRUST...
Our Trust department offers all trust services. Executor and administrator 
of personal estates, trustee under wills or as trustee of living trusts 
and life insurance trusts. Investment management, custodian accounts . . . 
in fact, anything under the heading of estates and trusts.
We will be glad to discuss your estate planning needs with you at any 
time.
Merchants National Bank
Member,
BROAD ST., BANGOR
UNION AT 14TH, BANGOR
NORTH MAIN ST., BREWER
DOW AIR FORCE BASE
Federal Reserve System and
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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Important matters of business coming before the Class meet­
ing on Saturday A.M. included the report of Hirsch Garfinkle that 
$1,138.00 had been contributed by about 20% of the class for the 
“Building Block Fund.” It was voted to give a gift of $150.00 to 
the Alumni Activities Fund (interest from which is used to help 
support Homecoming and Reunion activities for alumni), to hold 
some funds in savings account to cover costs of mailing and pro­
motion work in connection with the 25th Reunion, and to place 
the balance in the U. of Maine Foundation to be the beginning of 
a class gift for the 25th. The amount of $10,000 was voted as a 
goal for our 25th Reunion Gift. (You will be hearing more about 
this in a Class Newsletter in the not too distant future.) Frannie 
Andrews resigned as Class Treasurer because of the pressure of 
his business. Hirch Garfinkle was elected to the office. Bette Taver­
ner resigned as Secretary because she felt someone else ought to 
have the pleasure of writing the column for a change. Mary Louise 
(White) Griffee was elected to that office. Bill Irvine and Nat 
Crowley were re-elected President and V. President, respectively. 
The Executive Committee consists of Barb Cuetara, Ralph Dale, 
Wallie Francis, Bette Taverner, and Woody Woodward.
Many, many thanks go to Prexy Bill Irvine for doing such a 
terrific job in leading us all to an outstandingly successful reunion. 
Special thanks also to Bill’s wife, Martha (Allen ’44) for letting 
him do so much work towards reunion! More thanks to the various 
chairmen for reunion—Woody Woodward, Larry and Mary (Cow­
in) Leavitt, Don and Mary Louise (White) Griffee, and Hirsch 
Garfinkle. Yet more thanks to all who contributed in any way to 
the occasion. Guess that means thanks to everyone who came! ! !
by Bette Taverner 
Past Sec’y
1947 Reunion Report
Your 1947 15th Class Reunion was held at the Bangor House 
on Friday, June 8, for dinner and class meeting. Why more of 
you didn’t take an interest was more than the group who gathered 
there could understand, as everyone really enjoyed themselves. 
Jeanne (Heartz) Babcock came from Phoenix, Ariz., just eager to 
see everyone. Georgia (Parsons) Eustis says that she would never 
miss a reunion and from the records of the past, she hasn’t. Mary 
(Sawyer) Jordan who lives in Clifton, Me., was elected to write 
the Alumnus column for the next five years. Joan (Ambrose) 
Shaw was elected treasurer and reported that only forty dollars 
for dues had been sent to her at reunion time. She hopes that a lot 
more will be mailed to her by fall. She is giving all reunion notes 
to Mary for the first column in the fall. Other officers elected were 
Lowell Savage, president; Peter Bradshaw, vice president; and 
Jeanne (Heartz) Babcock, secretary. Elected to the Executive 
Committee were Lowell Savage, Eleanor Webb, Morris Pilot, 
Robert Patten, Margaret (Spaulding) Brooks, Barbara (Mills) 
Browne and Esther (Ring) Savage.
Present at the reunion in addition to those listed in the last 
Alumnus or mentioned above were: Eleanor Webb, Barb (Mills) 
Browne, and Henry and Mary (Sawyer) Jordan.
I wish you all would make it a must on your list to return 
sometime soon to the University. It has grown so large since we 
were there 15 years ago and truly it still is the most beautiful 
campus and so very friendly. You owe it to you and your family 
to come back.
by Margaret (Spaulding) Brooks 
Past Secretary
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1952 Reunion Report
It was a real pleasure to see so many ’52ers gathered to 
break bread and reminisce at the English Room at the Bangor 
House for our 10th Reunion Banquet. There were over forty in 
evidence with travelers from Texas, Mid-South, Penna., Mass., 
and Maine of course.
Our president, Alan Pease, extended greetings, entertained 
with a story or two, and in general contributed to the spirit of 
the gathering. Dinner was followed by dancing—both features 
were a treat for all, particularly in the company of old friends.
A goodly number attended the class breakfast at the Com­
mons at 8:00 a.m. and by class meeting time at 9:00 a.m. in the 
Walker Room of the Memorial Union Building, our class group 
had enlarged considerably and included several more who hadn’t 
been able to be with us Friday p.m. With exchanges of greetings 
and all it was, with difficulty, that Alan Pease whipped our group 
into meeting order. There were 43 at the meeting.
Class officers will remain the same until the next reunion 
meeting with the exception of the position of secretary. Jean 
(Frye) Begley sought relief in this very important task that she 
has so graciously covered for five years. Ida (Morsehead) Wiley 
will carry for us in this capacity. The other officers are, Alan 
Pease, pres.; Nancy (Knowles) Moore, vice pres.; Dave Fox, 
treas., and on the executive committee are: Owen Smith, William 
Ruby, Roger Sullivan, Bryce McEwen, Richard Dow, Dorothy 
McCann, Marilyn (Harmon) Saydah, Mary McIntyre White, 
Richard Webber, and Andy Mezoian.
It was decided to divide our class into areas with area chair­
men to help us in future contacts and Bill Ruby offered to handle 
this job for us.
The class executive committee has been given the task of 
deciding on the best way of investing our annual dues in the 
name of our class toward our 25th reunion, when it is traditional 
for classes to make a substantial gift to the University. In addi­
tion this group is to decide on a short term goal. We would wel­
come suggestions for this project.
It is our hope that a class address list will be available for 
any who may desire to have one.
The class plans to pen one letter each year in the vicinity of 
early January to pass on special class news of projects, etc. to you.
Many attended the Sunday outing at Forest Lake in Friend­
ship where lobster was the order of the day—a real family frolic.
To all of us who were present, the gatherings were gratify­
ing—so good to see so many friends. To those who weren’t able to 
be there, you were sincerely missed and we hope that on our next 
reunion you’ll be there, too.
Please keep our class projects in mind; your dues make these 
possible, and remember too, that we need your active interest to 
keep 1952 on the move.
by Mary (McIntrye) White 
Exec. Committee
1957 Reunion Report
What a wonderful reunion! I just wish everyone who missed 
it could have been there.
Friday evening started with our social hour and banquet 
which was attended by 55 including wives and husbands of class 
members. Two door prizes were given, one to Dottie (Richards) 
Marshall who won a transistor radio and the other to Betty 
(Moloney) Wilson who won an ice crusher. The novelty prizes 
went to Bill Scott—a skipping rope (for the member gaining the 
most weight) oh, Big Bad Bill! Lin Haskins—a thermos (for 
traveling the greatest distance—Germany, to be exact. As Lin 
said, “Thanks to Uncle Sam”) and Norman Cosgrove, diapers 
(for the one with the most children—four). Norm said for his 
grandchildren as his oldest just graduated from high school! As 
you can see, it was lots of fun!
Saturday morning at nine (Oh—was that early!) was the 
class meeting. Well worth getting up for. The class officers and 
exec, council were voted back into office for the next five years 
(listed below). Max Burry, class treasurer, read a sorrowful treas­
urer’s report. Our bank balance was $520.37 with an additional 
$162.06 in donations to our scholarship fund (which John 
Edgar now heads). The main discussion at the meeting was the 
customary gift to the University and the continuance and enlarge­
ment of the scholarship. As the donations to the scholarship were 
much lower than hoped for, money was taken from the class 
balance to increase the addition to the class scholarship to $300.
Here are your class officers: president, Eben DeGrasse; vice 
president, Peter Pierson; secretary, Jane (Caton) Beaulieu; treas­
urer, Max Burry; executive committeee, Wesley English, Larry 
Ronco, William Scott, William Law, Georgia Drivas.
The class wishes to express our thanks for the outstanding 
work done by Scott and Dottie (Richards) Marshall and their 
committee in planning the 5th Reunion. And to our fine prexy, 
Ed DeGrasse, who come all the way from Atlanta, Georgia, to 
head the round-up.
Cyn (Hawkes) Meehan led a very good discussion on the
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possibility of a yearly contribution to the fund instead of a lump 
sum at Reunion time when it might be harder to contribute what 
the individual feels is worthy. A plan was adopted unanimously 
where each member can contribute yearly what he feels he can. 
An example was given that if each member gives one dollar each 
year the fund will be increased by about $3,000 in five years. 
You’ll be hearing more about this in coming issues. All con­
tributions shoulde be mailed to Max Burry, 980 State Street, 
New Haven, Conn.
by Jane (Caton) Beaulieu
1960 Reunion Report
Seventeen people returned for our First Class Reunion. At 
the class meeting on Saturday morning, it was voted that the 
present class officers and executive committee remain in office 
until the fifth reunion. Also, the class funds would remain in the 
present building and loan association fund and draw interest until 
the next class reunion.
Here are your class officers: president, Charles J. Ochman- 
ski; vice president, Richard H. Sturgeon; secretary, Betty (Colley) 
Shibles; treasurer, Ira W. Stockwell, Jr.; personals editor, Betty 
Shibles; executive committee, John W. McCabe, Norman W. 
Stevenson, Phyllis (Warren) Mirth, and Barbara (York) Sturgeon.
The Class of 1960 Banquet was held at South Estabrooke. 
Don Taverner ’43, Director of Development, told us of the 
future growth plans of the University. They listened to the wax 
record from the 1961 Prism, which told the highlights of our 
senior year at Orono. ’Twas good fun.
Following are a few of those who were able to return to the 
reunion. Bob Sterritt whose address is Safety Officer, Phila. Air 
Def. Site, Pedricktown, N. J., will be married to Valerie Beck ’62 
on September 1. Bill Munsey will be attending B.U. in September. 
He is engaged to Helen Wallace ’61. Bud Ochmanski, class presi­
dent, has returned to Maine and his address is: Cove Rd., R.D. 2, 
Auburn. Dick and Barbie (York) Sturgeon will be moving from 
Augusta to Portland in September. Thanks should be given to 
Barbie and Dick who attempted in one way or another to contact 
many of you about the reunion. I was unable to return for the 
reunion as Mark and I were recently stationed here in Baltimore 
at Fort Holabird. It seems that many of us are spending some 
time with the armed services and perhaps by the next Reunion 
more of us will be able to return to the University.
The following news was sent to me by Pvt. Jerry Mulcahy 
who by now is on his way to Hawaii. Carl Conklin is now head 
4-H Club Agent in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., with headquarters at the 
Kingston 4-H Office. Frank Wiles is head 4-H Club Agent of 
Tioga County, N. Y., with headquarters at the Owego 4-H office. 
Frank and his wife now have two boys, Charles and Patrick. 
Geraldine and Roger Cyr are living in Long Island, N. Y., where 
Roger is working with the Plant Quarantine Service in N.Y.C. 
Roger and Gerry have a son, Brian. Bill and Judy Twyman are 
in Pittsford, Vt., where Bill is working at the Fed. Fish Hatchery 
in a manager trainee program.
New additions to families from the class of 1960 are a 
daughter, Barbara Jean, to Bonnie and Bobby Brown; a son, Mark, 
to John and Polly (Jackson) Thibodeau; a son to Bob and Cyn 
(Ayer) Hickey, and a daughter to Phil and Cathy (Ayer) Curtis.
by Betty (Colley) Shibles
Sec’y
CLASS OF 1960-2ND REUNION
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MERRILL TRUST
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Are you setting your sights on growing . . . modernizing ... or improving 
your competitive position in some way? We’re ready to help your company 
move ahead with loan service geared to your needs . . . and the financial 
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the Merrill Trust Company
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Fifteen Offices Serving Eastern Maine
an ANNOUNCEMENT that
The Arthur A. Hauck 
Theatre - Auditorium
Contract is now set
GROUND BREAKING NEXT MONTH
To Cost One Million Dollars
I
To Be Completed September 1963
Y
Alumni, Friends, Faculty, Students of 
The University Family Are Proud 
To Proclaim This Accomplishment 
To Honor A Beloved Maine Man
REGISTER YOUR NAME FOR AN AUDITORIUM SEAT
Remember the Campaign closes October 1 
Pledges Acceptable — Equipment Is Needed 
Memorial Rooms To Be Named
